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PREFACE
According to Doyle (1997), the most important products of educational science are
stories. Education, he argues, is too much embedded in specific contexts to define
universal laws about learning and instruction. Instead, educational scientists should
formulate concepts and theories that provide an approximate description of "strings
of events" that may occur in certain types of educational setting (p. 95). In the ideal
situation, the theories along with their concepts can be considered as stories that for
those involved in the educational settings are used to understand their situation and
to increase the effectiveness of their behavior. Empirical research should examine
whether theories and concepts indeed connect with the realities as experienced by
those involved in education.
The present dissertation is based on a research plan that, according to contract, I
carried out during a period of several years at the Graduate School of Teaching and
Learning of the University of Amsterdam (ILO). Right from the start, I considered
the research plan as rich material for a story. I have spent the following years developing this story, which gradually I began to summarize to people with the question:
Can students predict the test questions? Discussing my research topic informally
(e.g., conversations with various people inside and outside educational science),
formally (e.g., giving conference presentations) or in educational settings (e.g., giving a course on classroom assessment) helped me to be more precise in formulating
concepts and relations between concepts. Moreover, people inside and outside my
discipline supplied me with useful information to revise or extend parts of the story.
Next to these talks, I based the story on both existing empirical research and a
new empirical investigation. This empirical investigation includes both the study
that is at the focus of this dissertation as well as several small pilot studies, which
are not reported here. Admittedly, at times it felt as if the scientific methods for collecting and analyzing data only interfered with developing a story. For instance, a
large part of the dissertation project was spent on finding appropriate methods for
statistical analysis. When looking back upon these efforts, however, I consider them
as helpful for refining research questions and concepts, and allowing me to obtain
findings that are more accurate. Moreover, I consider the statistical analyses as important products of the dissertation. Hopefully, they will be useful for other researchers when examining analogous research questions.
The original research plan built closely on previous studies carried out by colleagues at "the ILO (Schellings, 1995; Van Hout-Wolters, 1986, 1990a, 1990b).
^Vhereas this research was based on data collected in classrooms its settings can be
considered semi-realistic in that the studies made use of experimental designs or
study materials that were not part of the regular curriculum. The step that I was to
take was to examine whether findings could be replicated in fully realistic classroom
settings. Moreover, I was to extend the research by examining students' expectations
regarding both the content and the type of test questions. These changes urged me to
connect various research domains. The results of this effort are summarized in the
theoretical and empirical reviews of the literature included throughout the chapters.
From the viewpoint of developing a story, these accounts are important products of
the dissertation.

As is clear from the foregoing, I did not carry out the dissertation project on my
own. In particular, I want to thank my supervisors Bernadette Van Hout-Wolters,
Gert Rijlaarsdam and Huub Van den Bergh, who are co-authors of the articles that
form the body of this dissertation. I thank Bernadette for giving me trust in developing my own story from the original research plan that she had written. She gave me
this freedom despite her great involvement with the topic of task demands. I thank
Gert for pushing me to think more deeply about the theoretical relations and for his
willingness to fulfill the role of second supervisor after supervising my Master's
thesis on writing processes. In both projects, he arranged the collaboration with
Huub. I thank Huub especially for his part in the statistical analyses of the articles,
which had important conceptual implications. Without his help, I doubt whether this
dissertation would have been finished.
I also want to thank other people who have contributed to my dissertation. I
thank the teachers and students who were willing to participate in the main study as
well as those who participated in the pilot studies. I thank Marielle de Reuver and
Lisa Peeters for helping me with analyzing the teachers' tests. I thank Petra Brouwer
and Camilla Meijer who helped me out when data were to be collected at different
schools at the same time. Petra Brouwer also gave detailed comments on the Dutch
dissertation summary. I thank Gonny Schellings whose dissertation formed the starting point of my research project. I was happy that we could carry out a study together based on her dissertation data at the point when she was leaving the institute
to work at another university. I thank Michel Couzijn, Geert ten Dam, Marianne
Elshout-Mohr and others at the ILO whom I assisted with their research before I
started my dissertation project. By making me confident with doing research, I am
sure they helped me at least as much as I helped them. I thank Dirk Hoek, Carel van
Wijk and Joop Hox for their methodological advice. I thank the researchers and
other colleagues of the ILO, whom I worked with very pleasantly all those years. In
particular, I thank Martine Braaksma for her support. Starting a dissertation project
at the same time, we were able to share many experiences and to comment on each
others products. I thank my current roommates Nadira Saab and Elwin Savelsbergh
and my former roommates Dirk Hoek, Ruurd Taconis and Janneke Bakker for providing an agreeable working climate. I thank the teachers of several courses that I
followed during the dissertation project. Most of these courses were organized by
the Interuniversity Center for Educational Research (ICO). I thank the editors and
the anonymous researchers who reviewed the manuscripts that we submitted to international journals. They gave very useful suggestions to improve our manuscripts
and really set "task demands" towards we could direct our efforts. More generally, I
thank all the researchers who provided me with ideas that I could build on. I thank
my colleagues who are or were part of VPO and JURE, the national and European
PhD organizations in educational research, respectively. Without their company the
research conferences would not have been that nice. Finally, I thank Petra Brouwer,
my parents, my family and my friends for their support throughout the years. I
dedicate this dissertation to Frans Volkers, who always showed great interest in my
efforts and looked foreward to the day of my promotion. Very sadly, he passed away
two months before the ceremony. On this day, my thoughts will be with him, Annemarie and with all others who miss him.
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INTRODUCTION
1

DO STUDENTS WHO PREPARE FOR A CLASSROOM TEST HAVE A
CLEAR PERCEPTION OF TASK DEMANDS?

"Will that be on the test?" Without doubt, this is one of the most frequent questions
students ask in education. Even so, teachers will rarely answer it directly, because
they do not want to give away the test questions. Students know this and still try to
obtain the most specific information possible about the forthcoming test (Doyle,
1983; Miller & Parlett, 1974; Ramsden, 1988; Van Etten, Freebern, & Pressley,
1997). This "game" has been considered by some as an artifact in education, which
has more to do with students' test-orientation than with learning (see Entwistle &
Entwistle, 1991). However, considering contemporary theories of learning, this
game has important consequences. Clear knowledge about task demands is an important prerequisite for students to learn in a self-regulated and effective way
(Brown, Bransford, Ferrara, & Campione, 1983; Butler & Winne. 1995; Flavell,
1987: Nist & Simpson, 2000; Thomas & Rohwer, 1986). With respect to studying, a
clear perception of task demands allows students to focus their attention on taskrelevant information and to choose appropriate strategies to learn this information
(Anderson & Armbruster, 1984; Van Etten et al., 1997).
Several studies have shown that secondary school students and even university
students mostly use nonselective and reproductive study methods when studying in
preparation for a test (cf. Thomas, Bol, Warkentin, Wilson, Strage, & Rohwer, 1993;
Thomas & Rohwer, 1987; Vermetten, Vermunt. & Lodewijks 2002). One of the
possible explanations for this apparently unstrategic way of studying is that students
do not have a clear perception of task demands (Pressley, Yokoi, Van Meter, Van
Etten & Freebern. 1997). In the empirical study that constitutes the body of this dissertation, we compared secondary school students' perception of task demands (i.e.,
their test expectations) with the task demands as indicated by their teachers' intentions, and also with the test that these teachers actually gave to the students. Moreover, we examined whether the correspondence between students' test expectations
and teachers' intended task demands was related to students' test performance. By
examining these relations, we tried to answer our main research question: Do students who prepare for a classroom test have a clear perception of task demands?
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Our empirical investigation consists of four related studies, each providing a different perspective on the data. The studies, which constitute the main chapters of this
dissertation, were submitted to and/or published in international scientific journals in
the field of educational psychology. They can be read separately, but build on each
other. To strengthen the relations among the studies and to provide additional background information, this introduction chapter includes a theoretical and empirical
review of previous research and an overview of the four chapters. Furthermore, the
discussion chapter that closes off the dissertation provides an evaluation of the four
studies as well as suggestions for future studies and educational practice.
2

A THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ROLE OF TASK DEMANDS
IN STUDY-TEST EPISODES

Contemporary theories about academic studying emphasize the importance of task
demands and students' perception of these demands. In the following theoretical
description it will be argued that a clear perception of task demands is not a matter
of course. The theoretical description can be considered as a review of the literature
that was collected in the course of the dissertation project.
2.1 Studying in preparation for a test
Studying can be defined as self-directed learning undertaken in anticipation of a
future performance event (Thomas & Rohwer, 1993b. p. 241: Anderson & Armbruster, 1984, p. 657). In secondary school settings, preparing for a test is a frequent
form of studying (Lorch, Lorch & Klusewitz, 1993). This task generally includes
independent processing of reading materials (typically a textbook chapter) as well as
engaging in activities that support or extend individual reading. For instance, in relation to instructional texts, students make exercises, attend classroom lectures or take
part in discussions with their teacher and their peers (cf. Alvermann & Moore, 1991;
Barr, 1987; Green & Weade. 1987: Smith & Feathers, 1983b; Wade & Moje. 2000).
The instructional-learning process that is associated with this kind of task can be
referred to as a study-test episode (cf. Aulls, 1998: Brookhart. 1997; Elshout-Mohr.
Van Hout-Wolters, & Broekkamp, 1999; Thomas & Rohwer. 1986). A study-test
episode consists of a study episode in which students prepare for a test, and a test
episode, in which students actually take this test.
Although students receive a considerable amount of practice in test preparation,
this type of study task remains very difficult (Pressley et al., 1997). Pressley et al.
explain students' difficulties in test preparation by three major factors: inconsiderate
text, inadequate teaching and "not so-good information processing by students".
Inconsiderate text refers to qualities of textbooks that make them hard for students to
learn from. Textbook content, for instance, may be illogical, unorganized or dull.
Inadequate teaching refers to teachers who are unstructured in their lectures and
therefore make it hard for their students to take useful notes. Another flaw in teaching stressed by Pressley et al., is that teachers give insufficient information about
task demands, leaving students in the dark about what and how to study. "Not so-
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good information processing by students" comprises nonselective reading strategies
(i.e., paying equal attention to important and unimportant content), background
knowledge deficiencies, failures to use prior knowledge, task-inappropriate processing (i.e., deficiencies in attuning processing strategies to the expected type of test
questions), mismonitoring understanding, mismonitoring test-preparedness (i.e., not
knowing when one has studied enough to perform well at the exam) and search inefficiencies (not knowing when, where and how to seek relevant information). In addition, the category of not so-good information processing encompasses affective
problems: anxiety and low motivation.
Plainly, the factors mentioned by Pressley et al. (1997) are related. In the following three sections, we will make clear that the effectiveness and efficiency of selective reading strategies, monitoring test preparedness, task-appropriate processing as
well as the experience of affective problems may be influenced by the information
that teachers provide about the task demands and by the way students make use of
this information.
2.2 Attuning to task demands
According to theories of self-regulated learning (Brown et al., 1983; Butler & Winne,
1995; Flavell, 1987; Jenkins, 1979), the effectiveness of a learning strategy depends
on how well it is attuned conditions of the learner (e.g., prior knowledge, learning
style) and the task environment (e.g., learning materials, task demands, quality of
instruction). Learners attune their learning to learner and task conditions by engaging in a complete cycle of self-regulated or metacognitive processes such as "analyzing tasks, setting goals, planning, selecting and implementing strategies, monitoring
progress, redressing observed gaps in performance and managing motivation and
emotions" (Butler, 1998a, p. 287; see also Brown et al., 1983; Butler & Winne,
1995; Zimmerman, 2000). Of all the self-regulated processes, Butler (1998a)
stresses the importance of analyzing task demands: "understanding task demands is
pivotal in strategic learning because students base all further efforts on the demands
they perceive" (p. 288).
In these theoretical accounts of self-regulated learning, the concept of task demands is generally used to indicate the products of a task that students are to pursue.
These products can be observable, such as the text produced in a writing task, or
cognitive, such as the knowledge and skills acquired in a study task. For tasks with
observable products, task demands may also be referred to as performance criteria.
For tasks with cognitive products, task demands are synonymous with the term
learning goals (cf. Winne & Hadwin, 1998, p. 282). Note that task demands concern
a special kind of learning goal. Task demands are learning goals that pertain to a
specific task and that are formulated externally, i.e., by others than the learner. Task
demands, therefore, are to be distinguished from internal or personal learning goals,
which are defined by the learner himself.
"Tasks regulate the selection of information and the choice of strategies for
processing that information" (Doyle, 1983, p. 161). A distinction, then, can be made
between two types of task demands: content demands and processing demands.
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Content demands refer to the specific information that students are to acquire. Processing demands denote the processing activities that students should be able to
demonstrate to show that the information has been mastered (Anderson &
Armbruster, p. 568).
Like the more general theories of self-regulated learning, models of academic
studying emphasize the conditional nature of studying and the need to adapt study
activities to task demands (Entwistle, 1987; Nist & Simpson. 2000; Strage, Tyler,
Rohwer, Thomas. 1987: Ramsden, 1988: Winne & Hadwin, 1998: Zimmermann.
1998). To attune studying to task demands, two strategies are of special importance:
attending selectively to task-relevant information and task-appropriate processing.
2.2.1

Selective attention

The first theoretical models of "the selective attention strategy" in text processing
focused on students' ability to increase their attention to more important information
at the cost of attention to less important information (e.g., R. C. Anderson, 1982).
Later models also include students' ability to determine criteria for selective processing (Hidi, 1995; Reynolds, 1992; Thomas & Rohwer, 1986).
In determining the importance of information, students may use three kinds of
criteria (cf. Alexander & Jetton 1996; Reynolds, 1992; Schellings, 1995; Van HoutWolters, 1986). First, students can consider textual information important, because it
has been given a salient or prominent position within the structure of the text (author-based or constructed importance). Second, students may perceive textual information important, because they assign personal relevance or interest to this type
of information (reader-based or constructed importance). Third, students' perceptions of relevance may follow from the task demands that are defined in relation to
the study text (task-based or instructional importance). These three criteria do not
necessarily converge. For instance, students may assign high importance to a text
unit that received a lot of attention in the classroom and for which they expect at
least some questions in an upcoming test; this unit, however, may occupy a subordinate position in the text. Students may apply the three criteria simultaneously, but
when attuning studying to content demands, they especially have to take care that
they emphasize information that they perceive as task-relevant (i.e.. instructionally
important).
Selective attention is not an all-or-none phenomenon (Reynolds, 1992, p. 386).
Instead, it should be considered as a dimension varying from hyperselective processing (e.g., searching out definitions in a text that are printed in italics; e.g., see Dreher
& Guthrie, 1990) to "nonselective" processing (e.g., simple beginning-to-end reading and rereading; see Van Etten et al.. 1997). On this dimension, "nonselective
processing" still requires that learners allocate their attention selectively to some
extent, in order to obtain a meaningful and structured representation of the learning
content (Mayer. 1987). Subsequently, more selective processing is needed when
time pressure increases and the amount of information become too large to be mastered in the available time (Rohwer. 1984). Although selective attention in reading
has received most attention from research, selective attention may also pertain to
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other activities involved in studying, such as students" note-taking during lectures
(Van Meter. Yokoi & Pressley, 1994).
2.2.2

Task-appropriate processing

Task-appropriate processing means that students process the information selected
for studying in such ways that they are able to produce this information in desired
forms when carrying out a performance task (cf. Anderson & Armbruster, 1984:
Morris. Bransford & Franks. 1977; Pressley et al., 1997). For instance, when memory
of verbatim information is required, students may rehearse information or use keyword methods. In contrast, when integration or deep comprehension of the reading
materials is required, students may self-generate questions or deliberately relate the
learning materials to prior knowledge (see Hadwin, Winne, Stockley, Nesbit, &
Woszczyna, 2001). Task-appropriate processing also applies to other study activities
than reading. Concerning students* note-taking, for instance, students may attempt
to take verbatim notes when verbatim recall is required in a test. In contrast, if the
test stresses understanding, students may paraphrase as they take notes (see Van
Meter et al., 1994). The opposite of task-appropriate processing is uniform processing: the student uses the same processing strategies, regardless of changing task demands (see Thomas & Rohwer, 1987).
To classify processing strategies, Thomas and Rohwer (1986) distinguished between duplicative processing, which is aimed at reproducing information in the same
form as it was encoded, and generative processing, which is aimed at transforming,
reorganizing or elaborating information for the use of personal understanding or to
apply the information in new contexts. Similar distinctions have been made by other
researchers (see Carrier & Fautsch-Partridge, 1981; Elshout-Mohr et al., 1999): e.g.,
surface versus deep learning approaches (Marton & Saljö, 1976); rote versus meaningful learning (Ausubel, 1963): and memory versus comprehension learning
(Doyle, 1983). According to Doyle (1983), these distinctions should be considered
as a continuum. For instance, paraphrasing text or recognizing text in paraphrased
form to some degree involves transformation of information, but does not involve
the production of new ideas. Therefore, it can be considered as lying somewhere
between reproductive and generative processing.
2.3 Factors influencing effective attuning to task demands
Effective attuning to task demands depends on various skills associated with analyzing tasks, allocating differential attention to content elements and carrying out specific processing activities in effective ways. In addition, students should be able to
self-regulate these activities. For instance, students have to determine their test preparedness, take into account whether study time is still sufficient, and encourage
themselves to stay on the task. A common element of the activities associated with
attuning to task demands is that their effectiveness or efficiency is related to the degree to which students have a clear perception of the task demands (cf. Brookhart.
1997; Maki, 1998; Winne & Hadwin. 1998).
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"Clear perception of task demands'" denotes several qualities (cf. Butler, 1998b),
including the degree in which perceived demands correspond with the actual demands (accuracy), the level of certainty that students experience regarding this correspondence, and the comprehensiveness of the perception (i.e., the degree of coverage and the level of detail).
A clear perception of task demands is dependent on both the information that is
provided about the task demands and the way students make use of this information
to develop a perception of the demands. The task environment provides "cues" that
enable the learner to predict what the performance task (i.e., the test) will be like
(Balzer, Doherty, & O'Connor, 1989; cited in Butler & Winne, 1995). The number
and predictive value of such cues may vary considerably between study episodes.
Furthermore, cues can be presented in a more or less direct way. A direct or explicit
way of giving cues, for instance, is stating objectives before a study task (see Lundeberg & Fox, 1991). A more indirect or implicit way of providing cues is to insert
practice questions in a study text that students are to read in preparation for a test.
When students succeed in discerning the implicit cues, such adjunct questions may
create expectations about the content, format and cognitive level of questions included in the test (see Hamaker, 1986; Reynolds, 1992)'.
Students' ability to discern and interpret cues depends in part on the knowledge
and beliefs that they developed in previous tasks. This metacognitive task knowledge "filters" students' use of task cues (cf. Doyle, 1992; Green & Weade, 1987;
Nist & Simpson, 2000; Winne & Hadwin, 1998). Like other kinds of metacognitive
knowledge, task knowledge can be more or less specific to a domain (Butler.
1998a). As examples of general task knowledge, students develop general beliefs
about the nature of knowledge and learning (Schommer, 1994) or about typical tests
that are given in academic contexts. Similarly, students may develop beliefs about
the necessity to attend to both explicit and implicit task cues (see Butler, 1998a).
More specific task conceptions may include students' knowledge about the tests that
a particular teacher usually gives or knowledge about ways in which this teacher
tends to provide implicit cues (cf. Tittle, 1994, p. 142).
Based on their task knowledge and task cues provided during a study episode,
students actively construct a perception of the demands of a study task. This perception can be considered as a mental representation that develops during the study
process and may be more or less activated during that process (see Winne & Hadwin, 1998). Attuning to task demands results from complex interactions between the
task environment and the learner. Hence, it is evident that, for a particular study
task, differences exist between learners with regard to the degree to which their perceptions and strategies are attuned to task demands (cf. Winne & Hadwin, 1998).

Note that the format of test questions does not necessarily define the cognitive level (i.e., the required
processing activities) of these questions. For instance, a multiple choice question may demand integration of information whereas a recall question may require reproduction of information I see Crooks, 1988,
p. 448; Lundeberg & Fox, 1991, p. 102). Nonetheless, in particular contexts, students' knowledge about
the format of test questions may help them to predict the cognitive level of test questions.
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2.4 Evaluating the role of task demands
Clear information about task demands can be crucial for students to increase the
effectivity and efficiency of their learning performance (Anderson & Armbruster,
1984). As Ramsden (1992) notes, "students sometimes waste valuable time trying to
discover the implicit criteria" (p. 128). Apart from the cognitive consequences, the
clarity of task demands has affective consequences. In a study by Duckworth. Fielding, & Shaughnessy (1986; cited in Thomas & Rohwer, 1993a) the clarity of task
demands as reported by students was positively related to their ratings of effort as
well as their rated feelings of self-efficacy in a course. Similarly, a study by Wong,
Wong, and Le Mare (1982) showed that an unclear perception of task demands may
cause students to experience emotional distress. The importance of clear task demands is closely connected with the role that is assigned to task demands in academic contexts.
Some researchers have associated attuning to task demands with external motivation and a cynical, test-oriented way of learning (see Entwistle & Entwistle, 1991,
p. 208). Moreover, these researchers have de-emphasized the importance of task
demands because task demands would impede self-regulated and independent learning and would lead to surface oriented learning strategies. In the following paragraphs, we will refute such claims. Moreover, we will argue that task demands may
fulfill positive influences in learning and instruction.
In educational contexts, students have to meet external goals in order to obtain
good grades (Doyle, 1992; Nolen & Haladyna, 1990; Winne & Hadwin, 1998;
Pressley et al., 1997). This does not imply that the regulation of their learning and
the underlying motivation is entirely external. First, although demands that teachers
set may vary widely according to their comprehensiveness, "students always have
latitude to select goals, both within the confines of an assigned task and orthogonally
to that task" (Butler & Winne, 1995. p. 256). Second, external and personal learning
goals can coincide when students internalize external learning goals. This is, for
instance, the case when students personally experience a topic as interesting or relevant because the teacher has talked enthusiastically about it (Hodgson, 1997;
Schraw, Flowerday. & Lehman, 2001). According to Butler and Whine's model of
self-regulated learning (Butler & Winne, 1995), the internalization of external goals,
to a certain extent, is necessary when academic learning is to take place deliberately
and effectively (see also De Corte, 1996). The acceptance and adoption of external
goals is dependent on a clear perception of these goals (see also Winne & Hadwin.
1998, p. 283).
In particular school contexts, attuning to task demands indeed will exclusively
lead to reproductive ways of learning. But the primary cause for such learning is the
nature of these contexts and the reproductive demands they impose upon the students. To encourage more generative study strategies, these contexts should be
changed in a way that students are rewarded for using such strategies (Van HoutWolters, 1992). In ideal instructional contexts, students develop an arsenal of study
strategies that they can employ in a wide range of situations. Furthermore, they learn
how to select or construct strategies in the face of new task situations. Such a flexible task approach is important not only for academic learning, but also for perform-
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ing learning tasks and other tasks outside schools, for instance, in work settings (cf.
Garner. 1990: Nist & Simpson. 2000: Thomas & Rohwer. 1993b: Van FfoutWolters, 1992).
From the perspective of teachers, setting task demands is an important instrument to guide students" learning and enable the classroom to pursue learning goals
in a collaborative fashion. Moreover, defining task demands will help teachers to
make decisions regarding teaching contents and instructional methods. As is acknowledged in teacher planning research, the definition of task demands is not only
dependent on teacher characteristics (e.g., their knowledge, beliefs and teaching
style), but also on their instructional context. Contextual influences, for instance,
involve the role of departments, state curriculum requirements or interactions between teachers and students (Calderhead, 1996; Clark & Peterson, 1986: Shavelson
& Stern, 1981; Stark, 2000). Nevertheless, the final responsibility that teachers have
in formulating classroom task and test demands gives them a dominant influence on
how these demands are defined. This teacher role is part of the inherent structures of
classroom learning (cf. Doyle. 1992: Gehrke. Knapp. & Sirotnik, 1992; Nolen &
Haladyna, 1990; Winne & Hadwin, 1998).
2.5 Task demands and test demands in classroom contexts
Because the demands of a task are formulated in relation to each other, they constitute a value system, whereby each demand has a relative importance (cf. Alexander
& Jetton, 1996, p. 95; McConkie, 1977, p. 21). For instance, students get an assignment to read topics A-F; however, the teacher indicates that it is more important to
know about topic A than topic C. etc. Similarly, a teacher may require both a precise
definition and an example of a concept but may consider the ability to give an example as more important.
The relative importance of classroom demands is often weighted according to
their significance in the testing and grading system (Doyle. 1983. p. 182). When
students prepare for a test this fact is evident. Students will interpret the importance
of a task demand as the probability that the demand is tested and/or the expected
weight that the demand has when being tested. Students' perceptions of task demands, then, coincide with their expectations of upcoming test demands. Teachers
know this and choose to present task demands to their students as those topics and
processing capabilities that are likely to be asked or stressed in the test.
The dominant influence of anticipated test demands on the perceived relevance
of task demands follows from the principle that students tend to take seriously only
those demands for which they are held accountable. Grades provide this accountability because they represent the academic success that the students try to achieve. Because the teacher generally is responsible for making (or choosing) and evaluating
the test, students often see the teacher as mediator for reaching high grades. Consequently, students attune their learning to those content and processing capabilities
that their teacher considers important (cf. Alexander & Jetton, 1996, p. 95; Doyle,
1983, p.185-186; Nolen & Haladyna, 1990, p. 118; Ramsden, 1992, p. 63-64; Thomas & Rohwer, 1993a, p. 17).
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Although the task demands (the learning goals that students have to pursue) and the
test demands (what is actually tested and how it is tested) may be closely related, we
want to stress the difference between these two concepts in the context of study-test
episodes. The test demands will at best represent a sample of the task demands. That
is, the test usually cannot cover all information that students are required to learn.
Moreover, when questions demand application of information, the test cannot include all possible application questions. The difference between task demands and
test demands becomes even more apparent when test demands are inconsistent with
the task demands. This is, for instance, the case when the test includes unimportant
topics while excluding important topics or when the test stresses reproduction
whereas students were led to expect generative test questions. As suggested by several authors, such discrepancies may be quite common in classrooms (Airasian,
1996; Canady & Hotchkiss, 1989; Thomas & Rohwer, 1986). These authors have
argued that, in order to obtain valid test scores, teachers' tests should consist of a
representative sample of their task demands. Moreover, to this end, teachers have to
communicate the task demands to their students in effective ways (cf. Dochy &
Moerkerke. 1997, p. 420).
2.6 Communicating task demands
When communicating task demands to their students, teachers face a dilemma. To
keep up the accountability of task demands, teachers will tend to provide not too
specific information about test questions (Thomas & Rohwer. 1993a). On the other
hand, they will have to give information that is specific enough when they want to
convey their emphasis on some parts of the learning content over other parts, or to
stress some types of processing over other types of processing. Thomas and Rohwer
suggest that teachers vary in their willingness to convey test-related task information
to their students, with some teachers even purposely misleading their students to
"surprise" them and "keep them on their toes" (p. 20).
Also for students, the distinction between task and test demands may be problematic. Since they generally do not know the test questions in advance, they are
dependent on the task information that their teacher gives. However, information
that a teacher provides about task demands may be incomplete, unclear and even
misleading (see Canady & Hotchkiss, 1989; Thomas & Rohwer, 1993a). In addition
to explicit information given by the teacher, students may use at least four alternative sources (cf. Alexander & Jetton, 1996; Doyle, 1983; Schraw, Wade & Kardash.
1993; Van Etten el al., 1997). First, they can use implicit task information that the
teacher provides. For instance, when teachers ask many verbatim oral questions during teacher-led classroom discussions, the student may infer that such questions will
be important on the test as well. Second, students can rely on the learning materials.
A topic that is accompanied by a relatively large number of practice questions in the
chapter text will probably receive more attention in the end test. Third, students can
rely on their experiences with previous tasks, in particular their experiences with the
tests that the particular teacher has given. Fourth, students can obtain task information indirectly from peers. By using these four alternative sources, the students may
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compensate or complement teachers" explicit information about the task demands.
However, students should take into account that the alternative sources can be incomplete or misleading as well.
The possibility that students successfully compensate for differences between
teachers" intended task demands and the actual test demands, implies that we cannot
equate the task demands with teachers' intended task demands. For instance, when
the test is restricted to reproduction questions and the large majority of students have
expectations that are congruent with this test, it makes sense to describe the task
demands in this class as reproductive, even when the teacher has intended to define
higher order processing demands (cf. Crooks, 1988, Ramsden, 1988; Doyle, 1983).
To determine whether students have a clear perception of task demands, we have
to take into account at least three variables: students' perceptions of task demands
(i.e., their test expectations), teachers' intended task demands and the actual test
demands. Figure I depicts these three variables as a triangle (cf. Rijlaarsdam &
Janssen, 1996). In ideal instructional contexts, the three variables will be perfectly
aligned. As follows from our theoretical description, however, discrepancies among
the three variables can be expected in classroom practice, at least to some degree.

Figure I. Three crucial variables to determine whether students, who prepare
for a test, have a clear perception of task demands

Students' perception of task
demands

Teachers" intended
/
task demands ^

3

\
^ Test demands

FINDINGS OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH

In this section, we discuss several studies that provide answers to the question to
what degree students who prepare for a test have a clear perception of task demands.
First, we describe experimental studies, mostly carried out in laboratory contexts.
Subsequently, we discuss descriptive studies, generally carried out in classroom settings. The experimental studies and the first part of the descriptive studies that we
discuss, have examined students' ability to attune study strategies (i.e., study activities or study approaches) to task demands. These studies indirectly provide answers
to our question, assuming that successful attuning to task demands requires a clear
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perception of task demands. Finally, we discuss descriptive studies that have directly
examined students' perceptions of content demands and processing demands, respectively.
The literature that is included in the review is has been accumulated in the course
of the dissertation project. The representativeness of our review is supported by describing outcomes of previous reviews of the empirical literature. In the cases for
which such reviews could not be found, we provide short descriptions of single studies.
3.1 Experimental research
There is a long tradition of experimental research that examines the effect of expected test demands on learning performance (e.g., Meyer, 1936; Feldt, 1990). Findings of these studies have been summarized by several review studies (R.C. Anderson & Biddle, 1975; Anderson & Armbruster, 1984; Crooks, 1988; Fredricken,
1984; McConkie, 1977; Reynolds, 1992) some of them using meta-analysis as an
aggregation method (Hamaker, 1986; Lundeberg & Fox, 1991). According to the
basic design of the experimental studies, specific information or specific types of
processing are made important by task manipulations, mostly by adding questions to
the study text and/or by stating study objectives or test characteristics at the beginning of the study task2. Consequently, the study task is followed by a test that determines the learning performance, both regarding "targeted" and "non-targeted"
contents and processing demands. Some of the experiments that manipulated content
demands used process measures, such as reading times, to determine students' allocation of attention and conducted retrospective interviews to determine students'
perception of task demands (e.g., Reynolds, 1992). Similarly, some experiments that
manipulated processing demands, have conducted retrospective interviews to determine students' processing strategies (Hakstian, 1971; Feldt, 1990) or perceptions of
task demands (Marton & Saljö, 1976).
In general, the studies indicate that students of various ages and academic ability
are to some degree capable to attune study activities to task demands. Concerning
content demands, students are more likely to learn targeted information than nontargeted information (e.g., see Hamaker, 1986; Reynolds, 1992). Concerning processing demands, findings are more heterogeneous but tend to show that students
perform better in the type or format of test that they were led to expect (e.g., see
Hamaker, 1986; Lundeberg & Fox, 1991). Retrospective interviews indicate that
students' ability to attune to task demands is closely related to their perception of
those demands. This is the case for content demands (see Reynolds, 1992) as well as
for processing demands (Marton & Saljö, 1976).
7

' The experimental studies that we discuss here have not always been described in terms of test expectations. For instance, many researchers departing from the adjunct questions paradigm, were foremost
interested in the effect of inserted questions as an adjunct study aid (see Hamaker, 1986). Nonetheless,
effects of adjunct questions have been explained by the test expectations that student developed in response to these questions (see Hamaker, 1986, p. 215; Marton & Saljö, 1976, p. 116). Similarly, the effects of study objectives, can be explained by the "test expectancy effect" (see Lundeberg & Fox, 1991,
p.94).
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3.2 Descriptive research
3.2.1

Students' beliefs about studying

To examine how students are able to deal with the varying study demands of
courses, Pressley and associates interviewed college students about the way they
generally studied in preparation for tests (Van Etten et al., 1997) and took notes during lectures (Van Meter et al., 1994). The inventory of study goals and study strategies that resulted from these interviews indicates that students (a) focus on content
and processing demands that are likely to be tested in order to achieve the primary
goal of getting a good grade, (b) actively seek cues about these demands, and (c)
select from a large repertory of strategies to attune their studying to task demands.
Pressley et al. did not pursue the matter of individual differences. However, in an
interview study by Miller and Parlett (1974) a distinction was made between three
types among the 30 university students that were examined: (a) cue seekers: 5 students who actively sought cues about upcoming test demands, (b) cue conscious: 11
students who used cues when provided but did not actively seek cues, and (c) cue
deaf: 14 students who were not aware of the possibility to attune studying to upcoming test demands. Although the sample of students was rather small, the findings
suggest a relationship between cue seeking behavior and test performance with cue
seekers obtaining the highest marks.
Pressley and associates and Miller and Parlett examined students' beliefs about
attuning study strategies to the study environment. In the following section, we will
discuss studies that have examined whether students' self-reported strategies indeed
vary when examined across contexts.
3.3 Students' self-reported use of study strategies examined across contexts
Several studies have examined the relationship between study strategies and relatively gross contextual characteristics. These studies mostly involved questionnaires
administered to a large number of university students to determine their typical ways
of studying in different contexts (see Thomas et al., 1991, p. 281). Students' selfreports of strategy use have been compared between academic disciplines (VanderStoep, Pintrich & Fagerlin, 1996; Lonka & Lindblom-Ylanne, 1996), departments
(Ramsden & Entwistle, 1983). grade levels (Thomas & Rohwer, 1987), courses
(Vermetten, Lodewijks & Vermunt, 1999: Vermetten et al., 2002; Thomas &
Rohwer, 1987; Thomas et al., 1993). teachers with different approaches of teaching
(Nolen & Haladyna, 1990; Trigwell, Prosser, & Waterhouse, 1999) and different
study tasks within courses (Hadwin et al, 2001). A major finding of these studies is
that study approaches are both consistent and variable across contexts (disciplines,
departments, grade levels, courses, teachers, tasks) suggesting that students have
stylistic preferences but also strategically adapt their studying to contexts (see Vermetten, 1999). Concerning students' consistency in strategy use, students across
grade levels and courses report using uniform, reproductive and nonselective study
activities most often (cf. Thomas & Rohwer, 1987; Thomas et al., 1993; Vermetten et
al., 2002).
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In an extensive investigation by Thomas and Rohwer (1987), students' self-reported
strategies in social studies courses have been examined in relation to test demands as
a separate course characteristic. Between grade levels, a general increase of generative test demands was accompanied by an increase of generative study strategies.
However, between courses within grade levels, no significant relations between test
demands and study activities could be observed. Moreover, when test performance
was included in the analysis, it could not be demonstrated that attuning to test demands
yielded a higher test grade. These negative findings were replicated in a follow up
study involving university biology courses (Thomas et al., 1993). On the other hand,
P. R. Thomas and Bain (1984) did find a relation between reported study activities
and test demands. In their study, university students of an introductory psychology
course reported using deep level learning activities more often for open questions
and surface level learning activities more often for closed questions (multiple choice
format). However, whereas Thomas and associates required students to complete
questionnaires before the test, P. R. Thomas and Bain (1984) required students to
complete questionnaires after taking the test. Taking the test, then, may have influenced students' reports of strategy use.
Thomas and associates have pointed to the fact that effects of course demands
are necessarily mediated by students' perceptions (Christopoulos, Rohwer, & Thomas, 1987, p. 322). It is possible, then, that in the classrooms they examined, students' test expectations were not in tune with the test demands. The three studies
that examined the relation between study strategies and test demands, however, did
not include students' perceptions of these test demands.
Studies that did examine students' study strategies in relation to the perceived
study environment, involved perceptions of broad contextual characteristics. For
instance, students' study approaches have been examined in relation to the perceived
quality of instruction concerning departments (Ramsden & Entwistle, 1983), courses
(Lawless & Richardson, 2002; Meyer & Parsons, 1989; Trigwell & Prosser, 1991)
or study tasks given within courses (Eley, 1992). The most consistent finding in
these studies is that perceptions of a heavy workload are related to a surface approach to studying. Other relations involving perceptions of good teaching, clear
study goals, appropriate assessment and emphasis of individual independence have
been reported less consistently (see Lizzio, Wilson, & Simons, 2002). Note that appropriate assessment here refers to students' global judgment regarding whether
tests measured more than memory for verbatim information. In the following, we
discuss studies that have included students' perception of task demands at a more
specific level.
3.3.1

Students' perceptions of content demands

Some studies have examined the instructional importance that students and teachers
assign to textual topics when a teacher-made test has been set (Alexander, Jetton,
Kulikowich. & Woehler. 1994; Jetton & Alexander. 1997: Schellings & Van HoutWolters, 1994, 1995; Van Hout-Wolters, 1990a, 1990b/1997). These studies suggest
that a limited correspondence exists between teachers, between students, and be-
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tween teachers and their students with respect to their perception of content demands. However, to what degree this correspondence is limited remains unclear. For
instance, whereas the studies by Alexander and her colleagues suggest a reasonably
high correspondence between students and their teachers (Alexander & Jetton. 2000.
p. 291), the studies by Van Hout-Wolters and colleagues suggest that this correspondence is in fact rather low (Schellings, Van Hout-Wolters, Vermunt. 1996b, p.
371). The conflicting conclusions might follow from methodological differences.
For instance, whereas in the studies of Van Hout-Wolters and colleagues, participants selected task-relevant text units by underlining, in the study by Alexander and
associates, participants assigned importance by giving ratings to text units or writing
questions.
The study by Jetton and Alexander (1997) was a case study that involved three
ninth- grade science classes and included an analysis of the teacher-made tests. The
test content showed only a limited correspondence with the importance ratings that
the individual teachers gave. Interestingly, student" ratings in one class did show a
reasonable correspondence with the test although their ratings were unrelated with
their teachers' ratings. This finding could mean that students compensated for differences between the teacher's intended demands and the test demands by using task
cues derived from sources other than the teacher's explicit task information (e.g.,
previous tests, text materials).
3.3.2

Students' perceptions of processing demands

We are aware of only two studies on test preparation study tasks that included perceptions of specific processing demands (Simpson & Nist, 1997) or course objectives (Smith & Feathers, 1983a) - which can be considered as indicative for task
demands. Smith and Feathers (1983a) conducted an interview study in which they
compared perceptions of three social studies teachers and their eighth-grade students
concerning course objectives, such as good citizenship, higher order thinking skills
or factual knowledge. In addition, the tests that teachers gave to their students were
analyzed according to the level of processing that was required by the test items.
Teachers' objectives showed large discrepancies with their test demands. Whereas
according to their reports, teachers demanded higher order thinking, their tests
mainly required reproduction of factual information. Such discrepancies have also
been found in other studies that included teachers' course objectives and test demands - but not students' perceptions (Ball. Doss, & Dewalt, 1986; Bol & Strage.
1996). Interestingly, Smith and Feathers found that students' perceptions of course
objectives did correspond with the test demands instead of with their teachers' objectives. Like in the study of Jetton and Alexander (1997), this could mean that students compensated for discrepancies between the teacher's intended demands and
the test demands by using other sources than the teacher's explicit task information.
Simpson and Nist (1997) performed a case study in which they examined university students' perceptions of processing demands pertaining to separate tasks of a
social study course. Apart from perceptions of task demands, the researchers examined students' strategies and their beliefs about learning and history. Interviews with
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the teacher, lesson observations and analysis of the teacher's tests showed that the
teacher demanded various types of processing from his students, such as "thinking
in conceptual terms" or "answering test questions in a precise manner". However,
not all students held perceptions that were congruent with the demands intended by
their teacher. The researchers were able to distinguish between 3 types among the 10
students examined: (a) 3 students attuned to their teacher's task demands from the
start, (b) 3 students learned to attune to the teacher's task demands during the course
and (c) 4 students were not attuned to the teacher's task demands throughout the
course. Moreover, the case study suggests an almost perfect correspondence between task perceptions, beliefs, strategies, and test performance, with the group that
was not attuned obtaining the lowest grades. The distinction between three types of
students is reminiscent of the typology of Miller and Parlett (1974). However, Miller
and Parlett (1974) based their typology on the students' self-reported use of task
cues, Simpson and Nist (1997) on students' actual perceptions of task demands.
3.4 Summary of the research findings
The experimental research shows that students of various ages and academic ability,
in principle, are capable of attuning their studying to task demands and to perceive
task demands in an accurate way, at least to some degree (e.g., see Hamaker, 1986;
Reynolds, 1992). By showing that demands considerably vary across
courses/teachers (e.g. Thomas & Rohwer, 1987; Thomas et al., 1993; Jetton &
Alexander, 1997), the descriptive classroom research underlines the necessity for
students to attune to task demands. Moreover, many students acknowledge the importance of clear task demands and the need to attune their learning to these demands (e.g.. Van Etten et al., 1997). On the other hand, students report especially
using, uniform, nonselective and reproductive strategies (e.g., Thomas & Rohwer,
1987; Thomas et al., 1993). Moreover, although self-reported strategies do vary between contexts, they often do not match with the demands of courses (e.g., Thomas
& Rohwer, 1987; Thomas et al, 1993). A possible explanation for the discrepancies
between self-reported strategies and task demands is that there is no one-to-one correspondence between students' perception of task demands and the task demands as
intended by the teacher (e.g., Schellings & Van Hout-Wolters, 1995; Simpson &
Nist, 1997). This explanation, however, should be qualified by the finding that some
students have a more accurate perception of the teacher's intended task demands
than other students have (e.g., Schellings & Van Hout-Wolters. 1995: Simpson &
Nist, 1997). Moreover, teachers" intended task demands may be discrepant with
their test demands (e.g., Jetton & Alexander. 1997; Smith & Feathers. 1983a). Finally, students' perceptions of task demands may show compensations for these discrepancies between teachers' intended task demands and actual test demands (e.g.,
Jetton & Alexander, 1997; Smith & Feathers, 1983a).
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4

LIMITATIONS OF THE PREVIOUS RESEARCH

The conclusions derived from the previous research should be considered in relation
to the methodological limitations of this research in answering our research question: Do students who prepare for a classroom test have a clear perception of task
demands? We discuss limitations concerning (a) the role of context and student perceptions, (b) the grain size of measurement and data-analysis, and (c) qualitative
versus quantitative approaches.
4.1 The role of context and student perceptions
Traditionally, research on students' attuning to task demands has involved experimental designs and often laboratory settings (see Lundeberg & Fox, 1991; Crooks.
1988). The context of the experimental research, whether conducted in laboratories
or classrooms, generally differed from realistic classroom settings in at least four
ways (cf. Alvermann & Moore. 1991: Crooks, 1988: Lundeberg & Fox, 1991; Nist,
Simpson, & Olejnik, 1995; Thomas & Rohwer, 1986; Wade & Moje, 2000). First,
because studying was not embedded in the regular curriculum it was not accompanied by other activities such as following lectures or doing exercises. Second, task
demands were defined by the experimenter and not by the teacher. Third, the experimentally manipulated task demands were typically more clearly defined than
task demands in realistic classroom contexts, where criteria of studying can be
"shrouded in secrecy" (Thomas & Rohwer, 1986, p. 21). Fourth, demands in the
experiments were mostly of one type or format (e.g., only lower order multiple
choice items), whereas classroom tests often combine different types of questions
and formats.
Given these differences, we cannot assume that the findings from the experimental studies can be applied in classroom contexts. Certainly, the experiments show
that students of various ages are able to develop a clear perception of task demands.
However, the question of whether students are generally able to do so in realistic
classroom contexts should be answered by descriptive classroom research.
In the last two decades, the experimental studies on studying have made room
for an increasing number of studies that build "a base of descriptive data" on studying in classroom contexts (Thomas et al.. 1993b, p. 243; cf. Rohwer, 1984, p. 110).
This trend is part of a broader movement in educational psychology that stresses the
situated character of learning (see Doyle, 1992; Anderman & Anderman, 2000;
Doyle, 1992; Shuell, 1996). Along with the attention to realistic classroom contexts,
the research on learning and instruction has become more focused on how students
experience these classroom environments. Moreover, researchers have showed increasing interest in how student perceptions mediate the effects of instruction
(Doyle, 1992; Anderman & Anderman. 2000; Luyten, Lowyck, & Tuerlinckx.
2001). This interest in student perceptions has been stimulated by research approaches such as constructivism (Shuell, 1988), fenomenography (Marton & Saljö.
1976) and the cognitive mediational paradigm (Doyle, 1983: Winne & Marx, 1977).
Although all the descriptive studies that we mention were performed in classrooms, some were not conducted under fully realistic conditions. Despite the fact
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that research on instructional importance involved real classes of teachers and students, only Jetton and Alexander (1997) examined a study task that was part of the
regular curriculum.
Studies on academic studying that have examined the relation between the perceived or the actual study environment often involved broad contextual characteristics, such as the quality of teaching in departments (e.g., Ramsden & Entwistle.
1983) or courses (e.g., Trigwell & Prosser, 1991). Moreover, in some of these studies, perceptions had an evaluative nature and concerned students' appreciation of the
study environment (e.g., Entwistle & Tait, 1990; Nuy, 1991; Vermetten, Lodewijks,
& Vermunt. 1997). Relatively few descriptive classroom studies have focused on
task demands as a separate contextual characteristic and examined students' nonevaluative perceptions of these demands. The focus on broad versus specific contextual characteristics pertains to the issue of grain size.
4.2 The grain size of measurement and data-analysis
Grain size refers to the scale level of measurements and the aggregation of measurements when analyzing data (cf. Anderman & Anderman, 2000; Winne & Perry,
2000). Measurements of cognitive products or processes, for instance, may pertain
to a single event within a study task (e.g., the student attends to the teachers who
says that a certain topic is important and is likely to be tested), various events of a
study task (e.g., students' perception of task demands that is acquired during a study
episode), a range of similar study tasks within a certain type of context (e.g., the
knowledge about the type of tests a teacher usually gives) or a range of study tasks
across different contexts (e.g., the perceived frequency of strategies that one usually
undertakes in studying). Measurements may be aggregated within individual (e.g., a
student is characterized by the strategies that he most consistently uses during several study tasks) or across individuals (e.g., the average importance that students
within a class assign to a particular topic).
The experimental studies described in our review, usually involved single study
tasks. The descriptive studies, on the other hand, have focused mostly on a general
description of a range of study tasks. At the most global task level, Pressley and associates (Van Etten et al., 1997; Van Meter et al., 1994) have examined students'
perceptions of typical study tasks in university. More specifically. Smith and
Feathers (1983a), for instance, have focused on teachers' and students' perceptions
regarding the objectives of a single course, comprising several study tasks. The grain
size of the studies on instructional importance appears to be more specific in the
sense that students and their teacher rated the importance of text units of a single
text. However, in most of these studies, participants were asked to assign importance
to text units in the context of a regular classroom test by this teacher - which in the
end was not given to the students. This instruction meant that participants had to
think of the regularities among a range of study tasks given by the particular teacher.
An exception is the study of Jetton and Alexander, in which the study task was followed by a real classroom test. By assigning importance to text units, students expressed their expectations regarding this specific test. Considering the descriptive
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studies that examined processing demands, only Simpson and Nist (1997) focused at
the level of single study tasks - this enabled them to show variation in students'
perceptions across tasks within a course.
Concerning the aggregation of measurements, some studies have focused their
analyses on aggregated data pertaining to classrooms (e.g., Jetton & Alexander.
1997: Thomas & Rohwer. 1987). grade levels (Thomas & Rohwer, 1987) or departments (Ramsden & Entwistle, 1983). Findings obtained in these studies cannot
be directly generalized to the individual level. For instance, relationships between
study approaches and perceived context characteristics have been reported more
consistently at the aggregated level (courses and departments) than at the individual
level (e.g.. cf. Meyer & Parsons, 1989. and Ramsden & Entwistle, 1983; see Entwistle. 1989). Similarly, the studies of Alexander and associates (e.g.. Jetton &
Alexander, 1997) generally found a reasonably high correlation between classes and
their teachers regarding importance judgments of text elements. Schellings and colleagues (e.g., Schellings & Van Hout-Wolters, 1995), on the contrary, examined
importance assignment at the individual level and generally found large discrepancies between students and their own teacher.
The appropriate level of grain size depends on the research question. To examine
the degree in which individual students' strategies and perceptions are attuned to
task demands, measurements at the level of single study tasks are most suited. Furthermore, these measurements preferably are aggregated across students of different
classes without losing information about the variation between and within classes
(cf. Ryan, 2000). A sound quantitative method to aggregate data at various hierarchical levels, with accurate estimation of the variation at these levels, requires multilevel modeling techniques (see Bryk & Raudenbush, 1992; Goldstein, 1996). Only
one of the quantitative studies we reviewed included such techniques (Thomas et al.,
1993). Still, in this study, the techniques served the purpose of analyzing higher order interactions between study activities, course demands, students' characteristics
and performance. Regarding the correspondence between study activities and demands, the authors did not report the variation among courses and students within
these courses.
4.3 Qualitative versus quantitative approaches
Whereas, in our review, practically all experimental studies employed a quantitative
approach (for an exception, see Marton & Saljö, 1976), a large part of the descriptive classroom studies took a qualitative approach. For instance, in the interview
studies of Pressley and associates (Van Etten et al., 1997; Van Meter et al., 1994)
and in the case studies of Smith and Feathers (1983a) and Simpson and Nist (1997)
no quantitative data are reported. In contrast. Thomas and associates (Thomas &
Rohwer, 1987: Thomas et al., 1993) report findings exclusively in a quantitative
way. Some studies have chosen a mixed approach and reported quantitative and
qualitative data. For instance. Jetton and Alexander (1997) performed case studies
with three classes and presented correlations to indicate the correspondence between
importance judgments of classes and teachers. For other relationships, such as the
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correspondence between teachers" communication of task demands and teachers'
background knowledge they provide qualitative descriptions.
An important contribution of the qualitative studies is that they demonstrated that
discrepancies exist between teachers' intended task demands, students' test expectations and the test demands. Furthermore, these studies have revealed that students
may compensate for differences between teachers' intended task demands and actual
test demands (Jetton & Alexander, 1997; Smith & Feathers, 1983a). A major limitation of these studies, however, concerns the sample size. As most of the qualitative
studies are case studies involving only one or a few classes, we cannot assume that
findings are representative for other classes (cf. Wineburg, 1996. p. 432). To examine the generalizability of these findings, quantitative studies seem more suitable.
However, as appears from the preceding evaluation, previous quantitative studies
have other limitations that prevent them from indicating the degree to which individual students generally have a clear perception of classroom task demands. For
this reason, we conducted a new empirical investigation.
5

OVERVIEW OF THE PRESENT EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION

Our theoretical review indicated that students' perception of task demands may play
a central role in study-test episodes, but that a clear perception of task demands is
not a matter of course. Our empirical review of previous research confirmed this
latter conclusion by showing that there is no one-to-one correspondence between
students' perception of task demands, teachers' intended task demands and the test
demands. However, to what degree discrepancies generally appear remained unclear. For this reason, we conducted a new empirical investigation, consisting of
four related studies.
In setting up our investigation we connected closely with previous research on
instructional importance (e.g., Jetton & Alexander, 1997; Schillings & Van HoutWolters, 1995). As is shown by the foregoing review, instructional importance research fulfills a pioneering role in systematically comparing perceptions pertaining
to the demands of specific classroom study tasks.
We attempted to obviate some of the limitations of previous research. First, we
examined classroom contexts in which the study text and and a teacher-made test
were integral parts of the regular curriculum. Second, we examined students'
perception of task demand in relation to their teachers' perceptions as well as to the
teacher-made test. Third, we extended the previous studies by examining both
content and processing demands. Fourth, we used multilevel techniques that allowed
us to analyze the correspondence between individual participants in their perceptions
of task demands, as well as the variance of this correspondence at different
hierarchical levels.
5. / General goals
Underlying the studies are three general goals. First, we attempted to build on a theoretical framework that describes the role of task demands in study-test episodes. This
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framework eventually should be helpful in shaping the role of task demands in a way
that increases the effectiveness, efficiency and pleasure of studying in these episodes.
Second, we wanted to contribute to the base of descriptive data about studying in relation to contextual influences (cf. Thomas & Rohwer, 1993b, p. 241). Third, we tried to
develop quantitative instruments by which such data can be pursued. These goals, in
various degrees, were addressed by reviewing the extant literature. In the present
investigation, we pursued these goals further.
5.2 Research questions
The main question of our investigation is: Do students who prepare for a classroom
test have a clear perception of task demands? A clear or accurate perception of task
demands is operationalized as a fair correspondence between students' test expectations and the actual task demands. In describing our research findings, we will use
the more general term "clear" and the more specific term "accurate" interchangeably.
To answer our main question we examined five related questions. Below, explanations are given that anticipate possible answers to these research questions.
/. To what degree do teachers, who give a teacher-made test about the same learning materials, vary in their intended task demands regarding students' test preparation ?
Differences between teachers - with respect not only to their knowledge, skills and
teaching styles, but also to their instructional context - may result in differences in
teachers' intended task demands, even when their teaching and testing pertain to the
same learning materials. Larger differences among teachers seem to increase the
necessity for students to attune to their own teacher.
2. To what degree do teacher-made tests correspond with teachers' intended task
demands?
Teachers may test a more or less sharp selection of their task demands. Moreover,
test demands may be discrepant with teachers' intended task demands. Highly selective tests or tests that show serious discrepancies with teachers' task demands may
stress the need for students to complement or replace explicit task information that
teachers provide with other sources (e.g., previous tests) to obtain realistic expectations of the test demands.
3. To what degree do individual students' test expectations correspond with their
teachers' intended task demands?
When students' test expectations, on average, show little correspondence with their
teachers' intended task demands this suggests that students generally have an unclear perception of these task demands. However, given that students use task information in different ways, students will differ in their perceptions, with some students possibly having a more accurate perception of their teachers' intended task
demands than other students. Moreover, classes may differ regarding the average
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correspondence that individual students show with their teachers' intended task demands, suggesting that task information is clearer in one class than in another class.
Finally, we should take into account the possibility that teachers' intended task demands may differ from the test demands (see question 2).
4. To what degree do students' test expectations correspond with the actual test demands?
Given that students may compensate for differences between their teachers' intended
task demands and the actual test demands, students' test expectations may show better
alignment with the test demands than with their teachers' intended task demands.
However, such compensation is only possible when students anticipate differences
between teachers' intended task demands and the test demands and dispose of valid
sources of task information that enable them to complement or substitute teachers'
explicit information about task demands.
5. Is a closer correspondence between individual students' test expectations and the
teachers' intended task demands related to a higher test performance?
When the degree of correspondence of individual students' test expectations with
teachers' intended task demands is positively related with test performance, this
suggests that, at least for some students, the teacher's intended task demands were
sufficiently clear to help them obtaining a higher grade. Nevertheless, we should
also take into account a possible non-causal relation between test expectations and
test performance.
5.3 Relation between the studies
The four studies each provide a different perspective on the empirical data we have
collected from one sample of teachers and students. At the heart of the four studies
are three variables that are crucial in determining whether students have a clear perception of task demands: students' test expectations, teachers" intended task demands and the actual test demands (see Figure 1). In addition, we examined students' test performance (i.e., test grades). The four studies differ with regard to their
inclusion of the four variables. Moreover, whereas the first three studies focus on
content demands (i.e., the importance of textual topics), the fourth study focuses on
processing demands (i.e., the importance of various test types).
In study 1, we examined the relations among teachers' intended content demands
and students' expectations of content demands. This allowed us to determine both
the variation between teachers regarding their intended task demands (Question 1)
and the degree to which students' test expectations correspond with their teachers'
intended task demands (Question 3). We examined the average degree of this correspondence as well as the differences between students and between classes regarding this correspondence.
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In study 2. we included test performance as an additional variable to examine
whether a relatively close correspondence of individual students' test expectations
with the teacher's intended content demands was associated with a higher test grade
(Question 5).
In study 3, we compared students' expectations of content demands, teachers' intended content demands and the actual content demands of the test. This comparison
allowed us to determine possible differences between teachers' task demands and
the test demands (Question 2) and possible compensations for these differences by
the student (Question 4).
In study 4, we examined the relations among teachers' intended processing demands, students' test expectations of processing demands and the processing demands required by the actual test items. These comparisons allowed us to directly
examine research questions 1-4, now with regard to processing demands. As appears from the findings of this study. Question 5 could not be examined in a meaningful way.

CHAPTER 2

IMPORTANCE IN INSTRUCTIONAL TEXT
Teachers' and students' perceptions of task demands

Abstract
History teachers (N = 22) and their 11 th-grade students (N = 451) rated the relative importance of sections
of an instructional text on which teachers would be giving a test. Multilevel analysis revealed only a
moderate correspondence between teachers in their importance ratings. This suggested that there were
large differences between the task demands of individual teachers; therefore, students needed to attune to
the demands their own teacher set. However, only a moderate correspondence was found between ratings
of individual students and those of their teacher. Although this correspondence varied between teachers,
between students and between text sections, results suggest that, in general, the participating students did
not have a very clear or sound perception of task demands.

1

INTRODUCTION

Contemporary theories about academic learning emphasize the importance of task
demands and students' perception of these demands (e.g., Anderson & Armbruster,
1984; Brown, Bransford, Ferrara, & Campione, 1983: Doyle, 1983; Nist & Simpson.
2000; Thomas & Rohwer, 1986). Effective learners are self-regulating and attune
their learning process to task demands (Butler & Winne, 1995). A clear perception
of task demands allows students to choose appropriate learning strategies, formulate
standards against which they monitor the execution of these strategies, and make
metacognitive judgments concerning past and future task performance (Winne &
Hadwin, 1998). Because the perception of task demands occupies a central place in
theories of academic learning, an important question is whether students in classroom contexts have an adequate perception of task demands. We will examine this
question for a specific task, studying text in preparation for a test.
In classrooms, the teacher generally has the final responsibility for formulating
goals and criteria of tasks (Doyle, 1992). Differences between teachers - with respect not only to their knowledge, skills and beliefs, but also to their instructional
context - may result in differences in task demands, even when the same learning
content is taught (cf. Nist & Simpson. 2000; Wilson & Wineburg, 1989). These differences between teachers imply that students have to attune to the particular task
Broekkamp, H., Van Hout-Wolters, B. H. A. M„ Rijlaarsdam. C. & Van den Bergh, H.
(2002). Importance in instructional text: Teachers' and students' perceptions of task demands.
Journal of Educational Psychology, 94, 260-271.
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demands that their own teacher sets (cf. Alexander & Jetton. 1996; Thomas &
Rohwer, 1986).
Studying in preparation for a test is a frequent form of reading in secondary and
higher education; it can be distinguished from other reading tasks by its relatively
strong orientation towards external goals (Lorch. Lorch. & Klusewitz, 1993). Although students receive a considerable amount of practice in test preparation, the
task remains very difficult (Pressley, Yokoi. Van Meter, Van Etten, & Freebern,
1997). One of the reasons for this difficulty may be that students know too little
about the demands of the study task (Pressley et al., 1997: Thomas & Rohwer,
1986). Because, as a rule, students do not know the actual questions of the upcoming
test, it is often difficult for them to ascertain the required contents and processing
activities of the test questions that, in principle, they can expect. The problem for
teachers is that they must convey to their students task demands that relate to the
actual test questions, without giving away the test questions (cf. Christopoulos,
Rohwer, & Thomas, 1987).
If students and teachers fully overcame these difficulties, they would agree about
what is important to learn for the upcoming test. However, limitations with regard to
the way teachers convey task demands to their students as well as the way students
make use of this information, may lead to discrepancies between teachers' and students' perceptions of task demands (cf. Christopoulos et al., 1987: Miller & Parlett,
1974; Simpson & Nist. 1997; Van Etten. Freebern. & Pressley, 1997; Winne &
Marx, 1982). In the present study, three questions were examined, (a) To what degree do teachers who give a test about the same instructional text show a correspondence among each other in their perceptions of task demands? (b) To what degree do
students of the same teacher show a correspondence among each other in their perceptions of task demands? (c) To what degree do teachers and their individual students show a correspondence among each other in their perceptions of task demands?
Our focus is restricted to a particular kind of task demands, which concerns the
relative importance of elements of an instructional text. It is generally assumed that
students' perception of this kind of task demands can help them to focus their attention on relevant text elements. By doing so, they can increase both the effectiveness
and efficiency of their learning performance (e.g.. Anderson & Armbruster, 1984;
Reynolds, 1992). It should be stressed, however, that the effect of students' perception of textual importance on learning performance is mediated by several other attributes of effective studying, including students' ability to focus their attention on
task relevant text and to engage in strategies that ensure that this text is well understood and remembered (Anderson & Armbruster, 1984). Moreover, students will
need to attune such strategies to specific processing demands (e.g., reproducing or
integrating information: Elshout-Mohr. Van Hout-Wolters. & Broekkamp, 1999;
Thomas & Rohwer, 1986).
We have two reasons for focusing our study on the gradations of importance in
instructional text. First, this kind of task demands is considered to be an important
factor in text studying, both by researchers and students (cf. Brown et al., 1983;
Christopoulos et al., 1987; Van Etten et al., 1997). Second, it seems to us that the
research on textual importance takes on a pioneering role by systematically compar-
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ing students' and teachers' perceptions of task demands at the level of specific
studying tasks. This study, then, is designed to connect closely with the extant body
of research on the instructional importance of text.
/./ Research on instructional importance
A growing number of researchers agree that the concept of relevance or importance
should not be considered solely as a property of the text, but also as something fluid
and contextually determined (Goldman, 1997). In line with other authors (e.g., Reynolds, 1992; Schraw, Wade, & Kardash, 1993: Van Dijk, 1979; Van Hout-Wolters,
1986). Alexander and Jetton (1996) distinguished between three perspectives of importance: (a) author-determined or structural importance, denoting the position of
textual information in the propositional or hierarchical network of the text; (b)
reader-determined or constructed importance, referring to what the reader personally considers important; and (c) teacher-determined or instructional importance,
which denotes the importance that follows from the instructional context and the
task demands defined by the teacher. The three perspectives of importance do not
necessarily converge. For example, teachers may focus their instruction on details
that they deem to be essential but that are unimportant from a structural point of
view. In schools, teacher-based importance can play a dominant role. However, instructional importance has only recently entered the research domain (Alexander &
Jetton, 1996).
In a study by Schellings and Van Hout-Wolters (1995), 10th-grade students and
their biology teachers read a biology text. Students were asked to pretend study for a
regular biology test, underlining sentences that were important for this (imaginary)
test. Their teachers underlined sentences they thought important for their students to
pass a regular biology test. With regard to the selected sentences, large differences
were found between students, between teachers, and between students and their
teachers. The researchers concluded that many students experienced difficulty in
ascertaining task demands, and that teachers did not agree about the task demands
they defined for their students.
These conclusions confirm findings of earlier research, in which students (Schellings & Van Hout-Wolters, 1994; Van Hout-Wolters, 1990a) and teachers (Van
Hout-Wolters, 1990b/1997) were studied separately. The conclusions are also supported by an experimental study (Schellings, Van Hout-Wolters & Vermunt. 1996a,
1996b) in which students performed three selection tasks. Only a minority of the
students adapted their selections to the demands of different tasks. Analyses of
think-aloud protocols gathered in this study revealed few signs of task awareness
(Broekkamp, Schellings, & Van Hout-Wolters, 1996).
A study of Alexander, Jetton, Kulikowich, and Woehler (1994) involved 5th-8thgrade students and their teachers, who were drawn from different disciplines. Participants studied a nine-paragraph text on a popularized science topic. The teachers
were asked to formulate 5 to 10 questions typical of those they asked their students
for purposes of assessing comprehension. Students were instructed to write five to
ten questions their teacher would ask in a regular test. A high correspondence was
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found between the two samples regarding the paragraphs about which questions
were written.
In a follow-up study (Jetton & Alexander. 1997), 9th-grade students and their
science teachers read the same nine-paragraph text. Studying the text was an integral
part of the regular curriculum and was followed by a real test. Furthermore, additional sources were used to examine instructional importance, including ratings assigned by teacher and students, indicating the importance of the nine paragraphs.
Teachers differed in their views of what was instructionally important. Moreover,
whereas two teachers showed a high correspondence with their class, one teacher
showed practically no correspondence. On the basis of these results, the authors
concluded that students' effectiveness in ascertaining what their teacher considers
important in texts depends, in part, on the teacher in question.
The results of these studies suggest that a limited correspondence exists between
teachers, between students, and between teachers and their students with respect to
their perception of task demands. However, to what degree this correspondence is
limited remains unclear. Whereas the studies of Alexander and her colleagues suggest a reasonably high correspondence between students and their teachers (Alexander & Jetton, 2000, p. 291), the studies by Van Hout-Wolters and her colleagues
suggest that this correspondence is in fact rather low (Schellings et al. 1996b, p.
371).
In interpreting the results of these studies, at least three considerations have to be
taken into account. First, all of the studies involved classes of students and their
teachers, but only the study of Jetton and Alexander (1997) involved a text and a test
that were integral parts of the regular curriculum. Second, the studies used different
judgment tasks to measure perceptions of task demands. Because convergent results
were found for a rating task, an underlining task, and a note-taking task (Schellings
& Van Hout-Wolters, 1994) and for a rating task and question-writing task (Jetton &
Alexander, 1997), the type of judgment task seems to provide insufficient explanation for the differences between the studies. However, as the studies addressed different text levels, the findings suggest that students are more effective in assigning
instructional importance at higher text levels (paragraph, section) than at lower text
levels (sentence). Third, whereas Van Hout-Wolters and associates used the observed differences between participants in their text selections as a correspondence
measure, Alexander and her colleagues calculated a Pearson correlation between
participants across selections and ratings. Both measures had strengthts and limitations. The observed-difference measure directly expressed the correspondence of
individual participants, but was bound to the number of text elements that were selected. The Pearson correlation, on the contrary, offered a scale-free measure of correspondence but could only be calculated at the group level (i.e., for scores that were
aggregated across students). Moreover, because aggregation reduced the variation
among students, the Pearson correlation has likely overestimated the real correspondence between participants.
As in previous studies, we examined the relative importance that students and
their teachers assigned to various text elements of an instructional text on which
teachers would be giving a test. We tried to improve on some of the limitations of the
previous research by examining classroom contexts in which the study text and the
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test were integral parts of the regular curriculum. Furthermore, we used multilevel
techniques that allowed us to analyze the correspondence between individual participants in their assignment of importance, as well as the variance of this correspondence at different hierarchical levels. In addition to these two changes, we tried
to extend the previous studies by examining 1 lth-grade history classes and by focusing on the importance of sections of a relatively long text.
In history classes, teachers have a relatively high level of autonomy in defining
teaching content (Stodolsky & Grossman, 1995). Furthermore, texts that students
have to read for this subject are often longer than in other subjects (such as science
or biology) and therefore encourage selective reading strategies to a greater extent
(cf. Christopoulos et al., 1987). For these reasons, it appears especially important for
history students to be well attuned to the specific task demands set by their own
teacher. The 1 lth-grade students were assumed to be relatively well equipped to
identify and state task demands, when compared with students of lower grade levels
(cf. Butler, 1999; Reynolds, 1992; Thomas & Rohwer, 1986). Given the previous studies on instructional importance, the focus on text sections was expected to increase the
chance to find a high correspondence among participants, when compared with lower
text levels.
Previous studies on instructional importance had led us to expect that teachers
and students alike would make distinctions between sections according to the importance they assigned to these sections. We also expected a clear but limited correspondence between teachers, between students, and between teachers and their students in their assignment of importance. Finally, we expected that the correspondence between teachers and their students would vary between teachers.
2
2. /

METHOD

Participants

Participants were 22 history teachers and their 451 1 lth-grade students. Teachers,
who were from 17 schools in the Netherlands, each participated with one class of
students. A total of 15 schools participated with 1 teacher. 3 schools participated
with 2 teachers, and 1 school participated with 3 teachers (the ratio of the number of
teachers and the number of schools was considered too low to examine school effects). The average number of participating students in each class was 20.50 (SD =
6.86).
Teachers, on average, had 17.6 years of teaching experience (SD = 8.45), and 16
of them (73%) were men. Students had a typical age of 17, and 253 of the students
(56%) were female. Concerning their academic level, all of the students were in the
penultimate year of pre-university education. Dutch students at this level still receive
teacher-made tests, unlike 12th-grade students, who take part in a national examination.
In order to recruit participants, we first approached schools all over the country
that trained students of the level mentioned, and also used a particular history textbook, which had the highest market share. From a first orientation it appeared that
teachers widely differed with regard to the chapters they selected for instruction and
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the sequence in which they taught them. In addition, teachers differed in the number
of lessons spent on chapters and in the way they constructed tests. As no standard
chapter tests were provided by the text book, the vast majority of teachers made or
assembled the test questions themselves. As we intended to study a realistic classroom context, we did not persuade teachers to adapt their curriculum. Instead, we
chose a chapter most frequently taught at grade 11, and recruited teachers who tested
their 1 lth-grade students on this chapter in the second half of the school year. At this
point, students would be more used to their teachers and would be more likely to
attune to task demands effectively (cf. Doyle. 1983: Van Etten et al, 1997).
2.2 Materials and procedure
The chapter had "The United States of America since 1945" as its theme and contained approximately 8,000 words. It was structured in 16 sections of differing
length that described the presidential terms from Roosevelt to Clinton. These descriptions were chronological, but not proportional; the text on certain presidents
took up two or three sections, whereas other presidents were described within a single section.
The chapter's section structure formed the basis of a rating task that was performed by the teachers and their students. To obtain text units of equal length,
longer sections were subdivided. This resulted in 26 sections, with each section encompassing a sequence of coherent paragraphs. The new division followed quite
naturally from the text. Sections were presented to the participants by means of a
short title and a brief summary, for example.
Truman, Roosevelt's successor: About Truman's internal policy and the resistance that
it met with. About his unexpected victory in the elections and the subsequent reaction of
the Republicans.
Nixon's second term becomes a fiasco: About the causes of Nixon's fiasco: wayward
foreign policy, and the Watergate scandal, which led to his forced resignation.

Titles were taken from the book verbatim, or formulated in a similar style.
The rating task was performed within 2 days before the actual classroom test,
during a history lesson (16 classes), or during a separate session (6 classes). Students
and their teacher, at the same time but independently, rated the importance of the 26
sections. Respondents indicated for each section whether it was important to the
upcoming test and likely to be tested. Teachers were told that their ratings should
express the degree to which a section was important for their students preparing for
the test, taking into account that the student did not know the test questions beforehand. Importance was rated on a 4-point scale (unimportant, less important, important, very important; cf. Brown & Smiley, 1977).
During the rating task, students and teachers were asked not to refer to the textbook or to their notes. With this constraint we tried to ensure a common ground for
text ratings and to avoid that some students would focus on additional test preparation, as was the case in a pilot study we conducted. Moreover, we could more easily
present our revised division with text units of similar length.
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We assumed that section titles and explanations would generally be familiar to the
students. As a check, however, students could indicate if they were unfamiliar with a
section; this option was used in 2% of the ratings. In addition, for 1% of the total
number of student observations, no rating was given. For teachers, this percentage
was also 19c In the analysis, both kinds of data points were considered as missing
values.
2.3 Analysis
The data can be considered as hierarchically organized: Importance ratings of sections are nested within teachers, students' ratings are nested within students, and
students themselves are nested within classes (cf. Goldstein, 1995). This basic hierarchical structure is at the heart of the five multilevel models that we used to examine our research questions. Teacher Model 1 and Teacher Model 2 both partition the
variance in teachers' importance ratings according to the two hierarchical levels
(teacher and section). Teacher Model 1 describes teachers' deviations from the average importance rating across teachers and sections (overall mean), and Teacher
Model 2 describes for each of the sections, deviations from the average rating across
teachers (section means). By relating higher and lower order variance components of
Teacher Model 2. an intracluster correlation was obtained, which indicates the degree of correspondence between teachers (Question a).
In similar ways. Student Model 1 and Student Model 2 were used to obtain a correspondence measure that indicates the degree of correspondence between students
(Question b). Now, however, three hierarchical levels are involved (class/teacher,
student, and section). As a consequence, two intracluster correlations could be determined, one indicating the correspondence between students of different classes
and one indicating the correspondence between students of the same class.
In the Teacher-Student Model, teacher importance ratings were used to predict
the variance in students' importance ratings. This model estimates a regression coefficient indicating the correspondence between teachers and students (Question c). In
addition, the model estimates the variation in the regression coefficient at the teacher
and section level. Finally, the model estimates the covariance among the variance
components. A more detailed explanation of the five models is given in Appendix
A.
The (co)variance components at the different hierarchical levels were estimated
with the software ML-wiN (Multi Level Models Project, 1999). Analyses were performed on normalized scores. Statistical significance of the parameter estimates can
easily be determined as the ratio of the parameter's estimate, and its standard error is
t distributed. For variance estimates we used a one-sided alpha level of .05 (t >
1.658); for covariance estimates a two-sided alpha level of .05 (t > 1.965; cf. Goldstein, 1995).
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3

RESULTS

The results are organized according to our research questions and the corresponding
multilevel models, (a) To what degree do teachers who give a test about the same
instructional text show a correspondence among each other in their perceptions of
task demands (Teacher Model 1 and 2)? (b) To what degree do students of the same
teacher show a correspondence among each other in their perceptions of task demands (Student Model 1 and 2)? (c) To what degree do teachers and their individual
students show a correspondence among each other in their perceptions of task demands (Teacher-Student Model)? Students' and teachers' perceptions of task demands were indicated by their pattern of importance ratings.
Table I. Descriptive statistics for observed importance ratings of teachers and students

Teachers
Section rating
M of ratings across sections
SD of ratings across sections
Students
Section rating
M of ratings across sections
SD of ratings across sections

n

M

SD

Min

Max

569
22
22

2.98
2.98
Ü.67

0.67
0.27
0.11

1
2.58
0.47

4
3.50
0.85

11441
451
451

2.81
2.81
0.73

0.73
0.30
0.16

1
1.77
0.27

4
3.85
1.21

Note. For both teachers and students, descriptives are given for importance ratings of individual
sections, the average of a participant's ratings across sections, and the standard deviation of a
participant's ratings across sections. The number of missing values for teachers and students
was 3 and 285, respectively. For students. 175 missing values pertained to the response option
"not familiar with section ". Min = minimum; Max = maximum.

3.1 Teachers
Table 1 includes descriptives of observed teacher importance ratings. The general
mean was 2.98 and shows that teachers, on average, considered sections important.
However, teachers' average ratings across sections ranged from 2.58 to 3.50 (SD =
0.27). This suggests that some teachers considered sections more important than did
other teachers, but differences may also have followed from a different interpretation of the rating scale. The average standard deviation of a teacher's section ratings
ranged from 0.47 to 0.85 (M = 0.67, SD = 0.11). This indicates that each of the
teachers distinguished between the importance of sections in a substantial way.
As can be seen from Table 2, the general mean for teachers as estimated by
Teacher Model 1 was similar to the observed general mean: 2.98 (SE = 0.047). The
estimated variation between teachers in their average rating across sections was significant (S2 = 0.036, p < .001) and accounted for 10% of the variance in teachers'
ratinss. This leaves 90% for the variation that teachers showed between sections (S~
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= 0.328, p < .001). The values of the two variance estimates allow us to examine the
correspondence among teachers' ratings.
Results from Teacher Model 2 are presented in Table 3. When compared with
the observed average ratings across teachers (see Appendix B) estimated section
means are very similar. Estimated section means ranged from 2.53 for Section 25 to
3.60 for Section 6. Obviously, for the sample of teachers studied, some sections
were deemed more important than others. Moreover, these differences indirectly
indicate that teachers showed agreement in their ratings. The degree of this agreement is expressed by the between-teacher variance (S2 = 0.036, p < .01). The average value of the between-section variances was 0.242. When this value is combined
with the between-teacher variance, an intracluster correlation is obtained of .13 (p =
0.036 / (0.036 + 0.242). We interpret this value as indicating that the degree of correspondence among teachers' rating patterns, on average, was moderate or low (see
Appendix A).
Table 2. Estimates of Teacher Model I and Student Model I

Parameters

Teacher rating

Student rating

Estimate

Estimate SE

SE

Fixed
General mean (intercept) 2.980*** .047
Random (variance)
Between teachers/classes 0.036** .015
Between students
Between sections
0.328*** .020

2.804*** .021
0.007** .003
0.047*** .004
0.416*** .006

Note. Teacher Model I and Student Model I describe the deviation
of participants' importance ratings from the general mean of teachers
and students, respectively.* p < .05. ** p < .01. *** p < .001.

The degree of correspondence among teachers was not the same for sections. As can
be seen in Table 3, the between-section variance ranged from 0.110 for Section 10 to
0.452 for Section 4 - the corresponding intracluster correlations were .25 and .08.
These values show that some sections were far more controversial with respect to
the importance that was assigned to them than others. Moreover, a linear relationship could be discerned between the between-section variance and average section
ratings (the Pearson correlation was -.39, p < .05). The negative value of this relationship suggests that, on average, teachers agreed most about the sections they considered most important and showed the greatest diversity with regard to sections
they deemed to be the least important.
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Table 3. Estimates of Teacher Model 2 and Student Model 2

Teacher rating

i

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
IS
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Student rating

Av

SE

s-

SF.

P

Av

SE

s-

SE

P

3.53
2.92
2.83
2.98
3.03
3.60
3.07
2.80
2.83
3.18
3.40
2.81
2.76
3.37
3.19
3.03
2.95
2.88
2.56
2.73
3.41
2.69
2.95
2.58
2.53
2.84

108
122
142
152
106
088
104
108
124
081
108
140
142
096
095
117
110
109
134
010
095
088
102
096
114
113

0.220
0.292
0.405
0.452
0.210
0.136
0.202
0.220
0.304
0.110
0.211
0.398
0.408
0.168
0.156
0.263
0.232
0.225
0.356
0.182
0.161
0.136
0.192
0.167
0.251
0.244

.068
.090
.124
.142
.065
.043
.063
.069
.094
.035
.067
.122
.125
.053
.050
.082
.072
.070
.110
.057
.051
.043
.060
.053
.078
.076

.14

3.02
3.03
2.94
2.50
2.93
3.25
2.86
2.02
2.78
3.05
2.77
2.14
2.79
3.12
2.90
2.80
2.78
2.72
2.70
2.59
3.34
2.71
2.91
2.75
2.66
2.69

.037
.032
.034
.042
.033
.034
.033
.041
.032
.023
.041
.040
.037
.032
.033
.033
.033
.031
.037
.036
.034
.037
.032
.034
.037
.037

0.395
0.240
0.300
0.554
0.272
0.293
0.275
0.531
0.249
0.247
0.549
0.464
0.382
0.238
0.288
0.261
0.273
0.213
0.370
0.368
0.303
0.381
0.225
0.291
0.394
0.393

.027
.017
.208
.038
.019
.020
.019
.037
.017
.017
.038
.033
.026
.017
.020
.018
.019
.015
.026
.026
.021
.026
.017
.020
.027
.028

.13
.20
.17
.10
.IS
.17
.IS

.1 1

.OS
.07
.15
.21
.15
.14
.11
.25
.14
.08
.08
.18
.19
.12
.13
.14
.09
.16
.IS
.21
.16
.18
.12
.13

.1 1

.19
.19
.10
.12
.14
.20
.17
.18
.18
.21
.14
.14
.16
.14
.19
.17
.13
.13

Note. Teacher Model 2 and Student Model 2 describe the deviation ofparticipants' importance ratings
from the average rating (Av)for a particular section (i). Teacher Model 2 yields estimates of the average section rating across teachers per section, the herween-teacher variance (not in table; S' = 0.036,
SE = .013. p < .01) and the between-section variance per section (S~). Student Model 2 yields estimates of the average rating across students per section, the between-class variance (not in table; S~ 0.007, SE = .003, p < .01), the between-student variance (not in table; S2 = 0.053, SE = .004. p <
.001), and the between-section variance per section (S ). On the basis of the variance estimates, for
each section, an intraclusler correlation is calculated (p). For teachers, this measure denotes the
proportion of the variance in teachers' ratings that is explained by the agreement among teachers.
For students, it denotes the proportion of the variance in students' ratings that is explained by the
agreement among students of the same class. All of the estimated values were statistically significant
Ip < .001).
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3.2 Students
Table 1 includes descriptives of observed student importance ratings. The general
mean was 2.81, which shows that students tended to consider sections important
rather than unimportant. Students' average ratings across sections however ranged
from 1.77 to 3.85 (SD = 0.30). Apparently, some students gave mostly low ratings,
whereas other students gave predominantly high ratings. As a consequence, these
students had a smaller spreading among their ratings. The standard deviation of a
student's section ratings ranged from 0.27 to 1.21 (M = 0.73, SD = 0.16). As for the
teachers, students generally distinguished between the importance of sections in a
substantial way. Concerning the relatively low spreading of some students, this will
have had some reductive effects on the correspondence measures.
As shown in Table 2, the general mean for students' importance ratings as estimated by Student Model 1 closely resembled the observed general mean: 2.80 (SE =
.021). The surplus value of the model is that it shows that the average rating across
sections differed between classes (S2 = 0.007. p < .01) and between students (S' =
0.047, p < .001). These differences explained 1% and 10% of the variance in students' ratings, respectively; the between-section variance accounted for 89% (5 =
0.416,/; < .001). Although low, the differences between classes are of special importance because they point to a contextual effect. With the next model, then, we will
examine more directly the systematic differences between classes in their rating patterns.
Table 3 includes results from analysis with Student Model 2. Estimated section
ratings averaged across students closely resembled the observed section means (see
Appendix B). Estimated sections means ranged from 2.02 for Section 8 to 3.34 for
Section 21 (M = 2.80, SD = 0.29). Apparently, our student sample clearly considered
particular sections more important than other sections. As a consequence, students
showed agreement in their rating patterns. As shown by the between-class variance
and the between-student variance, agreement was found both at the class level (S~ =
0.007, p < .01) and the student level (S2 = 0.053. p < .001). Given that the average
between-section variance was 0.337, two intracluster correlations were calculated.
The first, denoting the correspondence between students at the class level had a
value of .02 (p = 0.007 / (0.007 + 0.053 + 0.337)); the second, denoting the correspondence between students at both the class and the student level had a value of .15
(p = 0.007 + 0.053 / (0.007 + 0.053 + 0.337)). Clearly, rating patterns of students
within a class were much more similar than those of students of different classes.
Nevertheless, we consider the vaiue of .15 as an indication that students of the same
class had only a moderate or low correspondence in their rating patterns.
As can be seen in Table 3, the degree of agreement was not the same for sections: the between-section variance ranged from 0.213 for Section 18 to 0.554 for
Section 4 - the corresponding intracluster correlations were .21 and .10. This shows
that, within classes, some sections were more controversial than other sections. As
for teachers, a linear relationship was discerned in which higher average ratings
went together with lower variance values (Pearson correlation = -.63. p < .001).
Sections that were rated higher within a class yielded more agreement among students.
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3.3 Teachers and their students
In Table 2 estimates are shown of both the average importance ratings across teachers and the average ratings across students. The rating patterns of the two populations were quite similar, as a Pearson correlation of .60 (p < .001) indicates. The
correlation value suggests that students and teachers showed a fairly high correspondence in their perceptions of task demands at the group level (i.e., when perceptions were aggregated for each sample). However, we should take into account that
the Pearson correlation overestimates the real correspondence of the two populations, because the variation in importance ratings is reduced by aggregating the ratings. Moreover, the correspondence at the group level provides rather indirect indications for the correspondence at the individual level. A more direct view of the
correspondence among teachers and individual students is given by the TeacherStudent Model.
The results of the Teacher-Student Model are presented in Table 4. The regression of student ratings on teacher ratings was 0.226 (p < .001). If we do not take
differences between teachers (in regression weights) into account, teacher ratings
explain 3% of the variation in students' ratings (not in the table).

Table 4. Estimates of the Teacher-Student

Parameter
Fixed (mean values)
Intercept (student rating)
Slope (teacher-student regression)
Random (variance components)
Level 3 (variance between classes/teachers)
Intercept
Slope
Co variance
Level 2 (variance between students)
Intercept
Level 1 (variance between sections)
Intercept
Slope
Co variance

Model

Estimate

SE

2.806***
0.226***

.023
.027

0.008*
0.013**
-0.013**
-0.005

.004
.005
.003
.004

0.390***
0.014
-0.016

.007
.013
.005

Note. In the Teacher-Student Model, students' importance ratings are predicted by
teachers' importance ratings. *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.
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The teacher-student regression varied between classes (S2 = 0.013. p < .01) The regression coefficient ranged between .035 and .417. taking a probability of 90%.
Thus, some teachers showed a substantial correspondence with their individual students in importance ratings, whereas other teachers showed practically none. If we
take these differences in regression weights into account, teacher ratings explain 6%
of the variance in student ratings (not in the table). Because the correspondence
among teachers was quite limited, we interpret this percentage as indicating that
individual students and their teachers, in general, showed a moderate or low correspondence in their rating patterns. This is also indicated by the between-section
variance (S2 = 0.390, p < .001), showing that students often deviated from the rating
of their teacher.
In estimating the regression coefficient and the between-section variance, the
Teacher-Student Model accounts for the differences among classes (S~ = 0.008, p <
.05) and among students (S2 = 0.048, p < .001) with regard to the average rating
across sections. Furthermore, it accounts for the variance of the teacher-student regression and the covariance between the regression and the intercept, both at the
class and the student level.
The teacher-student regression did not vary between sections. However, the nonsignificant variance value should be interpreted in relation to the covariance (COV)
at the section level, which was found to be significant (COV = -0.016, p < .001).
When substituted in the model, the covariance value means that the between-section
variance ranged from 0.370 for sections that teachers rated as important and 0.508
for sections they rated as unimportant. Thus, students had a higher correspondence
with their teacher for sections that their teacher considered relatively important than
for sections that their teacher considered relatively unimportant.
4

DISCUSSION

In this study, teachers' and students' perception of task demands were examined.
More specifically, we studied the correspondence between participants with respect
to the importance they assigned to sections of an instructional text in the context of
an upcoming test.
4.1 Relating the results to our expectations
We expected that teachers and students alike would distinguish between the importance of sections. This expectation was confirmed. Despite similarities between the
sections in their structural characteristics (they had approximately the same abstraction level and length), teachers and students showed considerable variation in their
importance ratings. For both the student and the teacher sample, some sections received a higher average importance rating than other sections. In addition, the average section ratings of the two samples showed a clear correspondence. We infer
from these findings that some sections had more instructional salience than other
sections (see Alexander & Jetton, 1996). Furthermore, task demands were shared by
individual participants, at least to some degree.
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As expected, we found a limited correspondence between teachers with regard to the
sections they deemed to be important for their students to learn in preparation for the
test. The moderate average correspondence in ratings suggested that task demands
were largely idiosyncratic to individual teachers. On closer inspection, the degree of
correspondence between teachers differed between sections: Some sections gave rise
to more controversy among teachers than other sections. Moreover, sections that
teachers, as a group, considered more important yielded more agreement among
teachers than those that were considered less important. This could mean that teachers, in general, show more consensus for important task demands than for less important task demands. However, a possible methodological explanation is that specific textual characteristics of the relatively unimportant sections caused unusual
controversy among the teachers.
On the basis of previous research, we expected to find a limited correspondence
in the rating pattern between students of the same class/teacher and between students
and their teacher. These expectations were confirmed. Students often deviated from
the average class rating, as well as from their teacher's rating. These findings suggest that students experienced difficulties in ascertaining the task demands and that
teachers had difficulties in presenting these demands. However, our results also suggest that the various participants did not experience these difficulties in the same
way. The limited correspondence between students suggests that some students were
more effective than others in ascertaining task demands. In addition, some teachers
showed a much higher correspondence than other teachers. Apparently, teachers
varied in the effectiveness with which they conveyed their task demands. Finally,
the teacher-student correspondence and the correspondence between students both
differed between sections, with sections that, on average, were considered to be
more important showing more agreement than sections that were regarded as less
important. This finding suggests that whereas teachers stress the importance of parts
of the learning content they consider important, they give relatively little information about those parts of the learning content they deem to be less important. This
finding, however, might also be explained by student factors, such as a tendency to
pay special attention to task information on important learning content or a reluctance on the behalf of students to regard parts of the learning content as unimportant.
4.2 Relating the results to previous research
Our results shed light on the seemingly inconsistent results of previous studies on
instructional importance. At the group level, our findings replicate a study by Alexander et al. (1994) in which a fairly high correlation was found between a group of
teachers and the group of students of these teachers with respect to the importance
they assigned to paragraphs. Furthermore, our findings are consistent with a study
by Jetton and Alexander (1997), in which two of the three participating teachers
showed a high correlation with the average paragraph ratings of their class and another teacher showed no correspondence at all. At the individual level, our findings
are in line with studies by Van Hout-Wolters and colleagues, who found large variations among students, among teachers, and among teachers and their students with
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respect to the sentences they selected as being instructionally important (Schellings
& Van Hout-Wolters. 1994. 1995: Van Hout-Wolters. 1990a, 1990b/1997).
Our results differ from those found by Reynolds and associates (Reynolds,
1992). In several studies, they found that 10th-grade students were fairly well able to
identify text elements that were important to fulfilling an experimental assignment.
The authors concluded that students had a well-developed task awareness, which
was considered to be an important prerequisite for making use of a selective attention strategy for learning from text. Compared with our results, the high degree of
task awareness found by Reynolds and associates was, seems to be, in part, due to
the experimental setting in which task demands, although implicit, were more
clearly defined than task demands in a classroom setting. As our findings suggest
that the findings of laboratory studies do not necessarily hold for classrooms, they
underscore the call for more research on studying, test preparation, and metacognition in classroom contexts (Alvermann & Moore, 1991; Crooks, 1988; Van Etten et
al., 1997).
On the basis of these findings and previous findings on instructional importance,
we draw the tentative conclusion that teachers differ widely in their task demands
and that students do not generally have a very clear or sound perception of the task
demands their own teacher sets. These conclusions, however, should be qualified by
the following considerations.
4.3 Measuring the degree of correspondence
Multilevel analyses provided scale-free measures of the correspondence among the
individual participants, which could be expressed as proportions of common variance. Roughly, it could be said that 13% of teachers' ratings were explained by the
agreement among teachers, 15% of students' ratings were explained by the agreement among students within a class, and 6% of students' ratings were explained by
differences in teachers' ratings. We consider these values as indicating a moderate
or even low correspondence among participants (see Appendix A). However, as
stressed by Cohen (1988), the interpretation of effect sizes is also dependent on the
methodology used. The meaningful relations we found between ratings of students,
teachers, and classes suggest that the rating task had substantial validity. However,
as measurements of task perceptions are inherently indirect, caution is needed in
making any absolute interpretation of the correspondence values we found.
4.4 Measuring instructional importance
Concerning the type of judgment task, previous studies found convergent results for
a rating task, an underlining task, and a note-taking task (Schellings & Van HoutWolters. 1994) and for a rating task and question-writing task (Jetton & Alexander,
1997). However, the rating tasks in these studies were performed with the text at
hand.
In our study, the study text was considerably longer than in the previous studies.
For this reason, we used a rating task in which instructional importance was as-
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signed to sections on the basis of short summaries of these sections. The summary
rating task was assumed to help participants to consider the text at a global level and
to compare topics of broad units in a balanced way. Moreover, we assumed that the
summary rating task would provide the participants with a common ground for their
ratings. The finding that students rarely indicated unfamiliarity with a section, in
combination with our informal observations, convinced us that the summaries were
reasonably understood by the participants and that they did indeed provide a common ground. However, more research is needed to compare the summary rating task
with a rating task that is performed with the text at hand.
For teachers, an additional complexity is that there might have been a discrepancy between their section ratings and the task demands they actually imposed upon
their students in practice. In the study by Jetton and Alexander (1997), three other
measures of instructional importance were included in addition to ratings of importance: class observations, test questions, and stated views about importance.
Whereas 2 of the 3 participating teachers showed a reasonable consistency on these
measures, the 3rd teacher showed a wide divergence. Given these findings, we
should be careful in interpreting the differences in teachers' importance ratings in
terms of actual task demands.
4.5 Type of task demand and instructional context
The previous studies on instructional importance suggested that the degree of correspondence between students and their teachers in their perception of task demands
was higher for higher text levels (paragraph level and beyond) than for lower text
levels (sentence level). The present study disconfirms such a relation; it shows that a
low correspondence among students and teachers may also pertain to higher text
levels. However, to gain more insight in the relation between the correspondence
among participants and text level, studies are needed in which different text levels
are compared.
Although our rated sections had approximately the same abstraction level and
length, they were certainly not unrelated. For example, in 5 of the 26 sections of the
chosen chapter about the United States, the description of the position of Afro
Americans occupied a central place. Data limitations prevented us from using multilevel models that took into account the degree of interdependence among sections.
However, effects on the correspondence measures seem to have been limited. For
instance, both for the teacher and student sample, the five sections clearly differed in
the average importance that was assigned to them.
Our study focused on task demands that pertain to the relative importance of topics of textual information. In doing so, we did not consider at least three other kinds
of task demands that are involved in text studying. First, task demands may concern
the relative importance of factual information versus concepts in a text (cf. Thomas.
Bol, Warkentin, Wilson, Strage, & Rohwer, 1993). Second, task demands may pertain to the cognitive level at which students have to demonstrate that information has
been mastered (e.g., Elshout-Mohr. et al., 1999; Thomas et al.. 1993). Third, task
demands may concern the required level of effort or the study orientations and epis-
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temological beliefs that are appropriate in academic contexts. Concerning the latter,
phenomenographic studies suggest that the correspondence among students' and
teachers' perceptions is limited as well (Ramsden, 1988; Simpson & Nist, 1997;
Smith & Feathers, 1983).
The finding that task demands were to such a large extent idiosyncratic to teachers may have followed from our choice of subject. Stodolsky and Grossman (1995)
found that history teachers have relatively high levels of autonomy with respect to
defining what they teach. Moreover, from our informal observations, we got the
impression that in the vast majority of the classes, the teaching style was rather traditional, in the sense that it seemed very much centered on the textbook and on the
way the teacher interpreted this textbook. Although this teaching style is still very
common in content area classrooms (Alvermann & Moore, 1991: Bean, 2000), we
should take into account that perceptions of instructional importance might be constructed differently in less teacher- and textbook-centered classrooms.
4.6 Consequences and implications
Despite the considerations above, we feel compelled to speculate about the consequences of our findings, which we regard as worrisome. Our findings indicate that
students often had inadequate perceptions of the instructional importance of text
sections. According to theories on studying this could have represented a restriction
on students' ability to focus their attention on task-relevant text units. Moreover,
students showed more disagreement for sections that, on average, were considered
less important. As shown by experimental studies, readers will use only a selective
attention strategy if they are convinced that part of the information is of minor importance to the task (Reynolds, 1992). An important question, then, is whether task
demands in secondary classrooms are clear enough for students to use a selective
attention strategy. This question could be examined by taking into account both students' task perceptions and their learning process. Moreover, performance data (e.g.,
test grades) could be included to get insight into the effectiveness and efficiency of
students' learning, depending on their perceptions of task demands.
Our study may give rise to reflection upon the freedom teachers have in defining
task demands. However, we believe an even more important issue concerns ways in
which teachers can increase their effectiveness in conveying task demands. First of
all, teachers could provide more explicit information about the task demands and use
several strategies to ensure that this information is well understood (see Nist &
Simpson. 2000). Furthermore, teachers could instruct students about how to attend
to task cues and analyze and interpret these cues (Butler. 1999). Finally, teachers
could prevent their students from being given invalid information about the task
demands. To this effect, teachers must take into account that students rely not only
on task cues that are directly provided by the teacher, but also on task cues that indirectly follow from the instructional-learning process (Schraw et al.. 1993). For example, when teachers dwell on a specific part of the learning content, that is a signal
to students that this part might be very important to the test (Alexander & Jetton,
1996). Moreover, students may infer task cues from the learning materials or from
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previous instructional-learning episodes, especially previous tests (Doyle, 1983;
Thomas & Rohwer, 1986). By signaling inconsistencies between these sources,
teachers might prevent their students from being caught on the wrong foot.
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APPENDIX A
EXPLANATION OF THE MULTILEVEL MODELS
For each of the five models a formal description is given along with a more detailed
explanation. Because the teacher models and the student models are largely similar,
we will describe only the latter two in detail and, where necessary, point at the differences with the teacher models. For all models, variables pertain to importance
ratings, which may vary at three levels: section (/), student (ƒ), class/teacher (it).
Student Model 1
(student rating),-,* = J3m) + [vm + u0jk + em \.

(1)

Student Model 1 is a so-called intercept-only model, which has no explanatory variables. In the fixed part, only an intercept is specified (/?0oo). which can be intepreted
as representing the general mean of student ratings. The random part (in square
brackets) consists of three residual scores. Parameter Voo* represents the deviance of
the mean rating in class k from the general mean (/?0oo), «Q/A represents the deviance
of student j in class k from the average rating in this class (/?0oo + Voo*); and, finally,
eijk indicates the deviation from Section ;' of Student; in Class k from this student's
average (/?0oo + voo* + u0Jk). These scores are assumed to be normally distributed with
an expected value of 0.000 and a variance of crv , au , and o2,, , respectively. The
between-class variance (<TV) and the between-student variance (ö2,,) indicate differences in the average rating across sections between students and between classes,
respectively. The between-section variance (<Te) indicates whether students differentiate between the importance of sections. Note that, as parameters are estimated simultaneously, estimation of this third component takes into account differences between students in their average rating across sections. A substantial value of cre is a
necessary condition to examine the correspondence among students in a meaningful
way. As will be shown in the discussion of Model S2, significant values of crv and
cr„ are necessary as well.
Teacher Model 1
(teacher rating),-* = $,<> + [ v« + eik\.

(2)

Teacher Model 1 differs from Student Model 1 in that, next to the mean (teacher)
rating, two variance components are estimated: a between-teacher variance and a
between-section variance.
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Student Model 2
(student rating) ,jk = y?,, (Section 1) + fa (Section 2)
+ ... fai(Section 26) +

[V()OOA

+ «oo/* + eUjk (Section 1)
(3)

+ e2ijk (Section 2) ... + e26yk (Section 26)].
The fixed part of Student Model 2 consist of 26 explanatory dummy variables,
whose average regression weights (fa), fa, ..., fa0) represent the average section
ratings across students (i.e.. the general rating pattern). The random part consists of
28 residual scores. At the class level, %»* indicates the systematic deviation of
classes from the general rating pattern (i.e., the degree to which classes follow the
general rating pattern and also have a lower or higher average rating across sections). At the student level, j<oq/<. indicates the systematic deviation of students from
the average rating pattern of their class. The remaining parameters (eUjk, e2yk, •••,
e2(,ijk.) indicate, for a particular section, the degree to which students deviate from the
average rating that is given to this section in their class (when the average rating
across sections of each student is taken into account). The residual scores are assumed to be normally distributed with an expected value of 0.000 and a variance
that has 28 components: 1 between-class variance component (crv), 1 betweenstudent variance component (er„), and 26 between-section variance components
(<r,,i + er,,?,..., cre2(,).
Note that - because of data limitations - we estimated an incomplete covariance
matrix. As a consequence, the between-student variance includes both the common
variance among sections and the variance between students in their average rating
across sections. Similarly, the between-class variance includes both the common
variance among students and the variance between classes in their average ratings.
The between-section variance components, then, represent the unique variance of
sections (within students). Note also that estimation of the between-class variance
and between-student variance in this model only makes sense when differences are
found between students and classes in their average ratings across sections (see Student Model 1).
The three kinds of variance components each are indications for the agreement
or disagreement among students. However, for a sound interpretation they need to
be considered in relation to each other. Taking the ratio of higher and lower level
variance components, two correspondence measures can be calculated, whereby the
value of each measure varies according to the particular section (i) that is considered. The first measure (pciass,;) indicates the proportion of the variance in students'
ratings that is explained by the agreement at the class level:
/'class, i — ^ class ' W class "•" ^ student ' ^ section, i

(4)
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The second measure (/?ciass+student. d indicates the proportion of the variance in students' ratings that is explained by the agreement at both the class and the student
level.
/'class+sludenl. i ~ ^ class "*" ^ student ' W class ' ^ student ' ^ section, it-

\^)

The p measures can be considered as intraclass correlations, which are also called
intracluster correlations (Kish. 1967). In principle, intracluster correlations can be
compared with common standards for proportions of variance. Following Cohen
(1988, pp. 24-25), a value of .01 can be a considered as a small effect, a value of
.059 as a medium effect, and a value of .138 as a large effect. However, these common standards especially pertain to experimental contexts. Because our measure can
be considered as pertaining to an interrater agreement context, a different interpretation of the effect sizes is called for. Concerning the Pciass+studem, i measure, it is assumed that perceptions of task demands require considerable consensus among students in a class, in order for the students to base their learning on these perceptions.
On the other hand, we should also take into account that the variance at the lowest
level also includes the traditional error variance. Therefore, 52seclion , is an overestimation of the true between-section variance, and /Ofciass+student, / is an underestimation
of the true correspondence between students in a class. Alas, it is not possible to
entangle the true and error variance components.
Which values of /Ofciass+smdent,;. then, can be considered as high, and which ones
can be considered as low? The best answer to this question involves comparison of
intraclustercorrelations for various kinds of importance assignment (e.g.. question
writing, selection of text sections and stated views of importance). Because this
study only included one measure of importance assignment (ratings), we felt only
reasonably confident about the interpretation of intracluster correlations at the upper
and lower level of the scale. That is. whereas we considered values of pciass+student, /
that would exceed .50 as high, values of pbiass+student,; that would be lower than .20
were considered as moderate or low.
Teacher Model 2
(teacher rating),* = pu (Section 1) + /?:, (Section 2)
+ ... p\bi(Section 26) + [vmk + e ia (Section 1)
+ eljk (Section 2) ... + e26rt (Section 26)].

(6)

In Teacher Model 2. two levels can be discerned (teacher, section). As a consequence, only one kind of intracluster correlation can be calculated, indicating the
proportion of the variance in teachers' ratings that is explained by the agreement
among teachers:
/'teacher. i — ^ teacher ' ^ teacher *" ^ section, i •

(7)
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Teacher-Student Model
(student rating)ijk = /3{)ViV + J3n0k(teacher rating),™.
POijk - POOOO + vOOOi- + I'OOjk + ZOijk- PliOk

=

P i 0 0 0 + v100/t + ^liTO-

The fixed part of the Teacher-Student Model includes the intercept (Poijk) and the
regression of student ratings on teacher ratings {/5\t^ )• The random part includes five
residual scores (V00OA > «oo;* , eotjb vioo* and ei,m), which are assumed to be normally
distributed with an expected value of 0.000 and a variance of <x,0, <TM, <x,.0. crvL
and cr,,|, respectively. Teacher ratings are centered on the overall teacher mean
(poooo)- The average teacher-student regression (J3[000) is a measure for the general
degree of correspondence between students and their teacher in their perception of
task demands. The variance parameters cr,., and <Tc] indicate whether the degree of
correspondence is dependent on the particular teacher and the particular section,
respectively. Note that, as teacher ratings do not vary between students of the same
class, the model cannot estimate whether students vary in the correspondence they
show with their teacher. However, such variation would indirectly follow from Student Model 2, because differences in the rating pattern of students within classes
imply differences between students in the correspondence they show with their
teacher. The model also takes into account differences in average section ratings.
Parameter crM denotes differences between classes in the average rating across sections, parameter crM denotes differences between students in the average rating
across sections, and parameter cr(>0 denotes the deviations of a student's rating from
the teacher rating (when taking into account differences between students in the average rating across sections). The latter parameter, then, is a scale-bound complement of the regression coefficient. Finally, two covariance components at the class
level (crl0. ,1) and the section level (<x(,0.ei) are estimated. The first indicates whether
the teacher-student correspondence is dependent on the average value of a teacher's
ratings across sections; the second shows whether this correspondence is dependent
on the value of a teacher's rating for a particular section.
The effect size of the teacher-student regression can be determined by calculating the correlation between the observed and predicted ratings. The square of this
correlation expresses the proportion of the variance in students' ratings that is explained by teacher ratings. Note that as a measure for the correspondence between
students and teachers, this value should be related to the correspondence among
teachers (Teacher Model 2).
Because of the inclusion of an explaining variable, the effect size of the variance
estimates of the model cannot be determined in a straightforward way as in the other
four models (cf. Bryk & Raudenbush, 1992. p. 128). Hence, we consider them at
face value and report a 90% probability range when this is suitable.
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APPENDIX B

Descriptives of observed importance ratings
per section for both teachers (N = 22) and students (N = 451)
Teacher
Section N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

22
22
22
21
22
22
22
22
22
22
21
22
22
22
21
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22

M

SD

3.64
2.91
2.82
3.00
3.05
3.73
3.09
2.77
2.82
3.23
3.48
2.77
2.73
3.45
3.24
3.05
2.95
2.86
2.50
2.68
3.50
2.64
2.95
2.50
2.45
2.82

0.49
0.68
0.73
0.84
0.65
0.46
0.53
0.61
0.73
0.43
0.60
0.81
0.83
0.51
0.54
0.79
0.65
0.64
0.80
0.57
0.51
0.49
0.65
0.60
0.67
0.66

Student

Min Max
3
2
1
1
2
3
2
2
1
3
2
2
1
3
2
2
2
2
1
2
3
2
2
2
1
2

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4

n

M

SD

447
450
447
430
447
448
450
439
445
441
441
404
443
442
445
441
444
440
428
437
441
442
446
438
437
428

3.06
3.07
2.97
2.45
2.95
3.31
2.87
1.88
2.78
3.10
2.77
2.02
2.79
3.17
2.93
2.80
2.78
2.72
2.70
2.56
3.42
2.70
2.93
2.76
2.64
2.68

0.69
0.62
0.70
0.86
0.69
0.66
0.69
0.85
0.65
0.65
0.88
0.83
0.75
0.62
0.67
0.67
0.70
0.62
0.76
0.77
0.67
0.78
0.64
0.71
0.81
0.81

Note. Min = minimum; Max = maximum.

Min Max
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
[

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

CHAPTER 3

WILL THAT BE ON THE TEST?
Perceived task demands and test performance in a classroom context

Abstract
Examining a realistic classroom context, this study focuses on the relationship between students' perception of task demands and their learning performance. History teachers (N = 20) and their 1 llh-grade students (N = 375) rated the relative importance of sections of an instructional text on which teachers would
be giving a test. In addition, test grades were collected. It was hypothesized that the degree of correspondence between ratings of individual students and those of their teacher would reflect the accurateness of
students' perception of task demands and therefore would be positively related with test grade. Multilevel
analysis revealed partly support for this hypothesis. Students with higher grades more consistently
showed a relative close correspondence with their teacher than students with lower grades. Nonetheless, a
substantial number of students who showed a relatively close correspondence with their teacher, obtained
a low test grade. This suggests that a more accurate perception of task demands did not guarantee a higher
test performance.

1

INTRODUCTION

"Will that be on the test?" Without doubt this is one of the most frequently asked
questions by students in secondary education. Even so, teachers will rarely answer it
directly, because they do not want to give away the test questions. Students know
this and still try to obtain the most specific information possible about the forthcoming test (Doyle, 1983; Miller & Parlett, 1974; Ramsden, 1988; Van Etten, Freebem,
& Pressley. 1997). This "game" is sometimes seen as an artifact in education, which
has more to do with students' test-orientation than with learning. However, considering contemporary theories of learning, the outcome of this game has important
consequences. Clear knowledge about task demands is an important prerequisite for
students to learn in a strategic, self regulated and effective way (Brown, Bransford,
Ferrara, & Campione. 1983: Butler & Winne. 1995; Nist & Simpson. 2000: Thomas
& Rohwer, 1986). With respect to text studying, a clear perception of task demands
allows students to focus their attention on task-relevant text elements and to choose
appropriate strategies to learn these elements (R.C. Anderson. 1982: Anderson &
Armbruster. 1984; Hidi, 1995; Marton & Saljö, 1976; Reynolds, 1992).

Broekkamp. H.. Van den Bergh. H„ Van Hout-Wolters, B. H. A. fvl., & Rijlaarsdam, G.
(2002). Will that be on the test? Perceived task demands and test performance in a classroom
context. European Journal of Psychology of Education, 17, 75-92.
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As is stressed by several researchers, the task relevance or the instructional importance of text elements does not necessarily coincide with the structural importance
of those elements (Alexander & Jetton, 1996: Goldman, 1997; Schraw, Wade &
Kardash, 1993; Van Dijk, 1979; Van Hout-Wolters, 1986). For example, teachers
may assign higher importance to text elements that describe specific content and
have low structural importance than to elements that provide global information and
are closely related to the gist. Similarly, teachers may differ with regard to the importance they assign to text elements, even when these elements have similar structural importance. Such differences between teachers have important instructional
consequences. In classrooms, teachers generally determine the task demands and
also test (mostly a selection) of these demands (Doyle, 1992). Differences between
teachers imply that students have to tune in to the particular task demands that their
own teacher sets (Alexander & Jetton, 1996). Moreover, it seems that students can
increase their test performance by knowing more accurately which text elements
their teacher deems instructionally important.
Several studies have examined the relative importance that students and teachers
assign to text units when a test has been set (Alexander, Jetton, Kulikowich &
Woehler. 1994; Broekkamp, Van Hout-Wolters, Rijlaarsdam, & Van den Bergh,
2002; Jetton & Alexander, 1997; Schillings & Van Hout-Wolters, 1994, 1995; Van
Hout-Wolters, 1990a, 1990b/1997). In all of these studies, only a limited correspondence was found between teachers, between students, and/or between teachers and
their students with respect to their importance assignment. Moreover, these findings
were obtained for different text levels (sentence, paragraph, section), different
measures (rating, question writing, selection, notetaking), different subjects (science,
biology, history) and different correspondence measures including multilevel estimates (Broekkamp, Van Hout-Wolters, Rijlaarsdam & Van den Bergh, 2002). These
studies underscore that teachers differ in the task demands they define for their students and that students differ in their perception of these demands. However, as
these studies did not include measures for test performance in their analyses, they
cannot answer the question whether a more accurate perception of task demands
indeed helps the student to obtain a higher test performance. To learn more about the
relation between students' perception of task demands and their test performance,
we have to rely on experimental test expectancy research.
/. / Experimental research on the effect of test expectancy
There is a long tradition of experimental research that examines the effect of expected testing demands on learning performance (for reviews, see R.C. Anderson &
Biddle, 1975; Anderson & Armbruster, 1984; Crooks. 1988; Hamaker, 1986:
McConkie, 1977; Reynolds. 1992). This research consistently shows that text elements that are made important by task manipulations (e.g., inserted questions, and
objectives) are better learned than "non-targeted" text elements. With regard to the
non-targeted text elements, on the contrary, effects are inconsistent. "In various
studies acquisition of the non-targeted information by students have been facilitated,
inhibited, or unaffected" (McConkie. 1977. p. 24).
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In interpreting the heterogeneous results, at least three factors should be taken into
account. The first factor is the clarity of task demands. '"It is likely that if the targeted information is easily identifiable, and the subjects are convinced that other
information is irrelevant to the task, they will be selective in their learning. Increased retention of the targeted information will then be at the expense of the other
information presented in the text" (McConkie, 1977, p. 24). Thus, when task demands are unclear or do not distinguish between important and unimportant information, students are discouraged to process the text in a selective way. Note that the
clarity of task demands depends on the available task information as well as the way
the student makes use of this information.
The second factor is the study time that students have available. In his metaanalysis on the effects of inserted questions, Hamaker (1986), similar to McConkie
(1977), found heterogeneous results concerning the learning of non-targeted information. However. Hamaker was able to identify "time control" as an explaining
variable. When study time was controlled, the task manipulation led to a decrease in
the learning of non-targeted information. On the contrary, when study time was unrestricted, a small positive effect was found. It seems, then, that when time pressure
increases, students are more selective in their learning.
The third factor explaining the heterogeneous results concerns the way students
enact upon their perception of task demands. As Anderson and Armbruster (1984)
stressed "knowledge of the criterion task may be a necessary condition for optimal
studying, but is obviously not a sufficient condition" (p. 660). They pointed out that
students also have to focus their attention on the task relevant information and engage in strategies, which ensure that this information is well understood, and likely
to be remembered (p. 660). Plainly, the effect of task perception on learning is dependent on the way these activities are carried out.
The importance of the first and third factor is underscored by several studies of
Reynolds and associates on text studying (Reynolds. 1992). In these studies, content
related task demands were implicitly presented by means of preparatory questions
inserted in the text. Students' "awareness of task demands" was examined by administering retrospective interviews. In addition, the degree of selective processing was
examined by measuring the proportion of attention for targeted and non-targeted
text. Regression analyses showed positive relationships between reading ability, the
level of task awareness, degree of selective processing and test performance for both
college students and tenth-grade students. However, whereas selective processing
and test performance were causally related for college students, this was not the case
for tenth-grade students. The researchers concluded that only the college students
were able to use the selective attention strategy in an effective way.
1.2 Test expectations and test performance in classroom contexts
When students study in preparation for a test, classroom contexts are likely to differ
from experimental contexts in a great number of factors, including preparation time,
students' motivation, nature of task demands, availability of task information, and
authority defining task demands. In general, naturalistic classroom contexts pose
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additional complexities for students (cf. Hacker, Bol, Horgan, & Rakow, 2000).
Therefore, in classroom contexts, students' perception of task demands may be less
clear than in laboratory settings. An important question is whether task demands in
classroom contexts are clear enough for students to use the selective attention strategy in an effective way.
In classroom contexts, study time is rarely restricted in a direct way like in many
of the test expectancy experiments. However, the time that students have at their
disposal will certainly be constrained by factors like study loads, fixed testing moments, competing goals, and flaws in students' planning (Van Etten et al.. 1997).
Depending on the nature of these constraints, time pressure will be higher or lower.
Given that time pressure is low and expected test demands are not fully clear, studying will be most effective if students use an nonselective attention strategy and study
intensively all information if it has any chance to be tested. On the contrary, when
time pressure increases, a more selective strategy is called for. Under these conditions, an accurate perception of the task demands becomes more important to learning performance.
The experimental studies of Reynolds and associates (Reynolds, 1992) suggest
that secondary students do not effectively use the selective attention strategy. However, classroom conditions might be more favorable for using the selective attention
strategy than the conditions of the experimental studies were. Moreover, even when
this is not the case, there is still a good reason to assume a positive relationship between students' perception of task demands and their learning performance. Several
researchers have argued that understanding task demands involves metacognitive
skills, which distinguish strategic learners from their less strategic counterparts (e.g.,
Reynolds, 1992; Winne & Hadwin. 1998). More specifically, these skills include
paying attention to task cues and analyzing and interpreting these cues (Butler,
1999). Even when more strategic students eventually do not selectively attend to
task relevant text elements, other attributes than a greater task awareness will help
them to learn more effectively (e.g., more developed skills with regard to time planning, regulating motivation or decoding textual information). These associated attributes seem to explain why Reynolds and colleagues found a relationship for tenthgraders between reading ability, task awareness and test performance, despite the
fact that students did not effectively used the selective attention strategy.
1.3 Perceptions as indicators for task demands
So far, task demands in classroom contexts were implicitly equated with teachers'
task demands, i.e., task demands that are intended/perceived by teachers. Task demands, however, can also be considered from students' perspective.
From the perspective of the student, task demands foremost coincide with their
test expectations. As is stressed by Doyle (1983), students only will take those demands seriously for which they are held accountable, i.e., demands that have a reasonable probability of being tested. Since, within classrooms, teachers generally
know best which information is likely to be tested, they are naturally a crucial
source of information for students to base their test expectations upon. However.
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information that teachers give about task demands may be indirect, incomplete, unclear and even misleading. For these reasons, students may prefer to rely on other
sources that provide information about the task demands, such as the learning materials or previous tests (see Doyle, 1983; Thomas & Rohwer, 1986; Van Etten et al.,
1997).
Taking into account the student perspective, the teacher's task demands constitute a valid indicator of the factual task demands only when teacher's task demands
are sufficiently accessible to students and when students are convinced that these
task demands correspond with the upcoming test. If this is not the case, the perceptions of students themselves could provide a better indicator of the factual task demands than the teacher's perceptions of task demands. Obviously, as students' perceptions vary across individuals, they cannot directly be taken as an objective measure. However, when students' perceptions are aggregated, they can be considered as
representing the consensus of students within a class. As such they could provide a
useful measure for the task demands in a particular classroom context. (For a similar
approach, see Ryan, Gheen & Midgley, 1998; these researchers used student aggregates as measures for the motivational goal structures within classroom contexts.)
In previous studies on instructional importance, only a limited correspondence
was found between individual students and their teacher regarding their perception
of the task demands (e.g., Broekkamp, Van Hout-Wolters, Rijlaarsdam & Van den
Bergh, 2002; Jetton & Alexander, 1997). Given the discussion above, this finding
evokes questions about the validity of the teachers" perceptions as an indication of
the factual task demands. It is possible, then, that those task demands that really
mattered in the classrooms were disparate from those perceived/intended by the
teachers. Moreover, in order to obtain a high test performance it could have been
more important for students to show a close correspondence with the "class perception" than with the teacher's perception.
1.4 The present study
In this study, students' and teachers' perceptions of task demands were indicated by
the instructional importance participants assigned to text elements of a chapter that
would be tested in the short term. We built on a study on instructional importance of
Broekkamp, Van Hout-Wolters, Rijlaarsdam, and Van den Bergh (2002). However,
whereas this previous study focused on the degree of correspondence among participants' task perceptions, the present study focuses on the relationship between task
perceptions and test performance. This relationship was examined in three different
ways.
First of all, we examined whether there is a direct relation between perceived instructional importance and test performance. More specifically, we examined
whether students who. on average, assign more importance to text elements also
have a higher test performance. A positive relationship can be expected when students have sufficient time available and allocate their attention in a nonselective
way. Given these conditions, students who, on average, perceive the text as more
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important, can be expected to spend more overall attention to the text and also learn
more from it.
Secondly, we examined whether the correspondence in perceived instructional
importance between individual students and their teacher is related with test performance. A positive relationship can be expected for both causal and noncausal
reasons. A causal reason is that when students are under time pressure and are able
to use the selective attention strategy in an effective way, a more accurate perception
of the task demands will increase the learning of task-relevant information and
hence will yield a better test performance. A noncausal reason is that abilities concerning the identification of task demands are related to other characteristics that
may contribute to effective learning and test performance. Note that both reasons
assume that an accurate perception of task demands is indicated by the correspondence a student's perception shows with the teacher's perception.
Thirdly, we examined whether the correspondence in perceived instructional importance between individual students and their class is related with test performance.
A positive relationship can be expected for similar causal and noncausal reasons as
those pertaining to the student-teacher correspondence. Now, however, an accurate
perception of task demands is indicated by the correspondence a student's perception shows with the average perception across students within a class.
As we used correlational methods and did not collect data on the instructionallearning process, it was beforehand clear that we could not demonstrate a causal
relationship between the quality of students' perception of task demands and their
test performance. However, we could examine an important condition for inferring
causality, the existence of a relationship. Hereto we tested three - partly conflicting
- hypotheses:
1) The average importance that individual students assign across text elements is
positively related to their test performance.
2) The correspondence in perceived importance between individual students and
their teacher is positively related to test performance.
3) The correspondence in perceived importance between individual students and
their class is positively related to test performance.
2

METHOD

2. / Participants
Participants in this study were 20 history teachers and 375 llth-grade students'.
Teachers, who were from 16 schools in the Netherlands2, each participated with one
class of students. The average number of students in a class was 20.45 (SD - 6.73).
Teachers, on average, had 18.1 years of experience (SD = 7.87) and 14 of them were
Initially, 22 teachers and 451 students participated in the study. As two teachers did not provide data on
students' test performance, they were excluded from the study, together with their classes (42 students).
Also, of the remaining 20 classes, 34 students were excluded because they were not present at the lime
that the test was made by the majority of the classroom.
- Of the 16 schools. 13 schools participated with one teacher and 3 schools with two teachers. Sample
size did not allow us to examine school effects in a reliable wax.
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male (70c/c). Students had a typical age of 17 and were in the penultimate year of
pre-university education. 214 of the students (57%) were female.
In order to recruit participants, we first approached schools all over the country
that trained students of the level mentioned, and also used a particular history textbook, which had the highest market share. From a first orientation it appeared that
teachers widely differed with regard to the chapters they selected for instruction and
the sequence in which they taught them. In addition, teachers differed in the number
of lessons spent on chapters and in the way they constructed tests - as no standard
chapter tests were provided by the text book, the vast majority of teachers made or
assembled the test questions themselves. As we intended to study a realistic classroom context, we did not persuade teachers to adapt their curriculum. Instead, we
chose a chapter most frequently taught at grade 11 and recruited teachers who tested
their 1 lth-grade students on this chapter in the second half of the school year. At this
point, students would be more used to their teachers and would be more likely to
attune to task demands effectively (Doyle, 1983; Van Etten et al., 1997).
2.2 Materials and procedure
The chapter had "the United States of America since 1945" as its theme and contained approximately 8,000 words. It was structured in 16 sections of differing
length that described the presidential terms from Roosevelt to Clinton. These descriptions were chronological, but not proportional; the text on certain presidents
took up two or three sections, while other presidents were described within a single
section.
The chapter's section structure formed the basis of a rating task that was performed by the teachers and the students. To obtain text units of similar length,
longer sections were subdivided (by reducing differences in text length ratings
would more purely reflect differences in instructional importance, instead of differences in structural importance; see Alexander & Jetton, 1996.) This revised division
contained 26 "text sections", with each section encompassing a sequence of three or
four coherent paragraphs.
To help students to consider the text at a global level and to compare topics of
broad units in a balanced way. sections were presented to the participants by means
of a short title and a brief summary, for example:
"Truman, Roosevelt's successor
About Truman's interna] policy and the resistance that it met with. About his
unexpected victoiy in the elections and the subsequent reaction ot the Republicans."

Titles were taken from the book verbatim, or formulated in a similar style.
The rating task was performed within two days before the actual classroom test
during a history lesson (15 classes) or during a separate session (5 classes). Students
and their teacher, at the same time but independently, rated the relative importance
of the 26 sections. Respondents indicated for each section whether it was important
to the upcoming test, and was thus likely to be tested. It was explained to teachers
that their ratings should express the degree to which a section was important for
their students preparing for the test, taking into account that the student did not
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know the test questions beforehand. Importance was rated on a four-point scale (unimportant, less important, important, very important) (cf. Brown & Smiley, 1977).
During the rating task, students and teachers were asked not to refer to the textbook or their notes. With this constraint we tried to ensure a common ground for text
ratings and to avoid that some students would focus on additional test preparation, as
was the case in a pilot study we conducted. Moreover, we could more easily present
our revised division with text units of similar length.
We assumed that section titles and explanations would generally be familiar to
the students. As a check, however, students could indicate if they were unfamiliar
with a section. In the event, this option was used in 29c of the ratings. In addition,
for 1 % of the total number of student observations, no rating was given. For teachers, this percentage was also 19c. In the analysis, both kinds of data points were considered as missing values.
After teachers scored the test, they informed the experimenter about the grades
students received. In the Dutch educational system, grades typically range from 1
(worst) to 10 (best). As we examined a realistic context, no attempt was made to
influence the grading procedure.
2.3 Analysis
The three hypotheses that were tested in this study all assume a relation between the
quality of students' task perception and their test performance, but differ with regard
to the measure for this quality. For the first hypothesis the quality of a student's task
perception is operationalized as the value of a student's importance rating; for the
second hypothesis as the correspondence - or complementary, as the difference between a student's rating and the rating of his/her teacher; and for the third hypothesis as the correspondence - or the difference - between the rating of the student and the average rating of his/her class. The fact that the three hypotheses differ
with regard to only one variable allowed us to test them with three variants of the
same basic multilevel model . Multilevel modeling was chosen for, because this
method would take into account the nested structure of our data (cf. Goldstein, 1995;
Holt, Scott, & Hewings, 1980).

' Although a multivariate model might, in principle, be preferable over three univariate models, we explicitly chose for the latter because of simplicity of the models and hence interpretation. In a multivariate
model, restrictions have to be imposed on the covariance matrices, depending on the levels and operationalizations. Fore instance, "student rating - class rating " is the only operalionalization that does not
vaiy between classes. Similarly, the correlation between "student rating - class rating " and "student
rating" equals unity and both have equal variance at the student level; this is because the rating of students is the same for both measures. In a multivariate model a diversity of such restrictions have to be
imposed on the parameter estimates, each making the interpretation of the model less transparent. For
the sake of completeness, the correlation between "student rating " and "student rating - teacher rating "
equals .31 at the class level, unity at the student level and .69 at the section level. So, the operationalizations behave differently at the three levels.
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2.4 The basic multilevel model
The basic model takes into account that the quality of students' perceptions may
differ between classes, students and sections. So, the parameter estimates of this
model include the mean quality score, the intercept, as well as the variance in the
intercept between classes, students and sections. In addition to these four parameters, the basic model includes six parameters that describe the relation between the
quality measure and test grade. In the first place, a regression coefficient is estimated, indicating the fixed effect of test grade on the quality measure . Furthermore,
two variance components are estimated that allow the effect of test grade to vary
between classes and between sections. In addition, the model includes two parameters that describe the covariation between differences in regression coefficients and
differences in intercepts. At the class level, a positive covariance coefficient would
indicate that in classes that higher quality score, there is a stronger relationship with
test grade than in classes with a lower quality score . At the section level, a positive
covariance value would indicate that sections with a higher quality score show a
stronger relationship with test grade than sections with a lower quality score. Finally, the model includes a covariance parameter at the student level, which indicates the relationship between differences in grades and differences in the average
quality score across ratings. A positive covariance value would indicate that students
with a higher grade show more variation in their average quality score across ratings
than students with a lower grade6.
For the first quality measure, analysis with this ten parameter-model answers our
questions. For the second and third operationalization there still remains a (technical) problem to be tackled, as the correspondence between student and teacher ratings, as well as the correspondence between student and class ratings, may come
about in different ways. For instance, students who follow their teacher's rating pattern closely have a low deviation from their teacher across sections, indicating an
accurate perception of task demands. However, this may hold as well for students
who give all sections a same rating that approximates the teacher's average rating
across sections. Therefore, we have to add a second explanatory variable to take into
account differences between a student's section ratings, e.g., the within student standard deviation.
4

By considering the regression of test grade on the quality measure, we could determine the relationship
between these two variables for the 26 sections simultaneously. Data limitations did not allow us to use n
multivariate model with 26 instances of the quality measure predicting test grade.
1
A positive covariance coefficient could, in principle, also be interpreted as indicating that in classes that
on average have higher grades, there is a stronger relationship between grades and quality scores than
in classes with lower grades. This interpretation, however, is not convincing as teachers typically gave
grades on a norm referenced base. Hence, differences in grades between classes could not be interpreted
in a meaningful way.
6
The covariances at the class and section level could also be interpreted as the relationships between
differences in grades and differences in the quality scores at the class and section level, respectively. As
our model allows us to estimate the variance between sections and classes at each point of the grading
scale, we don't have to make the assumption of homoscedasticity. The conditional covariance of the quality scores can be written as: VAR /Quality Score\Grade] = VAR I Quality Score]2 + 2* COV /Quality
Score * Grade! + VAR [Grade]2 (cf Goldstein. 1995).
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2.5 Expectations pertaining to the first quality measure (student rating)
Based on hypothesis 1, we formulated two expectations. First of all, a positive effect
of test grade on student ratings was expected, whereby a high test grade would be
associated with a high importance rating. Secondly, at the student level, a negative
covariance was expected. That is. students with higher test grades would more consistently have a high importance rating than students with lower test grades. As a
consequence, students with higher test grades would show a lower variation in their
average rating across sections.
2.6 Expectations pertaining to the second quality measure (student rating - teacher
rating) and the third quality measure (student rating - class rating)
As expectations of the second and the third quality measure were similar, we only
discuss those of the second quality measure. Departing from hypothesis 2, a negative
effect of test grade on the quality measure was expected, whereby a higher test grade
would be associated with a smaller deviation from the teacher's rating. Furthermore,
we expected that students with higher test grades would more consistently have a
relative accurate perception of task demands than students with lower test scores. As
a consequence, the covariance at the student level would have a negative value.
The variance and co-variance components at the different hierarchical levels
were estimated with the software ML-wiN (Multi Level Models Project, 1999).
Analyses were performed on normalized scores7. Statistical significance of the parameter estimates can easily be determined as the ratio of the parameter estimate and
its standard error is /-distributed. For variance estimates we used a one-sided alpha
level of .05 (t > 1.658), for covariance estimates a two-sided alpha level of .05 (f >
1.965) (see Goldstein, 1995).
3

RESULTS

Table 1 presents the observed mean, the standard deviation and the range for variables included in the analysis. As can be seen, both students and teachers showed
substantial variation in their ratings on the four-point scale (SD for student ratings =
0.797; SD for teacher ratings = 0.664). For individual students, the standard deviation for sections ranged from 0.421 to 1.184. For teachers this range was 0.484 0.823. All participants, then, distinguished between the importance of sections, with
some showing a larger spread among their ratings than others. Sections were
deemed rather important than unimportant, whereby the average teacher rating (M 2.892) was somewhat higher than the average student rating (M = 2.775). As a consequence, the average student-teacher correspondence across sections has a negative
In fact, two analyses have been performed. The first on the observed ratings, and for the second analyses, which are reported in this paper, a normalizing transformation is applied to the data, after which
they were transposed to the original scale values. Both types of analyses show practically the same results.
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value (M - -0.117). The corresponding standard deviation indicates that students
and their teachers varied considerable in their ratings for separate sections (SD =
0.960). Apparently, students and teachers generally had quite different perceptions
of the task demands. However, student perceptions were not the same. The standard
deviation of the student-class correspondence shows that separate ratings of individual students often differed from ratings that students of the corresponding class,
on average, gave to these sections (M = 0.00; SD = 0.789). Students within a class,
then, often showed differences in the text elements they considered important for the
test. Finally, test grades, ranging from 1 to 10, had a mean value of 6.296 and a standard variation of 1.336.
Results from the multilevel analysis are organized according to our three quality
measures. For each quality measure, the influence of test grade on the quality of
students' perceptions is estimated, taking into account the influence of the within
student standard deviation (Table 2). (In the Appendix, an unconditional model is
presented, which shows the distribution of the variance in the quality measures at the
different hierarchical levels.)

Table 1. Descriptive.* ofobsen-ed

values of variables included in the study

n

M

SD Minimum

Students
Rating
6429 2.775 0.797
M of ratings across sections
375 2.775 0.302
SD of ratings across sections 375 0.797 0.147
Test grade
375 6.296 1.336
Teachers
Rating
515 2.892 0.664
M of ratings across sections
20 2.892 0.269
SD of ratings across sections
20 0.664 0.101
Student rating - teacher rating 6429 -0.117 0.960
Student rating - class rating
6429 0.000 0.789

Maximum

1
2.039
0.421
1.000

4
3.875
1.184
10.000

1
2.577
0.484
-3.000
-2.073

4
3.500
0.823
3.000
1.401

Note. For both teachers and students descriptives are given for importance ratings of
individual sections, the average of a participant's ratings across sections, and the standard deviation of a participant's ratings across sections. Furthermore, descriptives ure
given for students' test grade and two difference scores: "student rating - teacher rating " and "student rating — class rating ".
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3.1 Student rating

The expectations derived from hypothesis 1 could not be confirmed. First, the regression of test grades on students' ratings was nonsignificant (/3 = 0.000, p > .05).
Second, although the covariance at the student level showed a negative value, this
value did not reach significance (S2 = -0.004, p > .05). These results, then, provide
no indication that the height of students' importance ratings is directly related to test
grade.
The within student standard deviation did have an influence on the studentteacher correspondence (/J = -0.284, p < .05). Its negative value suggests that students with more spreading in their ratings, on average, had a closer correspondence
with their teacher.
Table 2. Estimated quality of students' importance ratings, conditional

Studen ratine

Student rating teacher rating
Est

SE

Est

SE

Fixed
2.782
Mean (intercept)
0.000
Regression test grade (fi\)
Regression within student SD

0.034
0.014

0.110
0.004
-0.284*

0.120
0.015
0.125

0.010
0.000
0.002

0.006
0.001
0.002

0.070
0.000
0.001

0.030
0.001
0.004

0.057*

0.007

0.047

0.007

0.003

-0.006*

0.003

0.012
0.004
0.004

0.804*
0.002
0.005

0.017
0.005
0.006

model

Student rating class rating
Est

SE

0.198
0.002
-0.274*

0.086
0.013
0.117

0.052*

0.007

(A)

Random
Level 3 (class/teacher)
Intercept
Regression (/?,)
Covariance
Level 2 (student)
Intercept
Regression (/?|)
Covariance
Level 1 (section)
Intercept
Regression ( $ )
Covariance

-0.004
0.563*
0.004
0.006

-0.004
0.563*
0.004
0.006

0.003
0.012
0.004
0.004

Note. Estimates (Est) are based on three separate models that correspond to the different operationalizations for the quality of student ratings. The three models can be considered as variants of a general
conditional model with lest grade (ft) and the within students standard deviation (ft) as explaining
variables. Note that for the first quality measure (student rating) the within student standard deviation
could not be included in the model. Similarly, the model for the third quality measure (student rating class rating) only includes variance estimates for the student and section level. Formula description:
(quality of student rating) = ft.,jk + flattest grade)IJk + ft (within student SD).ft>,jk= ftau + voook + uoojk
+ eotjh ftm = ftooo + viom + uio/t + er,jk- * p < -05.
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3.2 Student rating - class rating
The expectations derived from hypothesis 3 could not be confirmed. First, the regression of test grade on the student-class correspondence was nonsignificant (fi 0.002. /; > .05). Second, although the covariance at the student level had a negative
value, this value did not reach significance (COV = -0.004. p > .05). Interestingly,
we did find a significant effect of the within student standard deviation, showing that
students with more spreading in their ratings, on average, had a closer correspondence with their class (/?= -0.2742, /; < .05). It seems, then, that the results for the
third quality measure converged with those of the second quality measure but were
less pronounced.
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as a function of test grade.

Note. The correspondence score pertains to the difference in importance ratings between individual students and their teacher. Negative and positive deviations are aggregated across the 26 sections that were
rated by the participants. The horizontal line is the average correspondence across the 375 students.
Variance values were predicted by substituting the parameter estimates of the conditional model in the
formula of note 6 and by using a 90 percent confidence interval (+- 1.65 * SDJ.
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4

DISCUSSION

Contemporary theories on learning assume that the quality of students' perceptions
of task demands is related to their learning performance. We have focused on a wellknown instance of this assumption that involved students' expectations regarding
test content (indicated by the relative importance they assigned to text sections) and
their test performance (indicated by test grades).
4.1 Are perceived task demands and test performance related?
The first hypothesis was that a positive relationship exists between the average importance students assign across sections and their test performance. This hypothesis
was not supported, because the height of importance ratings showed no relationship
with test grades.
The second hypothesis was that the correspondence in perceived importance between individual students and their teachers is positively related with students' test
performance. This hypothesis was in part supported. For separate sections, a relationship between the student-teacher correspondence and test grade could not be
demonstrated; the regression value was nonsignificant. This suggests that a relative
accurate perception of task demands did not guarantee a good test performance.
However, across sections, the covariance at the student level indicates that students
with higher test grades were a more homogeneous group than students with lower
test grades: i.e., they more often showed a relatively close correspondence with their
teacher. This suggests that students with higher test grades had a more accurate perception of task demands.
The third hypothesis was that the correspondence in perceived importance between individual students and their class is positively related with students' test performance. This hypothesis was not supported, because both the regression and the
covariance values did not reach significance.
We interpret these outcomes as partly support for the assumption that the quality
of students' perception of task demands is related to their learning performance.
This brings us to a crucial question: does this relation have a causal nature'?
4.2 Does a more accurate perception of task demands contribute to test
performance'.'
To answer the question of causality, at least three factors should be taken into account. The first factor is the clarity of task demands. The differences among students
in their rating pattern suggest that some students had a more accurate perception of
task demands than other students. Moreover, students who demonstrated less spreading in their ratings showed more discrepancy with their teacher and class. The lower
spreading could mean that these students refrained from making sharp distinctions in
their ratings because they were uncertain about the instructional importance of these
sections. This finding, then, confirms that some students had a more clear perception
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of task demands than other students did. Nonetheless, even for students with a more
clear perception, the perception might still have been insufficiently clear to use (effectively) a selection attention strategy. Therefore, clarity of task demands remains
an important explanation why we did not find significant regression coefficients
concerning the second and third hypothesis.
The second factor is the study time that students had available. In the theoretical
account of our hypotheses, we distinguished between study conditions with high and
low time pressure. Whereas high time pressure would encourage selective processing, low time pressure would induce a nonselective attentional strategy. It was reasoned that accurate knowledge of the task demands was important for the selective
strategy but not for the nonselective strategy. For the nonselective strategy, we hypothesized that the more importance students assigned to text sections the more attention they would pay to these sections - resulting in a higher test grade. The relation between higher ratings and an increase in the amount of attention, however,
may not be that clear-cut. For instance, students may have differed in their interpretation of the rating scale. Moreover, as we did not collect data on the available study
time and the studying process, our findings still allow for the explanation that student had sufficient time to learn all section equally intensive and that the accurateness of their task perception was of minor importance.
The third factor is the way students acted on their perception of task demands. It
is uncertain whether the eleventh grade-students in our study, possessed the abilities
to use the selective attention strategy in a fully effective way. Reynolds and associates (Reynolds, 1992) found that this strategy had a causal effect on test performance for college students, but not for tenth-grade students. The eleventh-grade students of our study could be considered as falling in between the tenth grade- and the
college students. A direct comparison, however, is not possible, since the laboratorial context of the studies of Reynolds and associates are quite different from the
classroom contexts we examined. The studies of Reynolds and associates, however,
make clear that even when task perception and task performance are related, we
cannot assume that this relationship has a causal nature.
Considering these three factors, we conclude that for students with the highest
test grades, their relative accurate perception of task demands may have helped them
to obtain these grades. However, their relative accurate perception of task demands
could also have been an epiphenomenon related to learning abilities that caused the
higher test performance. For the students who had a lower test grade, there is no
indication for a causal relationship at all.
Given our research methods, it was beforehand clear that we could not distinguish between a causal and noncausal relationship concerning the quality of students' perception of task demands and test performance. This study, however, was
meant as a first attempt to investigate the nature of this relationship in a classroom
context. As our findings and our discussion of the three factors make clear, the nature of this relation is complex. To examine it more thoroughly, our study could be
extended by including data on students' attentional strategies when studying text as
well as on the study time available and the efficiency of the learning performance.
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4.3 Measuring (perceptions of) task demands
Importance ratings are only an indirect indicator of participants' perception of task
demands. The meaningful relations that were found among variables at different
levels can be seen as a confirmation of the validity of the ratings. However, since no
alternative measures were included in the study (e.g., measures derived from retrospective interviews), reservations should be made regarding an absolute interpretation of the parameter estimates that we found. Similarly, the fact that we could not
find some of the relations that were hypothesized cannot be taken as a conclusive
proof that these relations in fact were absent.
The finding of previous studies that importance the importance assigment of individual students and their teachers showed only a moderate correspondence (e.g..
Broekkamp, Van Hout-Wolters, Rijlaarsdam & Van den Bergh, 2002) gave reason
to question the validity of teachers' perceptions as a measure for the factual task
demands. Therefore, we examined the average ratings across students within classes
as an additional measure. This additional measure appeared to yield partly convergent findings. That is, students who had less spreading in their ratings showed more
discrepancy both with their teacher and with their class. Furthermore, as for the student-teacher correspondence, the student-class correspondence showed a negative
covariance with test grade at the student level. However, for the student-class correspondence this value did not reach significance. We therefore conclude that, in our
study, the class perceptions constituted a convergent but less powerful measure of
the factual task demands than the teacher's perceptions.
How can we explain this finding? We decided that it was appropriate to use student aggregates because rating patterns of students of the same class were clearly
more similar than rating patterns of students of different classes (cf. Ryan et al,
1998, p. 533). Nonetheless, rating patterns within classes still showed considerable
variation. It seems, then, that in order to use student aggregates as a powerful measure more consensus is needed within classes. The required level of this consensus,
however, remains an unresolved question (cf. Ryan et al.. 1998. p. 533).
Perceptions of task demands are not the only indications of task demands. Case
studies demonstrate that observing the instructional process or analyzing tests may
help to gain additional insights into task demands that are imposed upon students
(cf. Jetton & Alexander, 1997; Simpson & Nist, 1997). Moreover, analysis of teachers' tests could additionally provide insight into the validity of test grades as a
measure for students' test performance.
4.4 Implications
Given the lack of other classroom studies on test expectations and test grades, special precaution is needed in generalizing our results to other populations, other academic tasks and other kinds of task demands. Generalizations should take in account, that our study concentrated on relatively advanced secondary students studying an instructional history text in preparation for a test. Moreover, we assessed task
perceptions at a single occasion. Concerning the nature of task demands, we focused
on the relative importance of topics involving rather broad units of text (a section
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included three or four paragraphs). In doing so. we did not include at least six other
kinds of task demands that are involved in text studying in classroom contexts. Task
demands may also pertain to (a) the instructional importance of text elements at
lower text levels (e.g.. the sentence and paragraph level; Jetton & Alexander, 1997;
Schellings & Van Hout-Wolters, 1995) (b) the type of the required information (e.g.,
broad concepts versus factual information; Thomas. Bol, Warkentin, Wilson, Strage,
& Rohwer, 1993); (c) the cognitive level at which students have to demonstrate that
information has been mastered (e.g., memorization or application; Marton & Saljö,
1976; Thomas et al., 1993); (d) the social and academic expectations of lesson participation (e.g., Green & Weade, 1987; Winne & Marx, 1982) (e) the required level
of effort and the motivational goals that are encouraged in classrooms (e.g., Brookhart, 1997; Ryan et al. 1998); (f) the epistemological beliefs and study orientations
that are appropriate in academic contexts (e.g., Ramsden, 1988; Simpson & Nist,
1997). Concerning all these kinds of task demands, students use task information to
construe a perception of these demands. Research has just begun to unravel the different kinds of task information that are used by students to self-regulate their learning and to increase their learning performance (Butler & Winne, 1995).
In this study, we concentrated on a single type of task information - the instructional or task relevance of text sections. Experimental research has consistently
showed that this kind of task information, provided in the form of objectives and
inserted questions, increases the attention for task relevant text elements and results
in better learning of these text elements (e.g., Reynolds, 1992). The present study,
however, is conducted in a realistic classroom context. Moreover, the effect was
examined of individual differences in the perception of task demands on test performance. The fact that our findings provide only limited support for a causal relationship between perceived task demands and test performance, points to crucial
differences between laboratorial and classroom contexts regarding the nature of task
demands and information about these demands. Several phenomenographic classroom studies make clear that the emergence and communication of task demands including instructional importance - are very complex processes (Green & Weade,
1987; Jetton & Alexander, 1997; Simpson & Nist, 1997; Wade & Moje, 2000; Wilson & Wineburg, 1993). As shown in the present study, as well as several other
studies, these processes may result in large differences in perceived task demands
between teachers and between teachers and their students. In our opinion, especially
the latter kind of discrepancies is important, because it seems to set boundaries for
students to study in strategic ways.
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APPENDIX

Estimated quality of students' importance ratings, unconditional

Student rating

Fixed
Mean (intercept)
Random
Level 3 (teacher/class)
Level 2 (student)
Level 1 (section)

Student rating
- teacher rating

model

Student rating
- class rating

Estimate

SE

Estimate

SE

Estimate

SE

2.782

0.034

-0.096

0.079

-0.001

0.017

0.010*
0.057*

0.005
0.007

0.070*
0.048*

0.030
0.007

0.053*

0.007*

0.570*

0.010

0.807*

0.015

0.570*

0.010*

Note. Estimates are based on a general unconditional model, which is the same for the three operationalizations of the quality of student's ratings. Note that, as the average student-class correspondence could
not vary between classes, the model for the third quality measure only includes estimates for the student
and section level. Formula description: (quality of student rating) = (30 000 + vO 00k + u() Ojk + eO ijk . *
p < .05.

CHAPTER 4

TEACHERS' TASK DEMANDS,
STUDENTS' TEST EXPECTATIONS,
AND ACTUAL TEST CONTENT*
Abstract
Previous studies on instructional importance show that individual students and their teachers differ in the
topics that they consider important in the context of an upcoming teacher-made test. This study aimed to
examine whether such differences between students' test expectations and teachers' intended task demands can be explained by the actual lest content.
Participants were history teachers (N = 19) and their 1 lth-grade students (/V = 388). Teachers and
students rated the importance of text sections that would be tested in the near future. By means of multilevel analysis, ratings were compared with the occurrence of sections in the tests.
Although teachers considered a majority of sections as important and tested only a minority of the
sections, their tests still included sections rated as ««important. The number of such discrepancies, however, was relatively small. Sections the teachers rated important had a much higher probability of being
included in the test than sections rated unimportant. For students, a similar but lower degree of correspondence between ratings and test content was found. Interestingly, for sections that teachers considered
important, students more often gave a higher rating when these sections appeared in the test than when
they did not. The same holds for sections that teachers considered unimportant.
We conclude that both teachers and students there is a limited correspondence between perceived
task demands and test content. Furthermore, students' perceptions of task demands show a compensation
for some of the differences between their teachers" intended task demands and the test demands.

1

INTRODUCTION

When students have clear and realistic expectations about the test, they know the
goals and criteria towards which they should direct their studying. They have, in
other words, an accurate perception of the requirements of the study task. In classrooms, it is generally the teacher who is responsible for defining the task demands,
and how these demands are tested. Because teachers will differ in their task demands, students try to attune to the task and test demands that their teacher sets (cf.
Doyle, 1983; Nolen & Haladyna. 1990: Ramsden. 1988: Simpson & Nist, 1997;
Thomas & Rohwer, 1986; Van Etten, Freebern, & Pressley, 1997; Winne & Hadwin,
1998). The present study focuses on a specific kind of demand that concerns the
"instructional importance" of textual topics in the context of an upcoming test (cf.
Alexander & Jetton. 1996). A clear perception of this kind of demand may help students to focus their attention especially on important text parts and as a consequence
Broekkump, H., Van Hout-Wolters. B. H. A. M., Van den Bergh. H.. & Rijlaarsdam. G.
(submitted). Teachers' task demands, students' test expectations and actual test content.
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to increase their learning performance (Anderson & Armbruster, 1984; Reynolds,
1992).
Several studies have examined the instructional importance that students and
teachers assign to textual topics when a test has been set (Alexander, Jetton, Kulikowich, & Woehler. 1994; Broekkamp, Van Hout-Wolters, Rijlaarsdam, & Van den
Bergh, 2002; Jetton & Alexander, 1997; Schellings & Van Hout-Wolters, 1994.
1995; Van Hout-Wolters, 1990a, 1990b/1997). In these studies, a limited correspondence was found between teachers, between students, and/or between teachers and
their students with respect to their importance assignment. These findings were obtained for different text levels (sentence, paragraph, section), different measures
(rating, question writing, underlining, note-taking), different subjects (science, biology, language arts, history) and different correspondence measures, including multilevel estimates. Furthermore, the student-teacher correspondence varied between
teachers, students and textual topics. These studies suggest the following conclusions: (a) teachers differ in the task demands they set, (b) teachers differ in the way
they convey task demands to their students, (c) students, generally, do not have a
very accurate perception of their teachers' task demands, (d) some students have a
more accurate perception of the task demands than other students'.
Jetton and Alexander (1997) analysed the tests teachers constructed and gave to
their students. Students' importance assignments showed only a limited correspondence with the required contents of the test. For instance, some topics that students
considered relatively ««important were addressed by more than one test item while
topics that they considered relatively important were not addressed at all. Even more
interestingly, such discrepancies also existed for the teachers' ratings, with two of
the three participating teachers clearly showing a higher correspondence with their
own test questions than the other teacher did. The qualitative character of the study
does not allow for generalisations. Nonetheless, the findings suggest that differences
exist between teachers' (intended) task demands (the demands towards which students should direct their learning when preparing for the test) and the actual test demands (the contents required by the test items).
When students study in preparation for a test, the test demands at best represent a
sample of teachers' task demands. That is, the test generally cannot cover all information that students are required to learn. Depending on the number of topics that
have to be studied, available testing time, the kinds of test questions or arbitrary fac// should be noted that the perspective by which participants assigned importance to the text units
showed differences among the studies. For instance, in the study by Broekkamp, Van Hout-Wolters, Rijlaarsdam & Van den Bergh, 2002, students' importance ratings expressed both the emphasis of topics in
the class and the likelihood that these topics would appear in the test. The rating task in the study of
Jetton and Alexander (1997) was also followed by a test, but students received the more general instruction to indicate content they deemed important to know. In the study of Schellings and Van Hout-Wolters
(1995) students were asked to pretend study for a regular test given by their teacher and to underline text
units that were likely to be asked in such a test. In this study, no actual test was given to the students.
Despite such differences, it can be argued that in all of the studies that we mention, the - actual or imaginary - upcoming test exerted influence on the assignment of importance. For this reason we allow ourselves to describe the findings in terms of task demands for all of these studies. In doing so, we deviate
from Alexander and associates, who did not use the term task demands overtly and used the more general
term of instructional importance to describe their findings.
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tors (e.g.. spending little time on test construction) teachers can select a smaller or
larger part of the learning content for the test. Discrepancies between teachers' task
demands and test demands occur when less important topics are included in the test
while more important topics are excluded or when less important topics in the test
receive more weight than more important topics. Such discrepancies could emerge
when teachers have only vague intentions regarding task demands. Another possibility is that teachers fail to construct test items that are representative of their task demands.
What do differences between teachers' task demands and the test demands mean
for the student? Students may base their test expectations on at least five different
sources (cf. Alexander & Jetton, 1996; Doyle, 1983; Miller & Parlett, 1974; Schraw,
Wade, & Kardash, 1993; Snyder, 1971: Van Etten et al., 1997). First, students may
rely on the explicit information that teachers provide about their intended task demands. For instance, during a teacher-led classroom discussion, the teacher says that
a certain topic is important and will probably be tested. Second, students can make
use of implicit information that teachers provide. For instance, when the teacher
dwells upon a specific part of the learning content, this is a signal to the students that
this part might be very important in the test. Third, students can base their expectations on their experiences with previous study tasks and tests. For instance, in previous tests their history teacher may have stressed economic explanations for events
over cultural explanations (cf. Wilson & Wineburg, 1988). Fourth, students can rely
on the learning materials. For instance, a topic that is signalled by the textbook author as crucial, probably will receive more attention in the end test. Finally, students
can obtain task information indirectly from peers.
When students sense that the teacher's explicit information about his intended
task demands is unrepresentative of the test demands or incomplete, they may disregard this information or supplement it by information derived from other sources.
By doing so, they may "compensate" for differences between the teachers' task demands and the test demands. Such compensation may explain why in one of the
three classes studied by Jetton and Alexander (1997), students" importance ratings
showed a reasonable correspondence with the test questions despite the fact that
students' ratings were unrelated with the teacher's importance ratings.
The present study extends the study of Jetton and Alexander (1997) by examining the relations between teachers' (intended) task demands, students' test expectations and test demands in a quantitative way. We focused on three questions: (a)
What is the degree of correspondence between teachers' task demands and their test
demands? (b) What is the degree of correspondence between individual students'
test expectations and the test demands? (c) To what degree are individual students
able to compensate for differences between teachers' task demands and the test demands?
The three questions were investigated in the first place to shed light on previous
studies on instructional importance. Furthermore, these questions are important from
the perspective of assessment in classroom contexts (cf. Airasian, 1996; Dochy &
Moerkerke, 1997; Brookhart, 1999; Crooks, 1988; Fleming & Chambers, 1983).
Previous investigations did not allow us to formulate firm expectations concerning
our research questions. However, they gave us reason to expect that test demands
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would show a limited correspondence with both teachers' task demands and students' test expectations, and that students would compensate for differences, to
some degree, between teachers' task demands and the test demands.
2

METHOD

2. / Participants
Participants in this study were 19 history teachers and 388 llth-grade students.
Teachers, who were from 16 schools in the Netherlands2, each participated with one
class of students. The average number of students in a class was 20.45 (SD = 6.73).
Teachers, on average, had 18.4 years of experience (SD - 7.60) and 15 of them were
male. Students had a typical age of 17 and were in the penultimate year of preuniversity education. 210 of the students were female. The recruited teachers (and
their classes) used a particular history textbook, which had the highest market share
in the Netherlands and which did not provide standard chapter tests. As we intended
to study a realistic classroom context, we did not persuade teachers to adapt their
curriculum. Instead, we chose a chapter most frequently taught at grade 11, and recruited teachers who gave a teacher-made test to their 1 lth-grade students on this
chapter in the second half of the school year. At this point, students would be more
accustomed to their teachers and would be more likely to attune to task demands
effectively (cf. Van Etten et al.. 1997).
2.2 Materials and procedure
The chapter had "The United States of America since 1945" as its theme and contained approximately 8,000 words. Originally, the chapter was structured in 16 sections of different length. For the purpose of this study, longer sections were subdivided. The new division, which followed quite naturally from the text, consisted of
26 text "sections" of similar length, each compassing three to four paragraphs. The
26 sections formed the objects of a rating task. Participants rated the importance of
sections based on short summaries of these sections. For example:
Truman, Roosevelt's successor: About Truman's internal policy and the resistance that
it met with. About his unexpected victory in the elections and the subsequent reaction of
the Republicans.

By asking students to assign importance to summaries of text units, we deviated
from previous studies in which instructional importance was assigned to the actual
text (e.g., Jetton & Alexander. 1997; Schellings, & Van-Hout-Wolters, 1995). For
" Initially, 22 teachers from 17 schools each participated with one class of students (451 students in totall. For the purpose of this study, however, we examined only teachers (and their classes) who made or
chose the test questions themselves. Consequently, for each of the 3 schools that participated with 2
teachers, only I teacher was examined. This was the teacher that was known to have constructed or chosen the lest questions: the teacher that was left out of our analyses shared the test with his or her colleague but was not responsible for writing or choosing the test questions. There was also one school that
participated with 3 teachers. Because each teacher gave their own test, all 3 teachers were included in
the analyses.
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our purpose, the "summary rating task" had both practical and theoretical advantages over a "text rating task". A practical advantage was that a summary rating task
allowed us to collect ratings concerning the whole text in a short time period. This
was important, because the text in our study was considerably longer than the text
used in previous studies to examine instructional importance'. Concerning the theoretical advantages, we assumed that the summary rating task exerts less influence on
participants' perceptions of task demands than a text rating task because it prevents
them from reading the text. Reading the text with the explicit purpose to assign
importance to text elements would interfere with the usual way in which task
demands and test expectations develop in classrooms. In this regard, a summary task
is less obtrusive, because it encourages participants to operate from memory in
forming their importance judgments.
To ensure that none of the students engaged in additional reading, they were
asked not to review the textbook or their notes during the rating task. Similarly,
teachers were asked not to examine the text or their actual test materials at this point.
With this latter constraint, we tried to encourage teachers to report intended task
demands, instead of actual test demands.
The rating task was performed within two days before the actual classroom test,
during a history lesson (16 classes) or during a separate session (6 classes). Students
and their teacher, at the same time but independently, rated the importance of the 26
sections. Participants were instructed to indicate with their importance ratings both
the emphasis that section topics received in the classroom and the likelihood that
these topics would be included in the upcoming test. To the teachers, we stressed
that their ratings were to reflect intended task demands, instead of actual test demands. Importance was rated on a four-point scale (1 = unimportant, 2 = less important, 3 = important, 4 = very important; cf. Brown & Smiley, 1977).
We assumed that section titles and explanations would generally be familiar to
the students. As a check, however, students could indicate if they were unfamiliar
with a section. This option was used in 29c of the ratings. In addition, for 19c of the
total number of student observations, no rating was given. For teachers, this percentage was also \9c In the analysis, both kinds of data points were considered as missing values.
After the session, teachers handed over to the researcher the test they would give
to their students. In addition, they gave on paper their model answers to the test
questions and the allocation of test points over the test questions. These three kinds
of test information formed the basis for the test analysis.
2.3 Analysis of teachers' tests
For each test item, we identified chapter sections that were associated with the required information. Sections were not only identified when they provided explicit
information required to answer a test question (cf. Jetton & Alexander. 1997), but
" For instance, in the study by Schellings and Van-Hout-Wolters f 1995), the judgement task involved a
text of 764 words. Similarly, the judgement task in the study by Jetton and Alexander (1997) concerned a
text fragment of 550 words (this segment was part of a larger text that was studied in the course unit).
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also when they offered implicit information (the required knowledge was intended
by the textbook author), indirect information (the required knowledge could be inferred by making use of information provided by the section) or related information
(the required knowledge was clearly associated with the topic of the section, but the
section was not of help in answering the question) (cf. Bean, 1985; Doyle, 1983)4.
The identification of sections was performed by two judges, who showed an agreement of 89%. Discrepant codings were resolved by discussion.
After a section was identified, we determined the "weight" that the section had in
the test by taking the number of points that could be obtained for the corresponding
questions as a proportion of the total number of points in the test. When a question
involved more than one section, the number of points was proportionally divided.
Based on the test analysis, three variables were derived that were associated with
test demands: (a) section test occurrence: whether a section was addressed by the
test or not (values: 1, 0); (b) section test weight: the average weight of a section
when addressed by a test question (values: 0.00-1.00); (c) section test coverage: the
number of sections addressed in the test (values: 0-26).
2.4 Statistical analysis
Data were analysed in a multilevel way, which allowed us to take into account their
nested structure. For instance, ratings were nested within students, students nested
within classes. To facilitate the interpretation of the multilevel models, the four values of the importance ratings were collapsed into two values (ratings 1 and 2: unimportant, ratings 3 and 4: important). The parameters of the multilevel models were
estimated with the software ML-wiN (Multi Level Models Project. 1999). Statistical
significance of a parameter estimate can easily be determined as the ratio of the estimate and its standard error is r-distributed. For variance estimates, we used a onesided alpha level of .05 (t > 1.658) (cf. Goldstein, 1995).
3

RESULTS

3.1 Descriptives of observed ratings and test characteristics
Table 1 shows that sections more often were deemed important (ratings 3 and 4)
than unimportant (rating values 1 and 2). Teachers, on average, considered .77 of
the sections as important. This proportion ranged between .54 and 1.00 (SD = .35).
Students, on average, considered .67 of the sections as "important". This proportion
ranged between .19 and 1.00 (SD - .15). The ranges of variation show that some of
the students and some of the teachers considered all sections of the textbook chapter
as instructionally important. However, the standard deviations indicate that most
A comprehensive way of identifying sections related to the test items followed from our assumption that
participants bused their importance ratings of textual topics not exclusively on information that could he
obtained directly from the text but also on information that could be obtained less directly from the text
and even on information that could not be obtained from the text but was taught in relation to the text.
Hence, for a sound comparison between test content and perceived importance of the textual topics, we
felt that all three kinds of information had to be taken into account.
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participants distinguished between important and ««important sections'1. Appendix
B, which includes descriptives per section, shows that averaged across teachers, the
proportion of ratings with the value "important" varied between sections from .18 to
.91. Averaged across students, this range was .50 to 1.00. This indicates that some
sections had more "general instructional salience" than other sections (cf. Alexander
& Jetton, 1996). Nevertheless, most of the sections showed considerable variation in
assigned ratings. Apparently, the importance of sections did not only depend on the
text but also on individual and/or contextual factors (see Reynolds, 1992).
Table 1. Descriptives of observed values of variables included in the study

n
Teachers' importance ratings: proportion
of sections rated as 'important'
Students importance ratings: proportion
of sections rated as "important'
Section test occurrence
Section test weight
Section test coverage

_
,„_
489
181
19

M

SD

Min

Max

.11

.35

.54

1.00

.67

.15

.19

1.00

.37 .48 .00 1.00
.09 .07 .01
.45
9.53 3.94 2.00 17.00

Note. For both students and teachers descriptives are given for importance ratings (0 = unimportant, I = important). Regarding test characteristics, descriptives are given for sections occurring in the test expressed as a proportion of the
total number of sections rated, the average weight of sections aggregated across
items of a test and the number of sections covered by the test. Note that section
test weight is only determined for sections included in the test (n = 181).

Table 1 includes descriptives for the three test variables. The average occurrence of
sections in the test was .37 (SD = 0.48). This means that teachers' tests, in general,
were rather selective. As shown by the section test coverage variable, on average,
only 9.53 sections were covered in the test. Although, there were large differences
between teachers, with one teacher covering only two sections and another teacher
covering 17 sections, there was no teacher covering all 26 sections. The weight of
sections in the test, on average, was .09, and ranged between section from .01 and
.45. Thus, in some cases, sections were only minimally addressed, whereas in other
cases, a single section took in almost half of the possible test points. Appendix B
shows that section test occurrence and section test weight varied between sections.
Whereas one section was addressed by .74 of the tests, another section was not addressed at all. Similarly, for the sections that appeared in one or more tests, the average weight ranged from .02 to . 15.

5

In Appendix A. descriptives are given of variables based on four rating values. These descriptives show
that although some participants adhered to the higher points of the scale, each of the participants showed
a substantial variation in their ratings.
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3.2 Importance ratings and section test occurrence
Table 2 shows the multilevel estimates pertaining to a 2 X 2 X 2 matrix of teachers'
ratings by students' ratings by section test occurrence. Instances of each cell were
estimated as a proportion of the total number of the combinations observed. In the
following discussion, it is gradually shown how the matrix can be used to determine
the kinds of correspondences that are of interest to our research questions. For all
comparisons that are discussed, a significant difference was found (p < .01).
Table 2. Estimated probability for 2 x 2 x 2 categories of section test occurrence
by teachers' ratings by students' ratings
Non-occurrence of section on tes t
Student
Unimp
Imp

Teacher
(/«imp
.09
.10
.19

Imp
.15
.29
.44

Occurre nee of section on test

.24
.39
.63

Student
Unimp
Imp

Teacher
Unimp
.01
.03
.04

Imp
.08
.25
.33

.09
.28
.37

Note. Instances of each of the 2X2X2
categories of section test occurrence (non-occurrence, occurrence) by teachers' ratings (unimportant, important) by students' ratings (unimportant, important) are
estimated as a proportion of the total number of 9731 instances of the eight categories. Column and row
totals of the proportions are presented in the margins.

3.3 The correspondence between teachers' and students' ratings
Of the total of sections that teachers considered important, .70 ([.29 + .25] / [.44 +
.33]) were considered important by the students as well; .30 of these sections were
considered ««important by the students. Furthermore, of the total of sections that
teachers considered wnimportant, .43 ([.09 + .01] / [.19 + .04]) were considered unimportant by the students as well; .57 were considered important. These proportions
indicate that students were more likely to overestimate the importance of an unimportant section than they were to underestimate the importance of an important section. The ratio of students' ratings (important/wmmportant) is lower for sections that
teachers considered unimportant ([.10 + .03] / [.09 + .01] = 1.3) than for sections
that teachers considered important ([.29 + .25] / [.15 + .08] = 2.3). These proportions
indicate that teachers and students showed a correspondence in their importance
ratings. However, .36 of the ratings that students gave to sections were discrepant
with the ratings that teachers gave to these sections (.10 + .15 + .03 + .08). We will
now examine whether these discrepancies can be explained by the occurrence of
sections in the test.
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3.4 The correspondence between teachers' ratings and section test occurrence
Teachers considered .77 of the sections important (.44 + .33). However, only .37 of
the sections were included in the test. Given this selective way of testing, a test being fully congruent with teachers' ratings would include no sections considered unimportant by the teachers. However, table 2 shows that . 11 of the sections in the test
were considered ««important by the teachers (.04 / .37). This indicates that there was
a substantial number of discrepancies between teachers' ratings and section test occurrence. On the other hand, sections that were deemed important had a much higher
probability to occur in the test than sections that were deemed ««important. Whereas
.17 of the sections that teachers considered ««important did occur in the test (.04 /
[.19 + .04]), .43 of the sections that teachers considered important occurred in the
test (.33 / (.44 + .33]). In sum, teachers' ratings show a limited correspondence with
the occurrence of sections in the test.
3.5 The correspondence between students' ratings and section test occurrence
Of the sections included in the test .24 were considered ««important by students (.09
/ .37). This means that students showed more discrepancies with section test occurrence than their teacher did (.24 versus .11). Nevertheless, sections that students
considered important had a higher probability to occur in the test than sections that
they deemed ««important. Whereas .27 of the sections that students considered unimportant did occur in the test (.09 / [.24 + .09]), .42 of the sections that students
considered important occurred in the test (.28 / [.39 + .28]). Thus, students' ratings
showed a limited correspondence with the occurrence of sections in the test.
3.6 The correspondence between teacher ratings, student ratings and section test
occurrence
To learn whether students compensated for a difference between teachers' task demands and the test demands, we can compare for each of the four combinations of
teachers' ratings and students' ratings the probability that a section was included in
the test. For sections that were considered important by both the teacher and the student, this probability was .46 (.25 / [.29 + .25]). For sections that were considered
important by the teacher and ««important by the student, this chance was .35 (.08 /
[.15 + .08]). The difference between these two proportions indicates that for some
topics the student was able to know that these topics would not appear on the test,
even though the teacher considered them important. Similarly, for sections that were
considered ««important by both the teacher and the student the chance of appearing
in the test was .10 (.01 / [.09 + .01]) whereas for sections that were considered unimportant by the teacher and important by the student this chance was .23 (.03 / [.10
+ .03]). The difference between these two proportions indicates that for some topics
the student was able to know that these topics would appear in the test, although the
teacher considered them ««important. These comparisons indicate that students
compensated for some of the differences between teachers' task demands and the
test demands.
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3.7 Variance between classes
Appendix C shows the estimated variance of the eight categories. The variance estimates indicate whether there were differences between classes regarding the four
kinds of correspondence we have just described. All eight variance estimates had a
significant value (see Appendix C). For instance, the probability of sections appearing in the test and rated ««important by the teacher and important by the student,
varied between classes from .00 to .27. This range indicates that whereas students
showed compensation for discrepancies between teachers' task demands and the test
demands in one class such compensation was absent in another class.
3.8 Importance ratings and section test weight
To examine whether the weight of sections in the test could explain differences between students' ratings, teachers' ratings and section test occurrence, a multilevel
analysis was performed. For each of the four categories of teachers' and students'
importance ratings involving sections occurring in the test, the section test weight
was estimated (Table 3). Sections that were rated important by teachers clearly had
more weight in the test than sections that were rated as ««important (.11 versus .05,
X~\ = 23.55, /; < .01). This means that the discrepancy of teachers considering sections in the test as ««important was partly countered by a relatively low test weight.
For students such a counter effect could not be determined. The weight of sections
that were rated ««important by students did not differ from the weight for sections
that were rated as important (.10 versus .11, X j =3.11,p = .08).

Table 3. Estimated section test weight for 2 x 2 categories of
teachers' ratings by students' ratings

Teacher rating
Student rating
(/«important
Important

(/«important
.05
.05
.05

Important
.10
.12
.11

.10
.11
.09

Note. Section test weight is estimated for 2X2 categories of teachers' ratings by students' ratings (unimportant, important)pertaining
to sections that occurred in the lest. Section lest weight refers to the
number of test points associated with a section. The margins represent the average values for the column and row totals.

The weight of sections per category was estimated along with the variance between
classes (see Appendix D). For each of the four categories of sections appearing in
the test, there were differences between classes in the average weight of the sections.
For instance, the average weight for sections that were rated important by the
teacher and ««important by the student ranged from .01 to .19. This means that in
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some classes, discrepancies between students' and the teacher's perceptions of task
demands might have followed from students' anticipation of a low test weight6.
3.9 Importance ratings and section test coverage
The low test weight for sections in the test that teachers considered ««important
could have been typical for teachers that included many sections in the test. To examine this possibility, regression coefficients were estimated that expressed the influence of the number of sections included in the test for four categories of teachers'
and students' ratings pertaining to sections that appeared in the test. The estimated
regression was nonsignificant for all four categories {t < 1.13, p > .13). This means
that the distribution of sections in the test over the four categories is similar for
teachers. Section test coverage, then, cannot explain discrepancies between teachers'
ratings, students' ratings and section test occurrence.
4

DISCUSSION

As expected, we found a limited correspondence between perceptions of task demands and test demands both for teachers and for students. In addition, students'
perceptions of task demands showed compensation for some of the differences between teachers' (intended) task demands and the test demands.
On average, teachers' tests were quite selective. Teachers considered the majority of the sections as important but included less than half of these sections in the
test. Still, the tests included sections that teachers considered ««important. Such discrepancies, however, were quite rare. The probability that ««important sections appeared in the test was much smaller than the probability that important sections appeared in the test. Moreover, when a relatively ««important section was addressed in
the test, this section had a relatively low weight. Especially because of a low content
test coverage, we conclude that the correspondence between teachers' content demands and the test demands was limited.
Like the teachers' task demands, students' test expectations showed a limited
correspondence with the test demands. Sections that were rated important had a
higher probability to appear in the test, but the majority of the sections that students
deemed important was not included in the test. Furthermore, compared to the teachers' task demands, students' test expectations showed more discrepancies with the
test demands. Moreover, when students rated sections as ««important these sections
did not have a lower weight in the test. Plainly, students did not know as well as
their teacher which sections were important in the upcoming test.
On the other hand, it was found that for sections that teachers considered important, students more often gave high importance ratings when these sections appeared
6
Note that, averaged across classes, test weight does not explain differences between teachers' and students ' ratings. Concerning the sections that were rated important by teachers, the weight did not significantly differfor sections considered important by students and those that were considered unimportant by
the students (. 12 versus . 10, £ t = 3.25. p = .07). The same was true for sections that were rated unimportant by teachers (.05 versus .05, Xi — 0.31, p = .58).
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in the test than when they did not appear in the test. The same was true for sections
that teachers considered w/zimportant. This suggests that students compensate for
some of the differences between teachers' task demands and the test demands. Apart
from teacher's information about the task demands, they seem to derive task cues
from other sources, such as the textbook or previous tests.
We should also consider the possibility that students may use teacher information about task demands that is not in tune with the teacher's own intentions. For
instance, when a teacher dwells on a topic during class discussion, students may
infer that this topic is important for the test, even though the teacher considers it as a
sidetrack. Nevertheless, when this topic appears on the test, students would have
been right in using the implicit teacher information. In future studies, an attempt
could be made to assess both explicit and implicit task information that resides in
classrooms and to systematically compare this information with students' and teachers' perceptions of task demands as well as with the test demands (cf. Green &
Weade, 1987; Jetton & Alexander, 1997; Simpson & Nist, 1997; Winne & Marx,
1982).
In interpreting the general picture for classes, we should take into account that
there was considerable variation among classes regarding the number of sections
covered in the test as well as in the correspondence between importance ratings and
test content. The latter variation indicates that differences between teachers' task
demands and the test demands are more apparent in some classes than in other
classes. Similarly, compensation for such differences varies across classes.
This quantitative study confirms the findings of a qualitative study of Jetton and
Alexander (1997), which indicated that teachers' intended task demands may deviate from their actual test demands and that students may compensate for such differences. Moreover, our study provides information about the generalizability of these
findings. Although the tests generally showed a low content coverage, discrepancies
between teachers' task demands and the test demands did not occur very frequently.
Furthermore, we found that students compensated for only some of the differences
between teachers' task demands and the test demands. Test content, then, appears to
fall short in explaining the considerable differences that were found between students' test expectations and their teachers' task demands. Such differences seem to
be better explained by limitations in the ways teachers convey task demands to their
students and students' use of task information (see Broekkamp, Van Hout-Wolters,
Rijlaarsdam, & Van den Bergh, 2002; Jetton & Alexander, 1997).
It should be noted that the average degree of correspondence between students'
perceptions of task demands on the one hand and teachers' intended task demands
and actual test demands on the other hand appeared to be lower in our study than in
the studies of Alexander and associates (Alexander et al.. 1994; Jetton & Alexander,
1997). However, whereas we used a rating task based on summaries of a relatively
long text, in the studies of Alexander and associates, participants assigned importance to an actual text, which was considerably shorter. Another methodological
explanation is the way researchers aggregated ratings to obtain a correspondence
measure. Whereas Alexander and associates compared teacher's ratings with the
average ratings of their class, we compared teacher's ratings with individual students' ratings. Our findings are in line with previous studies that examined instruc-
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tional importance at the individual level (e.g., Schellinas & Van Hout-Wolters,
1995).
Our findings could possibly be explained by the particular instructional context.
For instance, the low content coverage of tests that we found could be typical for the
school subject that we examined. History can be characterized by relatively long
texts and high levels of autonomy for teachers with respect to defining what they
teach and assess (Stodolsky & Grossman, 1995). Concerning the grade level, our
study as well as previous studies on instructional importance have focused on secondary schools. Future studies could examine the relations between perceptions of
instructional importance and actual test content at the university level.
The present study focused on a specific kind of task demand, which concerned
the relative importance of section topics encompassing three or four paragraphs. For
a more complete picture, other kinds of task demands involved in study-test situations are of interest as well. For instance, task demands may pertain to the instructional importance of content elements at lower text levels (e.g., the sentence and
paragraph level; cf. Jetton & Alexander, 1997; Schellings & Van Hout-Wolters,
1995), or the processing demands that are associated with the cognitive level of test
questions (e.g. memorisation versus application of information; see Thomas &
Rohwer, 1986). Concerning the cognitive level of test questions, discrepancies between teachers' course objectives and their test demands have been found (Bol &
Strage, 1996). Future studies could examine to what degree students' perceptions
show a compensation for such discrepancies (cf. Simpson & Nist, 1997).
The present study has implications for classroom testing as well as for the task
demands that teachers formulate in relation to test preparation study tasks. It is generally accepted that the congruence of task demands and test demands is a crucial
condition for the validity of a test (e.g., see Airasian, 1996; Brookhart, 1999; Dochy
& Moerkerke, 1997). In this light, the low content coverage that we found is worrying. It seems that teacher-made tests need to cover higher proportions of the content
that teachers deem important in order to obtain valid test scores. Furthermore, as this
study and other studies make clear, task demands according to teachers' intentions
may differ from those perceived by their students. In order to obtain a valid test,
then, teachers have to align their intended task demands both with the students and
with the test. Hereby, teachers should take into account that students base their test
expectations both on explicit and implicit task information and point their students
to possible inconsistencies among task information sources. Finally, teachers should
regularly inform themselves whether students' perceptions still match with their own
perceptions of the study task.
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APPENDIX A

Descriptives based on four values of importance

M

SD

ratings

Min

Max

Students* importance ratings
4
9732 2.81 0.80 1
Separate ratings
387 2.81 0.31 1.77 3.88
M of ratings across sections
SD of ratings across sections 387 0.80 0.72 0.15 0.27
Teachers' importance ratings
4
489 3.03 0.73 1
Separate ratings
19 3.03 0.27 2.62 3.50
M of ratings across sections
SD of ratings across sections
19 0.67 0.10 0.50 0.85
Note. For both students and teachers descriptives are given for importance ratings of separate sections, the average of a participant's ratings across sections, and the standard deviation of a participant's
ratings across sections. Average ratings for separate sections (not in
Table) range from 1.87 and 3.39 for students (M = 2.81. SD = 0.34)
and from 2.47 to 3.79 for teachers (M = 3.03: SD = 0.37).
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APPENDIX B
Descriptives of importance ratings, section test occurrence
and section test weight per section
Student
rating
Section
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Teacher
ratin aB

Section test
occurrence

Section test
we ght

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

.81
.86
.76
.44
.75
.91
.69
.18
.68
.85
.62
.24
.64
.88
.77
.72
.63
.66
.60
.53
.90
.57
.78
.65
.56
.60

.39
.35
.43
.50
.43
.28
.46
.39
.47
.36
.49
.43
.48
.32
.42
.45
.48
.47
.49
.50
.30
.50
.41
.48
.50
.49

1.00
.68
.SO
.75
.83
1.00
.88
.70
.67
1.00
.92
.61
.69
1.00
1.00
.75
.77
.72
.50
.63
1.00
.61
.47
.53
.51
.69

.00
.47
.40
.43
.38
.00
.33
.46
.47
.00
.27
.49
.47
.00
.00
.43
.42
.45
.50
.48
.00
.49
.44
.50
.50
.47

.63
.53
.47
.22
.42
.68
.21
.00
.16
.32
.33
.21
.37
.58
.61
.37
.26
.05
.11
.37
.74
.42
.53
.26
.47
.42

.50
.51
.51
.43
.50
.48
.42
.00
.38
.48
.49
.42
.50
.51
.50
.50
.45
.23
.32
.50
.45
.51
.51
.45
.51
.51

.15
.07
.12
.10
.08
.08
.09

.09
.04
.12
.08
.06
.08
.05

.06
.05
.07
.08
.05
.09
.11
.07
.05
.08
.02
.06
.15
.07
.12
.03
.03
.07

.03
.02
.03
.09
.04
.07
.07
.04
.04
.00
.00
.02
.13
.06
.07
.02
.02
.04

Note. Descriptives of importance ratings are based on two collapsed values:
rating 1 and 2 = unimportant (0), rating 3 and 4 = important (1). Note that section test weight could be determined only for sections that ocurred in the test.
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APPENDIX C

Estimated probability and variance for 2 x 2 x 2 categories of section test occurrence by
teachers' ratings by students' ratings

Test

Teacher

Student

Probability

(loeit)

SE

Var class

SE

Probability
(proportion)

Range

-1.06
-2.48
-3.60
^.60
-0.89
-1.72
-2.21
-2.34

.12
.13
.37
.28
.1 1
.10
.19
.16

0.28*
0.31 *
2.50*
1.31*
0.22*
0.16*
0.64*
0.44*

.09
.11
.84
.50
.07
.06
.21
.15

.25
.08
.03
.01
.29
.10
.15
.09

. 1 3 - .45
.03-.17
.00-.27
.00 - .06
. 1 6 - .47
.03 - .29
.08 - .26
.03 - .22

Note. Instances of 2 X 2X2 categories of section test occurrence (- = non-occurrence, + = occurrence)
X teachers' ratings (- = unimportant, + = important) Xstudents' ratings (- = unimportant, + = important) are estimated as a proportion of the total number of 9731 combinations that could be determined.
Probabilities are presented both in logits and proportions. For proportions, the range of variance is
presented at a 90 percent probability level. * p < .05.

APPENDIX D

Estimated section test weight and variance for 2x2
of teacher by students' ratings

categories

Teacher
rating

Student
rating

Weight

SE

Var class

SE

Range

+
+
-

+
+
-

.12
.10
.05
.05

.017
.014
.006
.006

.0052*
.0033*
.0004*
.0005*

.0017
.0011
.0002
.0001

.01 - .24
.01 - . 1 9
.02 - .08
.01 - . 0 9

Note. The estimated section test weight (the number of test points associated
with a section) is presented for 2X2 categories of teachers' ratings and
students' ratings f- = unimportant, + = important) pertaining to sections
that occurred in the test. In addition, the estimated between-class variance
is given along with its range at a 90 percent probability level. * p < . 05.

CHAPTER 5

ATTUNING TO PROCESSING DEMANDS
A comparison between students' test expectations,
teachers' intended processing demands and the actual test questions

Abstract
History teachers (TV = 22) and their 1 lth-grade students (N = 451) rated the degree in which four types of
questions (verbatim, paraphrase, inference and skill items) were to be expected in an upcoming teachermade test about a particular textbook chapter. In addition, teachers classified their actual tests according
to these four question types. Ratings of individual students showed a low correspondence with those of
their teacher and no correspondence with the actual test questions. However, teachers' ratings also
showed a considerable number of discrepancies with the actual test questions. These findings suggest that
in study-test situations, more clarity is needed about processing demands.

1

INTRODUCTION

There has been increasing recognition in recent years that studying is contextually
determined and varies with characteristics of the learning situation (Van Etten, Freebern, & Pressley. 1997, p. 193). An important category of contextual variables is
formed by the processing demands that are associated with an upcoming test. It is
assumed that strategic students flexibly adapt their studying to the test questions
they anticipate (Pressley, Yokoi, Van Meter. Van Etten, & Freebern, 1997: Ramsden, 1988; Simpson & Nist, 2000; Thomas & Rohwer, 1986). For instance, when
students expect questions that require memory of verbatim information, they may
rehearse information or use keyword methods. In contrast, when students expect
questions that demand integration or deep comprehension, they may self-generate
questions, relate the learning materials to prior knowledge, reorganize these materials or recontextualize knowledge (cf. Hadwin, Winne, Stockley, Nesbit, &
Woszczyna, 2001; Thomas & Rohwer, 1986). In order to effectively attune to processing demands, students need various skills, including identifying processing demands, selecting demand-appropriate learning strategies, executing these strategies,
monitoring their effectiveness and, when necessary, adapting the strategies (Winne
& Hadwin. 1998). Of these skills, ascertaining processing demands seems especially
important, because students base all further efforts on the demands they perceive
Broekkamp, H., Van den Bergh, H., Van Hout-Wolters, B. H. A. M , & Rijlaarsdam, G.
(submitted). Attuning to the upcoming test: A comparison between students' test expectations,
teachers' intended processing demands and the actual test questions.
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(Butler & Winne, 1995). In this study, we examined whether students who prepare
for a classroom-test have a clear perception of processing demands.
A clear perception of processing demands is not a matter of course. Students"
perception of processing demands is dependent on both the information that is provided about the processing demands and the way students make use of this information (Winne & Hadwin. 1998). Because teachers vary according to the processing
demands they set. students have to tune in to their particular teacher and the test that
he or she is going to give (Nolen & Haladyna, 1990). However, because teachers do
not want to give away the test questions, they are inclined to be sparing in giving
test-related task information (Thomas & Rohwer, 1986, 1993). In addition to teacher
information, students may rely on other sources of information on which to base
their test expectations (cf. Doyle, 1983; Pressley et al., 1997: Van Etten et al., 1997).
For example, the emphasis of study materials on a particular kind of processing may
be indicative of the cognitive level of test questions that will be asked in the test.
Similarly, students may infer from previous tests the type of test questions that their
teachers are likely to ask in the upcoming test. However, the predictive value of
these sources may differ across study-test situations. Although students indicate that
a clear perception is important to them (Van Etten et al., 1997), it is uncertain
whether they generally have a clear perception of processing demands when they
prepare for a classroom-test.
Experimental research tends to show that students perform better on the type or
format of test that they were led to expect (e.g., for reviews see Crooks, 1988; Lundeberg & Fox, 1991). This indirectly indicates that students' perception is clear
enough to adapt their studying according to these demands. However, most of the
experimental studies have been conducted in laboratory settings (see Lundeberg &
Fox, 1991; Crooks, 1988). Moreover, the experimental studies have been performed
in classrooms involved conditions that differ from fully realistic classroom contexts
in important ways (cf. Alvermann & Moore, 1991; Crooks, 1988; Lundeberg & Fox,
1991; Thomas & Rohwer, 1986). First, because studying was not embedded in the
regular curriculum it was not accompanied by other activities such as following lectures or doing exercises. Second, the experimentally manipulated processing demands were typically more clearly defined than processing demands in realistic
classroom contexts, where criteria of studying can be "shrouded in secrecy" (Thomas & Rohwer, 1986, p. 21). Third, demands in the experiments were mostly of one
type or format (e.g., only lower order multiple choice items), whereas classroom
tests often combine different types of questions and formats.
In the last two decades, experimental studies on studying have made room for an
increasing number of descriptive classroom studies (Nist & Simpson, 2000; Thomas
& Rohwer, 1993). Several of these studies have examined students' self-reported
study approaches across different contexts. A major finding is that study approaches
are both consistent and variable across contexts (disciplines, departments, grade levels, courses, teachers, tasks) suggesting that students have stylistic preferences but
also strategically adapt their studying to contexts (e.g., Hadwin et al., 2001; Trigwell. Prosser. & Waterhouse. 1999; Ramsden & Entwistle, 1983; Thomas &
Rohwer. 1987: Thomas et al, 1993; Vermetten, Lodewijks. & Vermunt. 1999; see
Vermetten, 1999).
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Thomas and associates examined self-reported study activities in relation to test demands as a separate course characteristic. In one study, they examined social
studies courses of various grade levels (Thomas & Rohwer, 1987). Across these
grade levels, a general increase of higher level test demands was accompanied by an
increase of higher level study strategies (e.g., relating information to previous
knowledge). However, between courses within grade levels, no significant relations
between test demands and study activities could be demonstrated. In a follow up
study involving university biology courses (Thomas et al., 1993) the negative findings of Thomas and Rohwer (1987) were replicated. A possible explanation for
these findings is that students had test expectations that were not in tune with the test
demands (cf. Christopoulos, Rohwer, & Thomas, 1987, p. 322).
Thomas and associates did not include measures of student perceptions in their
studies. Classroom research on studying that did include such measures, mostly focused on broad contextual characteristics, such as the perceived quality of instruction concerning departments (e.g., Ramsden & Entwistle. 1983), courses (e.g., Lawless & Richardson, 2002; Trigwell & Prosser, 1991) or study tasks given within
courses (e.g., Eley, 1992). At a more specific level of course characteristics, Smith
and Feathers (1983) conducted an interview study in which they compared the
perceptions of three social studies teachers and their 8th-grade students concerning
the relative importance of course objectives, including higher order thinking skills
and factual knowledge. In addition, the tests that teachers gave to their students were
analyzed according to the cognitive level of test questions. Teachers' objectives
showed large discrepancies with their test demands. Whereas according to their reports, teachers demanded higher order thinking, their tests mainly required reproduction of information. Such discrepancies have also been found in other studies that
included teachers' objectives and test demands - but not students' perceptions (Ball,
Doss, Dewalt, 1986; Bol & Strage, 1996). Interestingly, Smith and Feathers (1983)
found that students' perceptions of course objectives did correspond with the test
demands instead of with their teachers' objectives. This suggests that students did
not rely on teacher information about processing demands but used other sources of
task information, such as previous tests this teacher gave. These sources would have
enabled them to "compensate" for discrepancies between teacher's intended processing demands and the test demands.
As an exception among the classroom studies that included student perceptions,
Simpson and Nist (1997) focused on processing demands of single study tasks.
These researchers performed a case study in which they compared perceptions of
university students who prepared for tests in a social study course with the demands
that their teacher imposed upon them. Interviews with the teacher, lesson observations and analysis of the teacher's tests showed that the teacher demanded especially
higher level processing of his students, such as "thinking in conceptual terms". The
researchers were able to distinguish between three types among the ten students examined: (a) three students attuned to processing demands from the start, (b) three
students learned to attune to processing demands during the course, and (c) four students were not attuned to processing demands.
An important contribution of the qualitatively oriented studies by Simpson and
Nist (1997) and Smith and Feathers (1983) is that they demonstrated that discrepan-
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cies exist between teachers' intended processing demands, students' test expectations and the cognitive level of test questions. However, given the small sample
sizes of these studies, we cannot assume that these findings are representative for
classrooms in general (cf. Wineburg, 1996. p. 432).
To examine the generalizability of the findings of Simpson and Nist (1997) and
Smith and Feathers (1983), we conducted a quantitative oriented study. Our focus is
restricted to processing demands that are associated with the cognitive level of test
questions that students are to expect (e.g. the relative importance of reproductive
questions versus higher order questions). However, our study is part of a larger investigation on (perceptions of) task demands that also includes content demands
(i.e., the relative importance of textual topics; see Broekkamp, Van Hout-Wolters,
Rijlaarsdam, & Van den Bergh, 2002; Broekkamp, Van den Bergh, Van HoutWolters, Rijlaarsdam, submitted). In the discussion section, we will discuss briefly
findings pertaining to content demands in relation to findings pertaining to processing demands obtained in the present study.
We examined four questions (a) To what degree do teachers, who give a teachermade test about the same learning materials, vary in their intended processing demands regarding students' test preparation? (b) To what degree do teachers' intended processing demands correspond with the actual cognitive level of test questions? (c) To what degree do individual students' test expectations correspond with
their teachers' intended processing demands? (d) To what degree do students' test
expectations regarding processing demands correspond with the actual cognitive
level of test questions?
2

METHOD

2. / Participants and context
Participants in this study were 22 history teachers and 451 1 lth-grade students.
Teachers, who were from 17 schools in the Netherlands, each participated with one
class of students. The average number of participating students in each class was
20.50 (SD = 6.86). Teachers, on average, had 17.6 years of teaching experience (SD
- 8.45) and 16 of them were men. Students, who had a typical age of 17, were in the
penultimate grade of the highest stream of Dutch secondary education that prepares
for university. 253 of the students were female. The recruited teachers (and their
classes) used a particular history textbook, which had the highest market share in the
Netherlands and did not provide standard chapter tests. As we intended to study a
realistic classroom context, we did not persuade teachers to adapt their curriculum.
Instead, we chose a chapter most frequently taught at grade 11, and recruited teachers who gave a teacher-made test to their 1 lth-grade students on this chapter in the
second half of the school year. At this point, students would be more accustomed to
their teachers and would be more likely to attune to processing demands effectively
(cf. Simpson & Nist. 1997: Van Etten et al., 1997). The chapter had "The United
States of America since 1945" as its theme and contained approximately 8,000
words.
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2.2 The rating task
Teachers and students rated the degree in which four types of questions were to be
expected in the upcoming test: verbatim, paraphrase, inference and skill items. The
question categories and the corresponding labels were derived from a pilot study, in
which they were identified as connecting most closely with the distinctions and terminology used by teachers and students. In the present study they were presented to
the participants in the following way:
Below are four types of questions that might be posed in a test. The question types differ in the way you have to show what you have learnt.
/. Verbatim knowing
Show that you literally know what is in the learning materials
2. Telling it in your own words
Show that you understand what is in the learning materials by retelling it in your own
words
3. Thinking through
Show that you can think through the information given in the learning materials by
making connections and drawing conclusions
4. Applying a skill
Show that you can solve problems by taking the right steps.

The first three categories appear to be largely compatible with categorizations used
by other researchers. For instance, Thomas and Rohwer (1987) distinguished between items requiring generation of verbatim, interpreted en constructed information. Similarly, Doyle (1983) distinguished between verbatim, paraphrase and inference items. Although Doyle (1983) did not mention a category of skill test items, he
distinguished procedural tasks, requiring domain specific skills, from comprehension and memory tasks, both requiring declarative knowledge. The difference between the question types is a matter of degree. For instance, whereas inference questions require content knowledge in combination with general reasoning skills, skill
questions demand especially domain specific skills (like interpreting original historical texts or statistical information): content knowledge is secondary or provided
in the question.
From talks with the students, it appeared that the importance of processing demands was mostly described in terms of the number of questions that were to be
expected. Students, for instance, told us that they expected "many questions" that
required thinking through. To connect with these descriptions, students in the present study were asked to indicate for each question type the number of questions
they expected for the upcoming test. Similarly, teachers were asked to indicate for
each category the number of questions students should in principle expect for the
upcoming test. Both the students and the teachers used a 4-point scale that distinguished between "no questions" (1), "few questions" (2), "quite a lot of questions"
(3) and "a great many questions" (4). To the teachers, we stressed that their ratings
were to reflect intended processing demands (the questions that students are to expect), instead of actual test demands (the questions that will actually be asked in the
test).
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To check whether teachers and students understood the four categories as we intended them, a small •"categorization test" was given before the rating task. The
categorization test required participants to classify four sample questions according
to the four categories (see Appendix A). The sample questions were about a preceding chapter (The United States during 1920-45) and were presented to the participants along with model answers and explanations that indicated the degree to which
the required knowledge could be found in the learning materials. Sample questions
were constructed in a way that classification was not too easy. Furthermore, by instructing participants to use each question category once, they were encouraged to
think more deeply about the meaning of the categories. Thus, apart from a check of
understanding, the classification task provided extra instruction to the participants.
The outcomes of the categorization test indicated that 100% of the teachers and 73%
of the students coded all four sample questions correctly. Incorrect responses mostly
concerned distinctions between the adjacent categories verbatim and paraphrase
items and between inference and skill items. When these responses are considered as
correct, 90% of the students coded all four sample questions correctly.
The rating task was administered within two days before the actual classroom
test, during a history lesson (16 classes) or during a separate session (6 classes). Students and their teachers, at the same time but independently, first made the short test
with the four sample items and then rated the degree in which the four question
types were to be expected. Both student and teacher ratings showed missing values
in 3% of the cases (i.e., no rating was given).
2.3 The collection and content analysis of teacher-made tests
The categorization of the actual test questions according to the four question types
was performed by the teachers themselves. We assumed that teachers were well
equipped to categorize test questions. First, teachers had generally access to all information that was provided in classrooms (i.e., not only information provided by
the textbook chapter, but also additional information such as that provided orally
during lectures). Furthermore, teachers knew the kinds of answers that they would
accept of their students. We were aware of a study by Bol and Strage (1996) that
showed that biology teachers tend to underestimate the level of reproduction of their
tests. The biology teachers were asked to give a global estimation of the number of
test items students had seen or practiced in advance of the test. However, in our
study, we asked teachers to classify single test items.
After the rating task, teachers placed their test materials on the table, which they
were asked to take to the session. These materials included the test questions, the
model answers to these questions and the distribution of test points. Teachers were
asked to code their own test questions according to the four categories. Eventually
19 different teacher-made tests were collected and codings of 17 teachers could be
included in the analysis .
' As 4 teachers had not yet constructed their tests, they gave test materials to the researchers at a later
stage. Of these 4 teachers only 2 responded to the request to code their test items. Furthermore, some
teachers belonging to the same school shared tests. To increase the contprehensihility of the statistical
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The importance or weight of question types was based on the maximum number of
test points that students could obtain for individual questions. For each of the question types, the number of possible points for the corresponding questions was determined as a proportion of the total number of points in the test. For instance, in a certain test .20 of the possible test points could be earned with verbatim items, .10 with
paraphrase items, .40 with inference items and .30 with skills items.
Unexpectedly, in \6c/c of the codings, teachers deviated from the instruction to
assign the most suitable code per item and assigned two or more codes for a single
test question. In 59% of the double codings, a combination of inference and skill
items was assigned. Other double codings not only involved combinations of adjacent categories, like verbatim and paraphrase items but also combinations of remote
categories such as verbatim and inference items. To determine the number of test
points associated with double codings, both codings were considered as valid with
the number of test points divided proportionally (e.g., a single inference-skill item
with a maximum of eight test points yielded four points for inference demands and
four points for skill demands).
3

RESULTS

3.1 Teachers' intended processing demands
According to the average teachers' ratings (see Table 1), teachers considered important especially questions that require inference from the learning materials. On average, students were to expect "quite a lot of questions" of this type (M = 3.00). Questions that required verbatim or paraphrased reproduction were deemed least important; on average, students could expect only "few questions" of this type (verbatim
items: M = 1.95; paraphrase items: M = 2.14). Skill items were considered more
important than verbatim and paraphrase items but less important than inference
items(M=2.67) 2 .
The individual scores (see Table 2) show that whereas according to teachers,
students in all classes had to expect inference and skill questions, students should
not always expect verbatim and paraphrase items. On the other hand, 12 of the 17
teachers indicated that students were to reckon with all four question types. Generally, there was variation among teachers especially in the number of test questions
that their students were to expect for the four question types.

analyses involving test variables, we included only teachers (and their classes) who made or chose the
test questions themselves. As a consequence, for each of the 3 schools that participated with 2 teachers,
only I teacher was included in these analyses. This was the teacher that was known to have constructed
or chosen the test questions. There was also one school that participated with 3 teachers. Because each
teacher gave their own test, all 3 teachers were included in the analyses
" A paired t lest indicated that differences in mean ratings between the types of questions were all significant (t > \2.94\, df= 19, p < .008), except for the difference between verbatim and paraphrase items (t =
\1.00\. df = 20, p = .329).
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Table 1. Descriptives for teachers' intended processing demands,
teachers' actual test demands and students' test expectations

Processing demand vari ables
Teachers' intended demands
Verbatim items
Paraphrase items
Inference items
Skill items
Teachers' actual test demands
Verbatim items
Paraphrase items
Inference items
Skill items
Students' test expectations
Verbatim items
Paraphrase items
Inference items
Skill items

N

M

SD between teachers/classes

22
21
21
21

1.95
2.14
3.00
2.67

0.49
0.57
0.55
0.48

17
17
17
17

.26
.16
.32
.26

0.16
0.12
0.15
0.11

445
447
449
448

2.12
2.68
3.06
2.72

0.12
0.18
0.17
0.30

^^

between students

0.48
0.57
0.59
0.70

Note. Teachers' intended processing demands and students' test expectations are indicated by ratings
that teachers and students gave to four types of questions, respectively. With these ratings, participants
expressed the number of questions that were to be expected in the upcoming test (1 = "no questions,
2 = "few questions", 3 = "quite a lot of questions", 4 = "a great many of questions"). Teachers'
actual test demands indicate the weight that questions had in the test (i.e. the average proportion of
test points that was associated with a question type). Teachers' intended processing demands and
actual test demands represent observed values. Students' test expectations represent estimated values.
Multilevel techniques were used to distinguish between the differences in ratings between classes and
the differences in ratings between students (within classes). All variance estimates were significant at
a .05 probability level. Statistical significance was determined by taking the ratio of the variance estimate and its standard error (which is t-distributed) and using a one-sided alpha level of .05, t > 1.658
(cf. Goldstein, 1995).

3.2 Teachers' actual test demands compared with teachers' intended processing
demands
In addition to the average teachers' ratings, indicating teachers' intended processing
demands. Table 1 also included average proportions based on their test codings, indicating actual test demands. Although the ratings performed on a 4-point scale cannot be directly compared with the test proportions, there seems to be a discrepancy
between teachers' ratings for verbatim items and the proportion of this question type
in the actual test. Whereas teachers indicated that their students could expect few
verbatim questions (M = 1.95), the actual tests indicate that students could earn .26
of the total of test points by answering these questions correctly. Such clear discrepancy cannot be demonstrated for the other question types. Paraphrase items, which
were rated as relatively unimportant, took in .16 of the possible test points. Inference
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items, rated as most important, had an average weight of .32. Finally, the proportion
of skill items was .26 3 .
Table 2. Individual scores of teachers' intended processing demands
and their actual test demands

Teacher's intended processing demands
Nr

Teachers' actual test demands

Verbatim

Paraphrase

Inference

Skill

Verbatim

Paraphrase

1

2

2

4

3

.22

2

2

3

3

3

.23

3

1

2

3

2

.00

4

2

2

4

3

.33

.16

.22

.29

5

1

2

3

3

mis

mis

mis

mis

6

2

2

3

3

.23

.03

.26

.48

7

3

1

2

2

mis

mis

mis

mis

X

2

2

3

3

.62

.00

.23

.15

9

2

3

3

3

.43

.00

.38

.19

10

2

2

3

3

.36

.10

.32

.22

II

2

2

mis

mis

.36

.33

.12

.19

12

1

2

3

3

.OS

.36

.18

.38

13

2

2

3

3

.13

.20

.34

.33

14

3

1

2

2

.46

.00

.44

.10

15

2

2

3

3

mis

mis

mis

mis

16

2

3

2

2

.40

.30

.15

.15

17

2

2

3

2

.30

.20

.25

.25

18

2

2

3

3

.12

.08

.36

.44

Inference

Skill

.08

.55

.15

.36

.13

.28

.1 1

.67

.22

19

2

mis

4

3

.10

.20

.4]

.29

20

2

2

3

3

mis

mis

mis

mis

21

2
2

3
3

3
3

2
2

.10

.19

.48

.23

mis

mis

mis

mis

22

Note. Teachers' intended processing demands are indicated by ratings that teachers gave to four types of question
(I = "no questions, 2 = 'few questions ". 3 = "quite a lot of questions ", 4 = "a great many of questions "); teachers ' actual test demands is based on teachers' categorization of their own test questions and the proportion of test
points associated with these questions. Nr = number of respondent. Mis = missing value.
The individual scores (see Table 2) show that 13 of the 17 teachers included all four
question types. However, as can be seen from both the individual scores (Table 2)
and the standard deviations (Table 1), for each of the question types, there was con-

- A paired t-test indicated that paraphrase items represented a significantly smaller proportion of the
tests than inference items and skill items (t > \2.62\, df= 16. p < .019); other comparisons yielded nonsignificant t-values (t < \1.80\, df= 16. p > .090).
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siderable variation among the teachers regarding the number of questions that students were to expect for these question types.
To examine the relations between individual teachers' intended processing demands and their test demands, we calculated 16 Pearson correlations between teachers' ratings and the proportions based on their test codings (4 ratings X 4 proportions; see Table 3, lower left quadrant). Teachers who indicated that their students
were to reckon with a relatively large number of verbatim items, also showed more
weight for this kind of question in the actual test (r = .57, p = .017). Similarly, a
positive relation was found between teachers' codings for skill items and the weight
of skill items in the test (r = .49, p = .040). For the other comparisons between
teachers' ratings and their test demands, however, no significant correlations were
found (-.37 < r < .37, p > .082). These findings indicate that in many cases teachers'
intentions were discrepant with their actual test questions.
Table 3. Pearson correlations between teachers' intended processing
and their test demands

demands

2

7

1
Teachers' intended demands
1 Verbatim items
2 Paraphrase items
3 Inference items
4 Skill items
Teachers' test demands
5 Verbatim items
6 Paraphrase items
7 Inference items
8 Skill items

3

4

1.00
-.33
-.37
-.28

1.00
.20
.01

1.00
.57**

1.00

.57*
-.37
-.08
-.34

-.09
.37
-.20
-.01

-.32
-.01
.20
.24

.02
-.07
-.29
.49*

5

1.00
-.34
-.41
-.56

6

1.00
-.53 * 1.00
-.19
.13

8

1.00

Note. Teachers' intended processing demands and teachers' test demands are indicated by ratings and
proportions for four question types, respectively. The correlations in the lower left quadrant are of primary interest: they represent comparisons between teachers' intended processing demands and teachers'
test demands. The correlations in the upper left quadrant and the lower right quadrant represent comparisons between question types within teachers' intended processing demands and teachers' test demands, respectively. They provide indications for the discriminant validity of the four categories of question types. Because we expected positive relations between corresponding pairs (e.g. the correlation
between teachers' intended processing demands for verbatim items and teachers' test demands for verbatim items), we determined the significance of correlations for these pairs by using a one-sided alpha level
of .05. For non-corresponding pairs (e.g. the correlation between teachers' intended processing demands
for verbatim items and teachers' test demands for paraphrase items) we used a two-sided alpha level of
.05. * p<.05.
**p<.0l.

.13 Students' test expectations compared with teachers' intended processing
demands
Whereas for analyses restricted to teacher variables, we could rely on observed
scores, for analyses including students' test expectations, we had to make use of
multilevel estimates to take into account the fact that students were nested within
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classes. These estimates allowed us to distinguish between the differences in ratings
among classes and the differences in ratings among students (within classes) simultaneously. Furthermore, we could determine the significance of these differences by
relating them to appropriate estimates of standard errors. Finally, estimated sample
means gave an accurate representation of the sample because they were estimated
simultaneously with the class and student level variation, taking into account, in an
appropriate way, the number of students per class and the few missing values in the
data (cf. Goldstein, 1995). To obtain multilevel estimates we used the software MLwIN (Multi Level Project, 1999).
Table 1 includes the average (estimated) ratings of students for verbatim, paraphrase, inference and skill items. A comparison with the average teacher ratings
(also included in Table 3) indicates the degree of correspondence between the two
samples. Averaged over the four question types, students assigned somewhat higher
ratings than teachers did (M = 2.65; M = 2.44; not in Table). Especially for items
that demand paraphrasing the learning materials, students expected more questions
than was intended by the teachers (M = 2.68; M = 2.14). On the other hand, the average ratings indicate that students agreed with their teachers that inference items
were most important (students M = 3.06; teachers: M = 3.00) and verbatim items
were least important (students: M = 2.12, teachers: M = 1.95). Furthermore, skill
items also received a rating that was quite similar to the teachers' rating (students: M
= 2.72, teachers: M = 2.67). In summary, the samples of teachers and students
showed a reasonable correspondence in their rating pattern4.
Table 4. Distribution of student rating values over the question

Rating
No questions
Few questions
Many questions
A great many of questions
Missing

categories

Verbatim

Paraphrase

Inference

Skill

22
352
64
7
6

5
153
261
28
4

0
73
277
99
2

13
174
187
74
3

Note. Student ratings express the number of questions that students (N=451) expected in the upcoming test for each of the four question categories (see Table 1).

The distribution of rating values over the four question categories (see Table 4)
shows that the rating "no questions" was assigned in only 40 of the 1789 valid cases.
This indicates that the large majority of the students reckoned with each of the four
question types. However, the standard deviations (see Table 1) indicate that there
were considerable differences among students regarding the number of question they
expected for these four types. For all of the question types, the variation in ratings
could in part be attributed to the class students belonged to (SD = 0.12, p = .040).
A paired t-test showed that all differences between students' ratings for the question types were significant It > \8.33\, df = 446, p < .001) except for the difference between paraphrase and skill items (t <
\0.38\,df=445,p>.703).
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This finding is important as it suggests that, on average, students shaped their test
expectations to the specific context they were in. Nevertheless, the major part of the
variation in ratings was found at the student level. This means that within classes,
ratings showed considerable differences between students (SD = 0.48, p < 0.001).
Interestingly, compared with the other three question types, skill items showed both
the highest variation at the class level (SD = 0.30) and the student level (SD = 0.70).
Apparently, the processing demands that are associated with skill questions were
very different between classes. These differences expressed themselves in student
expectations despite the fact that students showed relatively low consensus about the
importance of this question type.
To examine whether individual students shaped their expectations to the processing demands intended by the particular teacher, we determined the regression of
student ratings on teacher ratings (see Table 5). In total, five of the 16 regression
coefficients that were determined (4 teacher ratings X 4 student ratings) reached a
significant value5. Remarkably, only two significant regression coefficients concerned a relation between corresponding pairs of variables, the regression of student
ratings for paraphrase items on teachers' ratings for paraphrase items (fi= 0.215, p <
.001) and the regression of student ratings for inference items on teachers' ratings
for inference items (/? = 0.176. p = .030). When teachers considered paraphrase
items as relatively important, students of these teachers tended to consider this type
of questions important as well. The same was true for inference items.
The other three significant regressions concerned students' ratings for paraphrase
items and teachers' ratings for inference items (j5= -0.220, p - .014), students' ratings for skill items and teachers' ratings for inference items (f5 = 0.433. p < .001)
and students' ratings for inference items and teachers' ratings for skill items (/? =
-0.197, p = .037). The two negative regressions suggest that teachers' information
about processing demands was interpreted by the students in a complementary way.
For example, when the teachers stressed inference items, students might have
learned that it was insufficient to paraphrase items from the learning materials and
that they had to think more deeply about the learning materials. The positive regression suggests that students and teachers interpreted the adjacent categories of inference and skill differently: for instance, when teacher indicated to their students that
they were to think more deeply about the learning materials, students might have
thought that especially skills were required and that knowledge of the learning materials was secondary.

1

Of the 16 regression values, we were primarily interested in the regressions that concern complementary pairs (i.e., verbatim-verbatim, paraphrase-paraphrase, inference-inference en skill-skill). Because
we expected these regressions to have positive values, we tested them at a one-sided .05 probability level.
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Table 5. Estimated regression of students' test expectations
on teachers' intended processing demands

Teachers' intended proce ssing demands
Students' test expectations
Verbatim items
Paraphrase items
Inference items
Skill items

Verbatim

Paraphrase

Inference

Skill

0.082
0.043
-0.1 13
-0.003

0.081
0.215**
-0.088
-0.042

-0.126
-0.220*
0.176*
0.433**

0.103
0.054
-0.197*
0.188

Note. Students' test expectations and teachers' intended processing demands are indicated by ratings these participants gave to four types of questions (see Table I). The regression of students' ratings on teachers' ratings were estimated in a multilevel war,
accounting both for differences in ratings between classes and between students. Statistical significance of the regression estimates was determined by taking the ratio of the
regression estimate and its standard error (which is t-distributed; cf Goldstein, 1995).
We used a one-sided alpha level of .05 (t > 1.658) for corresponding pairs (e.g. the regression of student ratings for verbatim items on teacher ratings for verbatim items) and a
two-sided alpha level of .05 (t > 1.965) for non-corresponding pairs (e.g. the regression
of student ratings for verbatim items on teacher ratings for paraphrase items) (cf. Goldstein. 1995). * p < .05. ** p < .01.

In general, the regression values were rather low. This becomes clear when effect
sizes are calculated6. Teacher ratings for skill items explain only 10% of the variation in student ratings for inference items. For the other significant relations, the
explained variance is even lower. Thus, we could not demonstrate any strong relationship between students' test expectations and their teachers' intended processing
demands.
3.4 Students' test expectations compared with teachers' actual test demands
The limited correspondence between ratings of individual students and their teachers
suggests that teachers did not provide sufficient or clear information about processing demands to their students. Apart from information given by the teacher, however, students may also have relied on other sources of information upon which to
base their test expectations (e.g., previous tests). This would make it possible that
The size of effect of is calculated as the the square of the standardized regression coefficient. To calculate a standardized regression coefficient, the unstandardized coefficient is multiplied by the standard
deviation of the independent variable, the teacher ratings, and then divided by the total standard deviation of the dependent variable ([0 * SD teacher] / SD student). For instance, the unstandardized regression of students' ratings for paraphrase items and teachers' ratings for paraphrase items is 0.215 (Table
3). The standard deviation of teachers' ratings for paraphrase items is 0.57 (Table 1). The standard deviation of students' ratings for paraphrase items at the class and student level is O.lHand 0.57, respectively (Table 1). The standardized regression coefficient is 0.205 (10.215 * 0.57f / fO.lH2 + 0.57:]':). The
effect size is .042 (0.2052). So. only 49c of the variation in student ratings for paraphrase items is explained by teacher ratings for paraphrase items.
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students' test expectations were better aligned with the test demands than with
teachers" intended demands. To examine this possibility, we determined 16 regression coefficients expressing the relation between students' test expectations and
teachers' test demands (4 ratings X 4 proportions). None of these values reached
significance (p > .076)7. Thus, we could not demonstrate any relationship between
students' test expectations and the cognitive level of actual test questions.
4

DISCUSSION

This study focused on the relative importance of processing demands according to
teachers' intentions, students' test expectations and actual teacher-made classroom
tests. Importance was operationalized in terms of the number of questions or possible test points for different kinds of test items: verbatim, paraphrase, inference and
skill items.
4.1 Teacher's intended processing demands and actual test demands
Although most teachers indicated that students could expect all four types of question, teachers varied considerably regarding the number of questions that students
were to expect for these question types. Such differences in intended demands may
be explained by various contextual characteristics (cf. Grossman & Stodolsky, 1994;
Stark, 2000), including teachers' knowledge (Wilson & Wineburg, 1988, 1993) and
their classroom context (Bol. Stephenson, Numery, & O'Conell, 1998; Fleming,
Ross, Tollefson, & Green, 1998). For students, differences among teachers regarding processing demands underline the necessity to tune in to the information that
their teachers provide about the processing demands. However, such attuning makes
sense only when teachers' intended processing demands are consistent with the test
demands.
Teachers' tests were consistent with teachers' intended processing demands in
that they generally included each of the four question types. However, concerning
the relative importance of question types, we found considerable inconsistencies.
Whereas teachers, on average, indicated that their students were to reckon with "a
few" verbatim questions, the actual test indicated that students could earn a quarter
of the total of test points by answering these questions correctly. Moreover, a rather
limited correspondence was found between teachers' individual ratings for the four
question types and the weight that these questions had in this test.
The relatively large weight that verbatim question had in the test, when compared with teachers' intended processing demands, replicates previous research in
which course objectives of social studies teachers (Ball et al., 1986; Smith & Feathers, 1983) and biology teachers (Bol & Strage. 1996) were of a higher cognitive
level than their actual test questions. The present study suggests that such discrepancies may involve not only course objectives, but also objectives that pertain to a specific study task (i.e., intended processing demands).
7
To determine the regression of student ratings on teacher test codings, two multilevel models were
needed for reasons of collinearity (test codings for the four question types sum up to 1.00).
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The limited correspondence between teacher's intended demands and their actual
test demands can be explained in at least three ways. First, teachers may not have
had clearly defined intentions regarding processing demands. The rating task asked
teachers to make their processing demands explicit. However, it is uncertain whether
teachers had such an explicit representation of processing demands when teaching or
when making the test items. Second, teachers could have failed to construct or
choose a test that was representative of their processing demands, for example, because they did not consider carefully enough the processing activities required by
their test items. Bol and Strage (1996) showed that when asked to give a global estimation of their test items, teachers tend to underestimate the level of reproduction.
Third, teachers' intended processing demands may have reflected the formal curriculum and not the informal curriculum.
Concerning the third explanation, we asked teachers to express with their ratings
both the likelihood that question types would appear in the test and the number of
questions when tested. Although, with this instruction, we encouraged teachers to
report realistic demands, we should take into account the possibility that teachers
reported desired or formal demands instead of actual (i.e., informal) demands that
they imposed upon students. For instance, Doyle (1983) described the situation in
which teachers want to encourage higher level processing by their students but eventually choose for reproductive tests because of the pressure that students exert on the
teacher to make the test not too difficult.
The distinction between formal and informal demands (cf. Doyle, 1992; Erickson & Shultz, 1992; Gehrke, Knapp, & Sirotnik, 1992) evokes the question of
whether teachers' intended processing demands were more representative of the
processing demands imposed upon students than the actual test demands. To get
more insight into this question, we have to consider students' perceptions of processing demands (i.e., test expectations) as well.
4.2 Students' test expectations
Averaged across classes, students showed a similar rating pattern as the group of
teachers, except for paraphrase items, which students considered clearly more important than was intended by the teachers. The systematic variation in student ratings that was found between classes suggests that students shaped their expectations
to the specific context they were in. However, only a quite limited correspondence
was found between ratings of individual students and those of their teachers. Moreover, we were not able to demonstrate a relation between ratings of individual students and the actual test questions that were given by their teachers.
The fact that we could not find a relation between students' test expectations and
the test demands can be explained by the limited correspondence between teachers'
intended processing demands and the test demands. When the teacher's intended
processing demands are unrepresentative for the test demands, it becomes difficult
for students to ascertain the demands of the upcoming test questions. Students could
also obtain important data about processing demands from sources other than the
teacher (e.g., previous tests, textbook exercises). However, the fact that we could not
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demonstrate a relation between students' test expectations and the test demands suggests that these alternative sources did not fulfill a compensatory function.
The discrepancies that we found between teachers' intended processing demands, students' test expectations and actual test demands leads us to conclude that
the relative importance of processing demands was generally unclear in the classrooms we examined. This does not mean that we exclude the possibility that some
students did have a clear perception of their teacher's intended demands. However,
since we did not have a reliable criterion to ascertain what the more important processing demands really were in classrooms, we could not examine whether some students had a clearer perception of processing demands than other students. Consequently, we could not determine, in a meaningful way, the relationship between students' test expectations and students' test performance (cf. Broekkamp. Van den
Bergh, Van Hout-Wolters, & Rijlaarsdam, 2002; Thomas & Rohwer, 1987)
4.3 Considerations for future research
Future research could optimize the methodology by which we obtained our findings.
At least for secondary school history classes, these studies could make use of our
four categories of test questions. The patterns of ratings and test proportions support
the discriminant validity of the four categories. Next to differences at the aggregated
level (e.g., inference items on average were considered more important than verbatim items), the categories did not show strong correlations8, indicating that all four
categories were needed to capture the relative importance of processing demands.
Apart from skill items, our category system is quite similar to the three-category
system used by Thomas and Rohwer (1987) to analyze social study tests. These researchers found substantial proportions for question types requiring "verbatim, interpreted and constructed information", respectively. In contrast, studies that used
the category system of Bloom (1956) classified practically all questions in social
study classroom tests to the single category denoting "knowledge of terms or facts"
(Fleming & Chambers. 1983: Ball et al„ 1986). Although these findings may reflect
the particular classroom contexts examined, the category system of Bloom seems
less suitable to distinguish between the diversity of test questions asked in social
study courses.
Although we suggest maintaining our categories, we feel that the scales that relate to these categories could be improved. Future studies could let participants rate,
separately, the likelihood that question types appear in the test and the weight that
* Correlations between the four question types for individual teachers (both regarding intended demands
and lest demands) are included in Table 3. To interpret the correlation values, it should be taken into
account that the four categories to some degree are inherently dependent on each other. For example,
teachers who indicate that students should expect a great many verbatim items are likely to expect fewer
items of the other question types. Moreover, this kind of dependency is even more inherent for the proportions representing test demands, which necessarily sum up to 1.00. Still, the correlations were not verystrong (r < \.57\), which can be considered as support for the discriminant validity of the four categories.
For students, similar findings were obtained. Although at the class level, we found a correlation of-.90
between ratings for verbatim items and ratings for inference items, the student level showed correlations
that were lower than \.31\.
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questions would have when appearing in the test. Such ratings would allow for a
more direct comparison between perceptions of processing demands and actual test
demands.
Some of our teachers spontaneously gave double coding for single items despite
our instruction to assign the most suitable category. These double codings could
indicate that for some of the test items different types of processing received equal
emphasis. However, double coding could also indicate that teachers had not adequately considered the cognitive level of test items.
To obtain more certainty about the quality of teachers' test codings, test questions could additionally be coded by the researcher. To this purpose, the researcher
needs to collect oral and textual information that was provided in the classrooms as a
supplement to information stated in the textbook. Furthermore, to know which answers teachers accept, the researcher cannot rely solely on teachers' model answers,
but also has to collect students' test answers along with the teachers' evaluations of
these answers. A less laborious possibility is that the researcher observes the test
categorization process of teachers to examine whether teachers carefully consider
the relation between information required by test questions and information stated in
the text or supplementarily provided in classrooms. Moreover, the researcher could
collaborate with teachers to ensure that such careful judgements take place. Double
codings, then, could be reserved for items that indeed show equal emphasis in processing requirements.
Related to this, more certainty can be obtained about participants' conception of
the four coding categories. The categorization test could include more sample questions to make students and teachers more accustomed with the four question categories. Furthermore, a distinction could be made between classification of questions
for instructional purposes and classification as a means to assess participants' understanding of the question categories.
4.4 Relation with previous research and implications for educational practice
Our findings are consistent with previous classroom studies that demonstrated discrepancies between students' test expectations, teachers' intentions and/or actual test
demands regarding the relative importance of processing demands (Simpson & Nist,
1997, Smith & Feathers, 1983a). Moreover, our findings are consistent with studies
that failed to show relations between the variation in students' study strategies and
the variation in the test demands of courses (Thomas & Rohwer, 1987; Thomas et
al., Rohwer, 1993). Finally, in the introduction section, we mentioned that our study
on the relative importance of processing demands is part of a larger investigation
that includes students' and teacher's perceptions of content demands (i.e., the relative importance of textual topics). Regarding this type of task demand, our findings
(see Broekkamp, Van Hout-Wolters. Rijlaarsdam. & Van den Bergh, 2002; Broekkamp. Van den Bergh, Van Hout-Wolters. Rijlaarsdam, submitted) and those of previous studies (e.g.. Jetton & Alexander. 1997; Schellings & Van Hout-Wolters.
1995) indicated similar discrepancies between students' test expectations, teachers'
intended task demands and/or actual test demands.
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Taken together, research findings suggest that secondary school students generally
do not have a clear perception of the relative importance of content and processing
demands when they prepare for a test. Concerning the processing demands, a possible explanation is that teachers' tests include several types of question, and students
find it difficult to ascertain the relative emphasis that their teacher assigns to these
question types. Moreover, we should consider the possibility that students do not
even attempt to attune their studying to the relative importance of question types.
Instead, students may choose for a uniform processing strategy that allows them to
answer reproductive questions and also higher level questions as long as the these
questions do not require a too deep level of understanding. Our impression of the
tests was that, next to factual knowledge, they generally demanded a basic but not
very deep understanding of the learning materials. This could imply that higher level
learning strategies such as relating learning materials to prior knowledge, concept
mapping or self-generation of questions (see Hadwin et al., 2001) may have been
helpful, but were not necessary to do well at the test. A rather reproductive study
strategy combined with logical thinking when taking the test could have been sufficient to answer paraphrase, inference and even skill items. The explanation that social study tests at the secondary school level generally do not require students to use
higher level learning strategies is in line with Thomas and Rohwer (1987), who
found that students mostly reported using uniform and reproductive study strategies.
From this analysis, at least four instructional implications can be derived. First,
teachers could raise their awareness for the cognitive levels of their test questions
and the corresponding types of processing they demand from their students. Such
awareness is necessary to align processing demands, test demands and the task information they provide to their students. Second, teachers could clearly emphasize
one type of processing in their tests over other types of processing to encourage
their students to attune study strategies to specific processing requirements. Third,
when teachers want to encourage higher level study strategies, they have to ensure
that these strategies are necessary to perform well at the test. Fourth, teachers could
alternate their emphasis of question types for different tests. If teachers sufficiently
prepare their students for the changing demands of tests, these tests will stimulate
students to adopt study strategies that are attuned to the specific processing requirements. Experience in this kind of attuning will lead to students who flexibly adapt
their studying to optimize their learning performance.
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APPENDIX A
CATEGORIZATION TEST
Four sample questions are given below. The questions are about the section "From
crisis to depression" of the chapter "The United States of America, 1929-1945".
Your task is to assign each sample question to one of the four categories. You can
use each category once! So, choose the category that best fits. To make it easier,
you can first read all questions, before you assign the categories.
Question A
Question: Describe why so many American people got high loans from the bank'?
Possible answer: American banks wanted to make more profit and they encouraged people to
borrow money from the bank. With this money, people bought shares. And with these shares,
people could borrow more money from the bank to buy even more shares.
Explanation: The answer does not describe completely what is in the textbook, but it is more
or less a summary of the relevant passage.
Encircle the corresponding number:
1) Verbatim knowing
2) Telling it in your own words
3) Thinking through
4) Applying a skill
Question B
Question: You have to use several sources to give an answer to the question of how severe
was the crisis in the United States. One of the sources is a travel report of a diplomat from
Europe. He visits New York in 1930 and is impressed by the wealth of Americans.
Possible answer:To answer the question you first have to examine whether the report is reliable and representative. You ask yourself questions like: Did the writer have access to the full
reality of American life or only to small parts? Did he have own interests in what he saw?
Could this have distorted his view? Eventually you draw the conclusion that you cannot use
the diplomat's report to answer the question, because his account is not representative.
Encircle the corresponding number:
1) Verbatim knowing
2) Telling it in your own words
3) Thinking through
4) Applying a skill
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Question C
Question: Give four arguments that support the view that in 1933 the American depression
was serious.
Possible answer: In 1933. a quarter of the population was unemployed; the national product
was down fifty percent, compared with 1929: the income per head of the population was
down fifty percent; and the wages down fifty percent.
Explanation: These answers are taken quite directly from the chapter text.
Encircle the corresponding number:
1) Verbatim knowing
2) Telling it in your own words
3) Thinking through
4) Applying a skill
Question D
Question:One of the causes of the crisis was unrealistic optimism (In 1929, a Democrat writes
an article with the title "everybody must get rich"). In a later period, Roosevelt also wanted to
let people share in prosperity. Was he also unrealistic in his optimism?
Possible answer: No, in contrast to the government in 1929, Roosevelt acknowledged the
problems in different branches of the American economy; and he came up with a realistic
plan to tackle these problems.
Explanation:¥ox your answer, you can use the information from the passage about Roosevelt's
policy in the textbook. However, the textbook does not provide a direct to the question.
Encircle the corresponding number:
1) Verbatim knowing
2) Telling it in your own words
3) Thinking through
4) Applying a skill
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DISCUSSION
Overview
A theoretical and empirical review of the literature indicated that discrepancies occur between teachers'
intended task demands, students' test expectations and actual demands. However, to what degree these
discrepancies generally occur remained unclear. For this reason, we conducted a new empirical investigation, consisting of four related studies. In this discussion chapter, we discuss the findings of the four studies in an integrated way. In addition, we discuss implications for future research and educational practice.

1

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESEARCH FINDINGS

In our investigation, 22 history teachers and their 451 eleventh-grade students rated
the relative importance of 26 sections of a particular textbook chapter on which
these teachers would be giving a teacher-made test. Furthermore, participants rated
the degree to which four types of questions (verbatim, paraphrase, inference and
skill items), in principle, were to be expected in the upcoming test. Both kinds of
ratings were performed on a four-point scale. In addition to ratings that indicated
perceived task demands, we collected the teacher-made tests. We determined the
occurrence and weight of both the sections (content demands) and the question types
(processing demands) in these tests. Finally, we collected test grades as an indication
of students' test performance. The relations among variables were analyzed by
means of several quantitative methods, including multilevel modeling.
Our discussion of the findings is organized according to the five research questions (see Introduction), which were formulated in relation to our main research
question: Do secondary school students who prepare for a classroom test have a
clear (i.e., accurate) perception of task demands? For each of the five questions, a
separate summary of the results concerning content and processing demands precedes a general discussion of the findings. After we have discussed these five research questions, we address the main question.
1.1 To what degree do teachers, who give a teacher-made test about the same
learning materials, vary in their intended task demands regarding students' test
preparation ?
1.1.1

Content demands

Teachers, on average, deemed text sections important; they indicated that students
were to expect test questions about most of the sections. However, all of the teachers
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made distinctions between more and less important sections; in a minority of cases,
sections were deemed very important or unimportant. Across teachers, some sections received higher ratings than other sections. The degree of agreement among
teachers varied across sections, but was generally limited. That is, teachers showed
considerable variation for each of the sections.
1.1.2

Processing demands

Although most teachers indicated that students were to expect all four types of questions, some types were considered more important in that students were to expect
quite a lot or a great many questions of these types. Across teachers, the average
ratings differed for the four question types. Whereas inference questions were considered most important, verbatim questions were considered least important. Nonetheless, teachers showed considerable variation for each of the question types.
1.1.3

Discussion

Even though their teaching and testing pertained to the same textbook chapter,
teachers showed large differences among each other in their intended task demands.
For researchers, this finding implies that in determining the instructional importance
of text elements or processing demands, they cannot rely only on reading materials.
Instead, researchers have to consider teachers' views that relate to these materials
(cf. Alexander & Jetton, 1996).
Definition of task demands is part of teachers' instructional planning and decision making (cf. Calderhead, 1996; Clark & Peterson, 1986; Shavelson & Stern,
1981; Stark, 2000). As such it is influenced by multiple and overlapping contexts
(i.e., background factors) including: (a) the school subject and its academic and societal context, (b) the organizational context of the department, the school and the
state, (c) the curricular materials, (d) teacher characteristics, such as knowledge,
beliefs and teaching styles, and (e) the classroom context, including student characteristics and teacher-student interactions (cf. Grossman & Stodolsky. 1994; Marker
& Mehrlinger, 1992).
To the degree that contextual characteristics are shared, they will contribute to
the agreement among teachers in their task demands. For instance, the relatively
high importance that was assigned to inference and skill questions could possibly
follow from a general societal and educational movement towards demands for information to be applied rather than memorized (see Bloom, 1956; Doyle, 1983;
Shuell, 1996). Concerning history education in the Netherlands, there has been an
increasing emphasis on the application of information, especially during the last
decade. Recently it is stressed - and translated into state curriculum requirements that procedural knowledge should be acquired in tandem with declarative knowledge
to achieve the primary goal of historical awareness (De Rooij, 2001).
The variation among teachers' task demands seems to be best explained by the
characteristics of teachers and their direct classroom context (Stark, 2000). In Jetton
and Alexander's case study (1997). differences between three science teachers regard-
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ing their assignment of instructional importance were explained by the different profiles
of their background knowledge. Similar findings were obtained by Wilson and Wineburg (1988, 1993). In their case studies of history teachers, they distinguished several types of knowledge and beliefs, including beliefs about historical knowledge
and pedagogical content knowledge (knowledge about how to transform subject
content for instructional purposes). Individual differences regarding these knowledge types were shown to be related to lesson planning, teaching style and testing
criteria.
Considering the influence of the classroom context, Fleming, Ross, Tollefson,
and Green (1998) found that high school teachers reported using higher cognitive
levels of test questions for classes with students who were more interested and had
higher ability than for classes that showed lower levels of interest and ability. Although our classes were relatively homogenous regarding academic ability, it is
likely that they differed according to the interest that students showed and the problems that they experienced in relation to the learning content. Depending on the inclination of teachers to adapt their teaching and testing to the classroom context,
such student characteristics may have influenced teachers' definition of task and test
demands.
Like the researcher who examines instructional importance, it appears that students in secondary history classes cannot rely solely on the textbook when preparing
for a test. The large differences among teachers seem to make it necessary that they
tune into the particular task demands that are intended by their teachers. However,
such attuning seems to make sense only when teachers' intended task demands are
consistent with the test demands.
1.2 To what degree do teacher-made tests correspond with teachers' intended task
demands?
1.2.1

Content demands

On average, less than half of the sections that teachers considered important were
included in the test. However, for those sections included in the test, the vast majority was considered important by teachers. Moreover, when tests included sections
that teachers considered relatively (/«important, these sections had a relatively low
weight in the test. In interpreting this general picture, we should take into account
that tests varied widely in the number of sections that they covered. Similarly, the
number of sections in the test that were rated ««important, varied from teacher to
teacher.
1.2.2

Processing demands

Although teachers' tests showed variation in the weight that the four question types
had, tests generally included each of the four question types. Consistent with the
average importance ratings, inference questions received most weight. However,
tests also gave considerable weight to verbatim questions, which is inconsistent with
teachers' importance ratings. Moreover, only a weak correspondence could be dem-
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onstrated between teachers' individual ratings for the four question types and the
weight that these questions had in their tests.
1.2.3

Discussion

The findings underline the importance of making a distinction between teachers'
intended task demands and their actual test questions. The differences between
teachers' intended content demands and actual test content especially concerned a
low content coverage of the tests. This low content coverage could follow from
practical considerations. Teachers, for instance, may want to limit the time that students spend on taking tests (cf. Dochy & Moerkerke, 1997, p. 416). Especially,
when higher level test questions ask students to produce new information, a lesson
hour for a test falls easily short in addressing all the important topics. Nevertheless,
a minimum level of content coverage is needed to obtain valid test scores (cf. Airasian, 1996; Brookhart, 1999; Dochy & Moerkerke, 1997; Dolmans, Gijselaers, &
Schmidt, 1993).
The considerable discrepancy between teachers' intended processing demands
and the cognitive level of actual test questions can be explained in at least three
ways: (a) teachers experience difficulties in constructing test items that are representative of their intended task demands, (b) teachers have unclear intentions regarding
task demands, and (c) the discrepancy may reflect the difference between the formal
and informal curricula.
Concerning (a), teachers may experience problems with constructing representative tests items because they do not know how to construct a good and large set of
questions that require more than memorization of information. Daniel and King
(1998) and Bol, Stephenson, and O'Connell (1998) found that teachers varied
widely regarding their testing skills. Moreover, the study of Bol et al. showed that
with increasing skills, teachers' reported using test types that required higher levels
of cognition.
Concerning (b), the importance rating task asked teachers to make explicit their
task demands. The question is whether teachers had such an explicit representation
of task demands when teaching or when making test items. As indicated by teacher
planning research, teachers' decision making often takes place unconsciously.
Moreover, instructional planning is a dynamic process that may occur both prior to
instructional episodes and during those episodes (Calderhead, 1996; Clark & Peterson, 1986). In principle, teachers use three methods to align task and test demands.
The first method requires that the test is available at the start of the instructional
episode and that the teachers attune their instruction to this test. With the second
method, teachers make the test at the end of the instructional episode and try to
match the test with what is taught (and how). The third method is a combination of
the first two methods. We did not systematically collect or analyze information
about these three methods. However, at least the first two methods, "teaching to the
test" and "testing what is taught", seem to have been used. Although we asked
teachers to bring their test to the research session, four teachers had not made their
test yet. On the other hand, some teachers indicated that they chose for a test that
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they had used in previous years. For each of the three methods, a limited awareness
of task demands may explain discrepancies between importance ratings and actual
test questions.
Concerning (c), the importance rating task instructed teachers to express the
likelihood that contents and processing activities would appear in the test as well as
the corresponding weight when tested. Although, with this instruction, we
encouraged teachers to report their intended demands in a realistic way, we should
take into account the possibility that teachers reported desired demands instead of
the actual demands that they imposed upon students. For instance, Doyle (1983)
described the situation in which teachers want to encourage higher level processing
by their students but eventually choose for reproductive tests because of the pressure
that students exert on the teacher to make the test not too difficult. Whereas, in this
situation, generative processing is formally required, teachers, and possibly also the
students, know that the informal demands are reproductive. Such informal demands
are part of the hidden curriculum, as described by Snyder (1971).
The distinction between the formal and the informal (i.e., hidden) curricula (cf.
Cuban, 1992; Doyle, 1992; Erickson & Shultz, 1992; Gehrke, Knapp, & Sirotnik,
1992; Venezky, 1992) evokes the question of whether teachers' intended task demands were more representative of the task demands imposed upon students than
the actual test demands. To get more insight into this question, we have to examine
students' perceptions of task demands as well.
1.3 To what degree do individual students' test expectations correspond with their
teachers' intended task demands?
1.3.1

Content demands

Like their teachers, students, on average, considered text sections rather important,
indicating that they expected test questions about most of the sections. In addition,
average section ratings showed a quite similar pattern for students and teachers. At
the individual level, however, the degree of correspondence among the participants
was rather limited. Although students within classes were clearly more similar than
students between classes, within classes, student ratings, generally, showed considerable deviation from the average class rating. This large variation among students
contributed to a quite low average correspondence between ratings of individual
students and those of their teachers, with some teachers showing a higher average
correspondence with their individual students than other teachers.
1.3.2

Processing demands

Across classes and students, students' average importance ratings indicated that students expected all four question types. Furthermore, students indicated that they
expected inference questions to receive the most weight in the test and verbatim
questions the least weight. Compared with the teachers, the only inconsistency at the
group level was that students assigned more importance to paraphrase questions than
their teachers did. At the individual level, considerable variation across students
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within classes was found. We also showed systematic variation between classes.
Still, only a low correspondence could be demonstrated between individual students'
ratings for the four question types and their teachers' ratings for these question
types. Furthermore, we did not observe any systematic differences between classes
in this respect.
1.3.3

Discussion

The wide variation in teachers' intended task demands underlined the necessity for
students to attune their perceptions of task demands to their own teachers. However,
the average degree of correspondence between teachers' and students' ratings suggests that individual students generally did not have an accurate perception of their
teachers' intended task demands. Nonetheless, concerning content demands, the
differences we showed between classes, suggest that some classes had a more accurate perception of the teacher's content demands than other classes. Similarly, within
classes, some students seem to have had a clearer perception of the teacher's content
demands than other students. This latter conclusion is strengthened by the finding
that students who had a higher correspondence with their teacher showed more
spreading in their ratings. This suggests that these students were more certain about
task demands and therefore dared to make sharper distinctions concerning the relative importance of sections.
A clear perception of task demands depends on both the task information that is
available and the way students make use of this information. Concerning the available task information, our findings suggest that some teachers conveyed task demands more effectively than other teachers did. In the case study by Jetton and
Alexander (1997), such differences were attributed to differences in teachers' content knowledge and pedagogical strategies to accentuate gradations in instructional
importance. However, as Thomas and Rohwer (1993a) made clear, teachers may
also vary in their willingness to convey test-related task information to their students. To avoid giving away the test questions, some teachers may refrain from giving this type of task information altogether. Moreover, we should take into account
the descriptive nature of our study; systematic differences between students, for instance, regarding their academic skills, could have contributed to class-level differences in the correspondence between individual students and their teacher.
In order to effectively ascertain task demands, students must be able to perform
at least three strategies: (a) infer the need to adapt studying to task demands, (b)
ascertain task information, and (c) discern relations between task information
elements and infer more and less important task demands (cf. Butler, 1998a; Thomas
& Rohwer, 1986). Assuming that some students in our study were more effective in
ascertaining the teacher's task demands, such differences will have followed from
the degree to which students used these three strategies and used them effectively.
Various student factors could have influenced the use of these strategies. An important factor is students' experiences with previous study-test episodes and the metacognitive knowledge they derived from these experiences (see Winne & Hadwin,
1998). Another factor is students' understanding and overview of the learning con-
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tent, which seems helpful, if not necessary, to judge the value and the structure of
task information elements. It is likely that students in our study have shown wide
variation regarding this variable. For instance, some students will have started to
read the chapter only the night before the test while some others will have kept track
with regular reading assignments. Apart from individual differences, the understanding and overview of the learning content could have explained why we found classlevel differences in the correspondence between individual students and their
teacher. Whereas in some classes the rating task was performed two days before the
actual classroom test, in other classes it was performed in the last lesson preceding
the test. However, closer inspection of the data revealed no clear effects of the time
interval between the rating task and the test.
1.4 To what degree do students' test expectations correspond with the actual test
demands?
1.4.1

Content demands

Students" importance ratings did show a correspondence with the actual test content,
but the degree of this correspondence was lower than the correspondence between
teachers' ratings and test content. That is, students more often rated sections in the
test as ««important and, when this was the case, these sections did not have a lower
weight in the test. On the other hand, for sections that teachers considered important,
students more often gave high importance ratings when these sections appeared in
the test than when they did not appear in the test. The same was true for sections that
teachers considered ««important. Again, this is the general picture. The correspondence between students' ratings and test content varied across both students and
classes.
1.4.2

Processing demands

Averaged over students and classes, students' expectation that each of the question
types would appear on the test was right. However, their expectations about the relative weight of these question types were not entirely fulfilled. Whereas they overestimated the relative importance of paraphrase items, they underestimated the relative
importance of verbatim items. Because ratings varied across students (within and
between classes) and test demands varied across classes, we compared the correspondence between individual ratings and the test that their teacher gave. This comparison yielded no indications of a relationship between these two variables.
1.4.3

Discussion

As pointed out in previous chapters, students may base their test expectations not
only on information that their teachers provide during the study episode, but also on
other sources, such as the task demands that are suggested by the learning materials
or their experiences with previous tests. These other sources would make it possible
that students' test expectations were better aligned with the test demands than with
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the teachers' intended demands. The actual test, then, could shed light on discrepancies between students' test expectations and their teachers' intended task demands
by showing that students compensate for differences between teachers' intended task
demands and the test demands (cf. Smith & Feathers. 1983a; Jetton & Alexander,
1997).
In our study, however, the actual test falls short in explaining the discrepancies
between students' test expectations and their teachers' intended task demands. Although students showed compensation for some of the differences between teachers'
intended content demands and actual test content, the correspondence between students' test expectations and test content was eventually lower than the correspondence between teachers' intended task demands and test content. Concerning the
processing demands, we found no evidence that students compensated for differences between teachers' intended demands and test demands. The comparison between students' test expectations and test demands, then, confirms that students generally did not have an accurate perception of the task demands that were formulated
in their particular class.
The partly successful compensation for differences between teachers' intended
content demands and test demands suggests that students used information other
than that conveyed to them by teachers. However, even if we had found no evidence
of compensation effects, it would have been likely that students used various sources
of information. Students may get to know teachers' intended task demands not only
by the explicit information that teachers give but also by implicit teacher information and other indirect sources. Similarly, teachers who are effective in communicating their task demands to students do not necessarily convey these demands in a
direct and explicit way. For instance, they may also develop a predictable pattern of
testing.
Sources of task information can be assumed to differ in their value of signaling
content and processing demands. For instance, previous tests generally are more
indicative of the relevance of specific processing demands than for the relevance of
specific topics, because specific topics will generally be different between tests,
whereas the cognitive level of questions could well be similar. Nonetheless, previous tests can signal students about types of content. In a pilot study, we interviewed
two secondary school history teachers about their task and test demands regarding a
chapter about the Second World War in which several explanations were given for
the causes of this war. Interestingly, one teacher stressed economical causes, the
other teacher social cultural causes. Both explained their position and indicated that
it was grounded in their general beliefs about the origins of major historical events.
Their beliefs were also consistent with the chapter test they gave to their students.
We did not examine students' perceptions about content demands in these two
classes. However, these perceptions could have been attuned to the fundamental
beliefs of their teacher, not only regarding the chapters about the Second World War
but also regarding other chapters that described major historical events (cf. Wilson
&Wineburg, 1988, 1993).
Study materials as a source of information about the task demands may include
not only textbook chapters, but also supplementary materials, including texts, practice questions, VCR-presentations and study handouts (cf. Thomas & Rohwer, 1987;
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Stodolsky, 1989). We did not systematically collect or analyze these additional
sources. However, our impression was that the classes in our study confirmed the
conclusion of previous studies on the use of curricular materials (see Gehrke et al..
1992). These studies indicate that the textbook occupies a central role in social studies classrooms. Concerning study handouts, Thomas and Rohwer (1993a, p. 23) acknowledge that, in principle, these study aids can be very informative about task
demands, but that they usually provide only the dates of tests, the topics that will be
taught per lesson and a time schedule for reading a certain number of pages in
preparation for the lessons and eventually the test. The study handouts that two
teachers in our study spontaneously gave to us, confirmed this picture. These handouts were part of a study calender and gave no indications about the relative importance of text units or ways to process these units (cf. Knott, 1987).
Now we have discussed each of the relations between the teachers' task demands,
actual test demands and students' test expectations, we have a fair basis to decide
what constituted the actual test demands of the classroom study tasks we examined.
Concerning content demands, we conclude that teachers' intended demands were
generally more representative of the actual demands, compared with the other two
variables. They were more consistent with the test demands than were students' test
expectations and at the same time more comprehensive than these test demands.
However, for some demands, students' expectations were more indicative of the
actual demands that teachers' intended content demands. For these demands, students' test expectations showed a compensation for differences between teachers'
intended demands and the actual test. Concerning processing demands, the considerable inconsistency between teachers' intended demands and the test demands makes
it hard to decide which of the two is more representative of the actual demands that
were imposed upon students in the classroom. Moreover, including students' expectations of processing demands in our analysis did not shed light on this issue. Therefore, we tend to conclude that the relative importance of processing demands was
generally unclear to both the teachers and the students. This does not mean that we
exclude the possibility that some students or teachers did have an accurate perception of processing demands. However, since we did not have a reliable criterion to
ascertain what were the more important processing demands in classrooms, we cannot examine whether some participants had a more accurate perception of processing demands than other participants.
1.5 Is a cio.ser correspondence between individual students' test expectations and
the teacher's intended task demands related to a higher test performance?
1.5.1

Content demands

The degree of correspondence between individual students' test expectations and
their teachers' intended content demands did not show a direct relationship with
students' test performance. However, we demonstrated an indirect relationship, indicating that students with higher test grades more consistently showed a relatively
close correspondence with the teacher's intended content demands.
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1.5.2

Processing demands

As our discussion of question 4 made clear, the teacher"s intended processing demands could not be considered a reliable criterion for the actual task demands imposed upon students. Therefore, with regard to processing demands, we could not
examine question 5 in a meaningful way.
1.5.3

Discussion

The finding that students with higher grades generally showed more correspondence
with their teacher confirms that teachers' intended content demands indeed constituted a sound criterion for the content demands that were actually imposed upon
students. Moreover, it confirms that some students had a more accurate perception
of these demands than had other students. However, it is uncertain whether students
actually used a more accurate perception of teachers' content demands to increase
their learning performance. It is indeed possible that students with higher grades did
not engage in selective processing, but paid equal attention to important and ««important content. In this case, their perception of content demands would have been
an epiphenomenon and would not have contributed to their superior learning performance (cf. R. C. Anderson, 1982; Reynolds, 1992).
Beforehand, it was clear that we could not demonstrate a causal relation between
students' test expectations and test performance. To do this, we would also have had
to examine the study process of students. Our results, however, question the existence of a causal relation; a substantial number of students had a relatively clear perception of content demands, but eventually obtained a relatively low test grade. It
should be stressed that a relatively clear perception of content demands does not
necessarily mean that students had an absolutely clear perception of content demands. It is even possible that content demands were insufficiently clear for any of
the students in order to engage in selective processing of the learning content. As is
shown in experimental studies (see Reynolds, 1992). students only use a selective
attention strategy when they are convinced that some parts of the learning content
are unimportant. The finding that students within classes especially showed a low
consensus about the content demands that their teachers deemed iwimportant, could
mean that such certainty simply did not exist.
In chapter 3. three conditions are mentioned that need to be fulfilled in order for
students to profit from their perceptions of content demands: (a) content demands
should be clear, (b) a limited study time should encourage students to engage in selective processing, and (c) students should possess study skills that allow them to
selectively attend to task information that they perceive as relevant. We want to add,
now, three other important conditions to this list: (d) studying should be attuned to
other demands of the study task as well (e) students should possess test taking skills
that allow them to ascertain test demands and make use of their knowledge effectively, and (f) tests should be representative of the task demands.
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In retrospect, we now realize that to examine the effects of a possible causal relation
between students' expectations of content demands and their test performance, we
would have had to take into account each of these six conditions. Moreover, we now
know that the probability of demonstrating effects was seriously reduced by the low
content coverage of teachers' tests. That is, only for some of the content demands
could an accurate perception have lead to an increased test performance. Still, this
situation may reflect the reality that exists in classrooms. Emphasizing studying for
important contents does not guarantee a higher test grade. This fact gives reason to
consider the feedback that students receive from the selective attention strategy (cf.
Butler & Winne, 1995). When students experience positive effects of the selective
attention strategy only in some of the study-test episodes, they might prefer to
choose a more reliable strategy and study all text units with more or less equal intensity. As long as study time allows them to do this, this could be the best way to obtain a high test grade. In the second study, we tested this hypothesis by examining
whether students who, on average, considered sections more important, also obtained higher test grades. Although no significant relationship could be demonstrated, our importance ratings were only a remote measure of the actual attention
paid to the text materials. In general, we cannot assume that students selectively
attend to task-relevant contents. Similarly, as pointed out in the following section,
we cannot assume that students engage in task-appropriate processing either.
2

DO STUDENTS WHO PREPARE FOR A CLASSROOM TEST HAVE A
CLEAR PERCEPTION OF TASK DEMANDS?

In our investigation, we examined students' expectations concerning relative importance of text sections (content demands) and types of question (processing demands)
in an upcoming test. According to both researchers and students, it is important that
study strategies are attuned towards these kinds of task demand (cf. Anderson &
Armbruster. 1984; Miller & Parlett. 1974; Thomas & Rohwer, 1987; Reynolds.
1992; Van Etten, Freebern, & Pressley, 1997). However, we could not demonstrate
that students, on average, had accurate perceptions regarding the two types of demands. Although the methodological design of our study may be responsible for this
result, our findings are consistent with previous studies that demonstrated, for
classes from various grade levels, considerable discrepancies between students' test
expectations, teachers' intended task demands and actual test demands (cf. Alexander, Jetton, Kulikowich, & Woehler, 1994; Jetton & Alexander, 1997; Schellings &
Van Hout-Wolters, 1995; Simpson & Nist, 1997; Van Hout-Wolters. 1990a,
1990b/1997; Smith & Feathers, 1983a). Moreover, our findings are consistent with
studies that failed to show relationships between the variation in students' study
strategies and the variation in the test demands of courses (Thomas & Rohwer,
1987; Thomas, Bol, Warkentin, Wilson, Strage, & Rohwer, 1993).
Taken together, both the present and previous findings on students' test preparation suggest that students, on average, do not effectively attune their task perceptions
and study strategies towards the relative importance of content and processing de-
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mands. There are at least two related reasons why effective attuning to these kinds
of task demands would not take place: (a) students students have neither the ability
or the inclination to attune their studying to the task demands, and (b) the study environment makes attuning to task demands impossible or discourages this attuning.
In discussing our fifth research question, we already elaborated on these two reasons
with regard to content demands. Here, we wish to discuss some additional
considerations that especially pertain to processing demands.
Researchers that examined study approaches in varying contexts have demonstrated that these approaches are both consistent and variable across contexts. These
findings suggest that students strategically adapt their studying to contexts. However, they also suggest that students have stylistic preferences that appear to set limits on their flexible use of strategies (see Vermetten, 1999). Moreover, there is evidence that stylistic preferences are rooted in students' beliefs about the nature of
knowledge and learning (Schommer, 1994; Simpson & Nist. 1997) or even in their
personality characteristics (Vermetten, Lodewijks, & Vermunt, 2001). A case study
by Simpson and Nist (1997) showed how college students who considered learning
as an act of memorizing factual information that their teachers provided them, did
not attune their studying to their history teacher who demanded especially higher
order thinking activities. Moreover, interviews with these students revealed that they
did not even recognize the teacher's higher order demands. Such rigid belief systems
could explain why students across grade levels and courses most often report using
nonselective, uniform and reproductive study activities (cf. Thomas & Rohwer, 1987;
Thomasetal., 1993).
On the other hand, our students generally did expect higher level test questions.
Moreover, their expectations that tests demanded both higher level questions and
lower level questions were attuned to the actual tests they received, which contained
both higher and lower order question types. The major discrepancy between students' test expectations and actual test demands was that students often did not have
an accurate perception about the relative weights that these question types would
have in the test. However, we should consider whether accurate perceptions about
the relative weights of the types of questions could have been helpful to the students
in their studying.
If students are to expect both questions that require verbatim reproduction about
a certain text fragment and questions that require the generation of new information
regarding this text fragment, the higher and lower order demands could conflict with
each other when preparing for such questions. The higher level of cognition requires
that students integrate or transform information when studying. This way of studying could be at the cost of students' learning of verbatim or surface features of the
material (see Elshout-Mohr. Van-Hout-Wolters. & Broekkamp, 1999; Doyle, 1983;
Thomas & Rohwer. 1986). Although such a conflict is not necessary (i.e., a student
could make sure that both levels of learning take place effectively), it is uncertain to
what extent students are generally able or inclined to alternate their study strategies.
Given that Thomas and Rohwer's study (1987) showed that students reported mostly
using uniform and reproductive study strategies, it seems that such strategies allow
students to answer most test questions: at least, as long as the questions do not require a too deep level of understanding. However, as described by Doyle (1983),
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teachers are under pressure from students to make the test not too difficult. Consequently, teachers could anticipate students' use of a uniform reproductive strategy
and refrain from asking test questions that require deep levels of understanding.
These considerations indicate that the degree to which students effectively attune
to task demands depends on complex interactions between student factors and environmental factors. Moreover, in the usual classroom study-test situation, we think
that conditions do not encourage students to attune studying to the relative importance of content and processing demands. This does not mean, however, that we
deem attuning to task demands irrelevant to studying. On the contrary, experimental
research shows that attuning to task demands can increase the effectivity and efficiency of students' learning performance in crucial ways (e.g., see Anderson & Ambruster, 1984; Nist & Simpson, 2000). Furthermore, descriptive classroom studies
have demonstrated that students do attune their studying to varying contexts (e.g.,
see Vermetten, 1999). An important research objective is to identify the contextual
characteristics towards students actually attune their studying (cf. Butler & Winne,
1995). Moreover, research could identify study conditions under which effective
attuning towards the relative importance of content and processing demands does
take place. These suggestions run ahead of the following section, in which we discuss related research suggestions.
3

RESEARCH SUGGESTIONS

We have four suggestions for research: (a) research could be directed towards optimizing the methodology by which we obtained our findings, (b) studies could aim to
determine the generalizability of our findings by including other types of task demands and other instructional contexts, (c) research could include other variables to
examine our research questions, and (d) studies could include additional research
questions to obtain a more complete picture of students' attuning to task demands in
study-test episodes.
3.1 Optimizing methodology
A limitation of our investigation is that participants' perceptions of task demands
were measured by a single instrument, importance ratings. There are certainly other
ways to determine perceptions of task demands. For instance, Simpson and Nist
(1997) and Smith and Feathers (1983a) interviewed individual students and their
teacher about task demands. Jetton and Alexander (1997) asked students to write
questions that they expected in an upcoming test and also collected importance ratings. Schellings and Van Hout-Wolters (1994) asked students to underline taskrelevant text fragments, take notes or rate text fragments. Although preferably multiple of these methods are used, these methods are not equally suited to determine
perceptions of particular demands in particular contexts. For instance, given our
research purpose to examine, at the end of a realistic study episode, participants'
views about the importance of broad text sections, underlining text or rating text
seem less suited, because they would involve a major additional reading task. For
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this reason, we chose a task in which students rated summaries of text sections. On
the other hand, an interview and a question writing task (i.e., student-made test) just
preceding the actual test would have been useful in complementing students' ratings
of text section summaries.
As an exception among the studies on students' attuning to task demands, our
study used multilevel modeling as a technique to determine, for instance, the average correspondence in ratings between students and their teacher, as well as the
variance between teachers regarding this correspondence. The number of teachers
per school was too low to disentangle school and teacher/class effects. Our study
showed that in some schools, teachers of the same department each made their own
test, even though the same chapter was taught. Moreover, our findings indicated that
teachers of the same school who gave the same test, had quite different intentions
regarding the students' study task. These findings suggest that the differences we
found at the class level can be attributed to teachers/classes instead of schools. However, to determine the generalizability of these findings, future studies need to include more teachers per school. Similarly, the number of students that rated the importance of sections - though considerable - was insufficient to examine the interrelations among the sections.Future studies could increase the number of students and
attempt to determine the content structure of an instructional text, based on importance ratings that students in various classrooms give to elements of this text.
The research findings that we reported regarding the cognitive level of test questions were based on individual teachers' classification of their own test questions.
Initially, we planned to use researchers' classification of test questions as a convergent measure. However, gradually it became clear that we did not have sufficient
information available to classify the test questions accurately. First, we did not collect information that was provided supplementary to the textbook. Therefore, we
could not know whether questions that apparently required higher level processing
were in fact reproductive, because crucial information had been provided in the
classroom. Second, to know the answers that teachers accepted from their students,
we collected teachers' model answers on paper; these model answers, however,
were not informative enough to make distinctions between the four categories of test
questions. For instance, the model answers generally did not indicate whether information was to be given in verbatim of paraphrased form. Similarly, it was often
unclear whether students were to use a domain specific method (applying steps of
skill) or just needed to combine their content knowledge with logical reasoning to
answer a question (inference).
Eventually, we decided that our limited sources only allowed us to classify, in a
reliable way. questions that required information that was stated verbatim or paraphrased in the textbook chapter or clearly stressed verbatim information that plausibly was provided to students supplementary to the textbook chapter. The identification of this reproductive type of questions was performed by two researchers who
showed a reasonable agreement (Cohen's Kappa = .82. p < .001). It appeared that
proportions of reproductive questions based on the researchers' codings were correlated with the aggregated proportions of verbatim and paraphrase items as obtained
by individual teachers' test codings; the Pearson correlation was .59 (p = .012). We
are not sure how to interpret this correlation value. On the one hand, it indicates that
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the rank order based on teachers' own test codings of reproductive questions (verbatim and paraphrase items) was quite similar to the rank order based on researchers'
identification of reproductive questions. Discrepancies could be explained by the
different information sources that were available to teachers and researchers. On the
other hand, closer inspection suggests that different information sources are not the
only explanation. Expressed in the number of test points, on average, .13 of the test
questions was classified by the teacher as an inference or skill item, whereas according to the researcher test codings the question stressed reproduction of information.
Although we should acknowledge that the researchers' codings were not perfectly
reliable, the proportion of . 13 suggests that for part of the questions, teachers did not
recognize the verbatim nature of these questions or did not carefully enough consider the relation between information required by test questions and information
stated in the text.
Given that teachers' classification of test questions is not optimal, future studies
could again let teachers and researchers classify test questions. However, to increase
the accuracy of researchers' test codings as a convergent measure, information could
be collected that is provided in the classrooms as a supplement to information stated
in the textbook. Furthermore, in addition to teachers' model answers, researchers
could collect the students' test answers along with the teachers' evaluations to determine the answers that teachers accept. A less laborious possibility is that researchers collaborate with teachers in coding test questions. Hereby, researchers
could ensure that teachers use the categories as researchers intend and consider the
relation between information required by test questions and information stated in the
text or supplementary provided in classrooms.
3.2 Examining the generalizability of findings
3.2.1

Other types of task demands

We focused on students' expectations concerning the relative importance of text
sections (each including three or four paragraphs) and questions types (representing
various cognitive levels) in an upcoming test. Future studies could examine our research questions also in relation to other kinds of task demands that are involved in
test preparation study tasks. In the preceding chapters we mentioned the following.
1) Instructional importance of text elements at lower levels (e.g., the sentence or
paragraph level; cf. Jetton & Alexander, 1997; Scheilings & Van Houi-Wolters,
1995)
2) Abstraction level of the required information (e.g., facts and details versus
broad concepts and principles; cf. Thomas et al., 1993).
3) Required level of effort (e.g., when tests have a greater weight in determining
course grade this may imply that students have to put more effort in studying:
cf. Brookhart, 1997; Natriello & Dornbusch, 1984).
4) Motivational goals that students are expected to pursue (e.g., students are expected to adopt a mastery goal orientation instead of performance goal orientation; cf. Lemos, 1996; Ryan, Gheen, & Midgley, 1998).
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5)

Epistemological beliefs and study orientations that are appropriate in academic
contexts (e.g., teachers may expect students to consider knowledge acquisition
as an active process, rather than the passive intake of information; cf. Simpson
&Nist, 1997).
6) Interaction among content and processing demands (e.g., regarding section A
only verbatim reproduction of definition X is important, whereas regarding section B, it is important to understand the underlying principles of Y).
To this list, we would like to add five other kinds of task demands:
7)
8)

9)

10)

11)

Required level of production (e.g., recognizing versus recalling information; cf.
Lundeberg & Fox. 1991).
Sources of information (e.g., the relative importance of information given during lectures versus the information stated in the textbook; cf. Van Etten et al..
1997).
Difficulty of the learning materials (e.g., more difficult texts imply that students
have to show more persistence in their study efforts: cf. Thomas & Rohwer.
1987).
Time that students have available for studying (e.g., students can be expected to
keep up with regular reading assignments and not to postpone studying until one
night before the test; cf. Thomas & Rohwer, 1987).
Information load (e.g., an increase of information load could imply that students
have to spend more time, be more selective, or be more systematic in their
studying; cf. Thomas & Rohwer, 1987).

Note that this list concerns a broader definition of task demands that not only includes the products of a task (1, 2, 6, 7), but also includes requirements concerning
the way these products are pursued (3, 4, 5, 9), or the resources available and the
constraints when generating the products (8, 9. 10, and 11) (cf. Doyle, 1983. p. 161).
Instead of task demands, requirements that concern the process or the resources and
constraints of tasks may also be referred to as task conditions. We use task conditions as a broad term to indicate all aspects of the task environment that may influence how students pursue the products of a given task (cf. McConkie, 1977, p. 21;
Winne & Hadwin. p. 279). For study episodes, task conditions, for instance, may
include the quality of teachers' lectures (see Wilson, Lizzio, & Simons, 1997) or the
classroom climate (see Wubbels & Brekelmans, 1998).
Our list is not exhaustive. An important goal for future studies, however, is to determine the kinds of task demands and task conditions that are actually in focus
when students try to self-regulate their learning and increase their learning performance (cf. Butler & Winne, 1995). We assume that only demands and conditions for
which students have a clear perception are likely candidates.
In the present investigation, we focused on the accuracy of perceived task demands (i.e., the correspondence that students' perceptions show with the actual task
demands). Future studies could examine two other facets of perceived task demands
as well: the level of certainty that students experience regarding the correspondence
between perceived and actual task demands, and the comprehensiveness of students'
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perception of task demands (i.e., the degree of coverage and the level of detail; cf.
Butler, 1998b).
Task demands and task conditions define the nature of test preparation study
tasks (cf. Doyle, 1983). Apart from test preparation study tasks, our research questions can also be examined in relation to other kinds of academic tasks. For instance,
Braet, Moret, Schoonen, and Sjoer (1993) compared students' perceptions about the
demands of writing tasks that were used in the national examinations at the secondary level in Dutch education; a wide variation among these perceptions was found.
Similarly, an experimental study by Broekkamp and Van den Bergh (1996) indicated that first year psychology students who revised a text in a foreign language
showed large differences in their perceptions of task demands (cf. Hayes, Flower,
Schriver, Stratman, & Carey, 1985). Although probably many more studies of this kind
have been conducted, our impression is that there are relatively few studies that have
explored students' task perceptions in relation to classroom demands that particular
teachers define. For the future, more studies could examine such perceptions, and may
even compare them across different kinds of classroom tasks (cf. Eley, 1992; Green &
Weade, 1987; Hadwin, Winne, Stockley, Nesbit, & Woszczyna. 2001; Jetton &
Alexander, 1997; Simpson & Nist, 1997; Smith & Feathers, 1983a; Winne & Marx,
1982).
3.2.2

Other contexts

Students' ability or inclination to attune their perceptions and study strategies to task
demands is dependent on both the student and the study environment. Both factors
can be assumed to vary widely across different contexts. An important contextual
variable seems to be the grade level of students. For instance, the ability to attune
studying to task demands increases with grade level (Reynolds, 1992). Moreover,
the need to attune studying to task demands increases up the grades, because students have to study a larger body of materials in a given time period and have to
choose among an increasing number of possible processing demands (Thomas &
Rohwer, 1987). Although students in our sample were in the penultimate year of the
highest stream in Dutch secondary education that prepared for university, the actual
study environment of university may provide very different conditions for attuning
studying to task demands (cf. Thomas et al„ 1993b, p. 253). Thomas and Rohwer
(1987) examined students" attuning to task demands across grade levels. Although
their quantitative study included both secondary and university courses, the number
of university courses was too low to examine, in a reliable way, the relation between
students' strategies and course demands across these courses. Future quantitative
studies could include a sufficient number of courses at both the secondary and university level and examine possible differences in the degree to which students'
strategies and their perceptions are attuned to task demands. Moreover, longitudinal
studies could follow the development of students' attuning to task demands within
students across grade levels (see also section 3.4).
Other contextual variables have probably influenced our findings. For instance,
the low consensus among teachers in our study, may have followed from our choice
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of school subject. History as a school subject can be characterized by its relatively
long study texts and high levels of autonomy for teachers with respect to defining
what they teach and assess (Stodolsky & Grossman, 1995). Although our findings
were broadly consistent with previous studies in the domain of biology (e.g., Schellings & Van Hout-Wolters, 1995; Bol & Strage. 1996) and science (e.g., Jetton &
Alexander, 1997), future studies could make a direct comparison between different
school subjects to reveal specific differences in the way task demands are communicated and translated into test demands.
Although teachers in our study did demand more than reproductive processing of
their students, our impression was that in the vast majority of the classes the teaching style was rather traditional, in the sense that it seemed very much centered on the
textbook and on the way the teacher interpreted this textbook. Although this teaching style is still very common in content area classrooms (Alvermann & Moore.
1991; Bean, 2000), there is a general educational development going on that emphasizes the need for students to develop self-regulated skills and acquire personal understanding of the subject matter (Shuell. 1996). In the Netherlands, this development has resulted in a nationwide innovation that aims to turn the traditional secondary school for upper secondary classes into "a house of study" (Bolhuis & Voeten,
2001). We collected our data just prior to the implementation of this education policy. Furthermore, we did not attempt to differentiate between teaching styles. However, future studies could compare the role of task demands and perceptions in traditional knowledge transmission oriented classes and classes that are oriented towards
independent learning and personal knowledge construction.
3.3 Including other variables
In this study, we examined four kinds of variables: (a) students' perceptions of task
demands (i.e., their test expectations), (b) teachers' intended task demands, (c) actual test demands, and (d) students' test performance. We assume that this selection
of variables allows for basic answers to our research questions. However, future
studies that address our research questions could increase precision or certainty of
answers when two other crucial variables are included: (e) task information that is
provided in the classroom, and (f) students' study strategies and actual study behavior.
The task information that resides in classrooms (e.g.. information provided in
teacher-led discussions or information provided by study handouts) could show insight into the task demands that are really imposed upon students. For instance, task
information may indicate that only part of the teacher's intended task demands is
available to the students. It seems reasonable to consider only the part that is communicated to the students as the actual task demands. Obviously, a major problem of
including the variable task information is that covering all relevant task cues (by
systematic observation and by collection of materials) is very laborious (cf. Christopoulos, Rohwer, & Thomas, 1987, p. 322). A less laborious possibility was suggested in study 2, when we examined the "class perception of task demands". This
aggregated measure of students' perceptions was considered to reflect the salient
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task information that resided in the classroom. As such, it was taken as an indicator
for the actual task demands that were imposed upon students. A problem, however,
is that the classroom perception does not show insight into relevant task information
that is available but not used by a large part of the class. This explains why this
measure appeared to be less powerful as an indication of the task demands than the
teachers' intended task demands. When there is more consensus among students,
however, the class perception could constitute a useful indicator of task demands (cf.
Ryan et al., p. 533). Moreover, we should not dismiss collection of direct classroom
task information when it does not cover all task cues. For instance, examining explicit information (e.g., oral statements by teachers about task demands) may already
be illuminating.
Including measurements of students' study strategies and study behavior could
indicate which kind of task demands are clear and functional enough for students to
base their studying upon. For instance, when most students emphasize a certain topic
in their studying, this topic can be considered as instructionally relevant.
There are direct and indirect methods to examine study strategies (see Van HoutWolters, 2000). An indirect method, for instance, was used by Jetton and Alexander
(1997). They measured students' recall for all paragraphs of a study text to indirectly
determine which of those paragraphs received most attention during studying and
apparently were more instructionally relevant to the students. Although this method
can provide additional insight into students' attention for particular information, it
should be taken into account that learning performance does not always reflect deliberate attention processes. For instance, salient information can be well remembered despite little time being spent processing this information (see Reynolds,
1992; Hidi, 1995; Van Hout-Wolters, 1986). Another indirect method is to ask students to report their strategies at the end of the study episode, preceding the test.
Again, such a method can be very useful, but may not always reflect actual strategy
use (Veenman, submitted). More direct methods to determine study strategies concern on-line assessment of reading times or the collection of think-aloud protocols.
Broekkamp, Schellings, and Van Hout-Wolters (1996) collected think-aloud protocols of students who performed experimental study tasks. In addition, they used underlining of task-relevant text parts and retrospective interviews as less direct methods. The three methods converged in that they showed only a few signs of task
awareness. The researchers, however, were careful in concluding that students were
not aware of task demands. Although the think-aloud protocols showed insight into
reading processes, cognition at the level of task goals and perceived task demands
may be directly verbalized only in rare cases (cf. Ericsson & Simon, 1984). Another
flaw of think aloud methods are their obtrusive effects on the regular instructionallearning process (cf. Smagorinsky, 1998). Such effects may make think-aloud methods unsuitable when investigating studying under fully realistic classroom conditions. Still, as there seem to be no perfect measures, some limitations will have to be
accepted. To take into account that measures may give a distorted view of strategy
use or study behavior, multi method designs are preferable (cf. Van Hout-Wolters,
2000: Veenman, submitted).
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3.4 Examining related questions
Our empirical investigation addressed some important questions concerning students' attuning to task demands in study-test episodes. To gain a more complete
picture of this topic, related questions need to be examined. A heuristic framework
or model that can generate these questions is presented in Figure 1. The model,
which is based on the theoretical review presented in the introduction chapter, describes the study-test episode from the perspectives of both the student and the
teacher.
From the student perspective, the model highlights the individual students' definition of the test preparation study task. Students' task definition includes the representation of the task demands and conditions, the setting of study goals and the selection or construction of study strategies for attaining study goals. To define the
study task, students may use various information sources that are available during
the instructional-learning process, such as study materials, notes made during lectures, and classroom discussions (teacher-student interaction). Moreover, students
define tasks in interaction with their prior knowledge (e.g., metacognitive knowledge of previous study-test episodes), and study dispositions (e.g.. intelligence,
learning style). During the task definition process, students gradually develop a perception of the task demands and conditions (this is part of the knowledge that is acquired during the study-test episode) and a representation of goals and strategies.
These goals and strategies may be based on students' perception of task demands
and conditions as well as on the students' personal goals.
Students' task definition can be described by the following strategies that students ideally have to employ: (a) infer the need to adapt studying to task demands,
conditions and personal goals, (b) ascertain task information, (c) discern relations
between task information elements and infer more and less important task demands
and conditions, (d) set personal goals, (e) compare and prioritize external requirements and personal goals, and (f) define strategies for attaining study goals (cf. Butler, 1998a; Butler & Winne, 1995: Thomas & Rohwer. 1986: Winne & Hadwin.
1998).
In addition to a depiction of the study episode, the model describes the episode
of actual test taking. Again, students engage in a task definition process. That is,
they develop a perception of test demands and test conditions, define goals, and construct (or select) strategies to perform the "test taking task". In interaction with other
student characteristics (e.g., knowledge acquired during the study episode), students'
definition of the test taking task determines the test taking process and, as a result,
students' test performance. Eventually, the test taking process along with the evaluated test performance may provide feedback for future study-test episodes. The total
study-test episode is framed by contextual characteristics (e.g., the influence of fellow students).
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CHAPTER 6

From the perspective of teachers, the model focuses especially on individual teachers' definition of the classroom study task. Teachers' task definition takes place in
interaction with contextual variables (e.g.. the role of departments and state curriculum requirements), teacher dispositions (e.g., teaching style), prior knowledge (e.g.,
beliefs about the learning content), the information sources that are available during
the study-test episode and the knowledge that is acquired in relation to these information sources (e.g., the teacher learned that students have problems with a particular topic). One of the products of teachers' task definition is teachers' intended task
demands, which may develop during the test-study episode and can be considered as
part of teachers' goals. To communicate intended task demands, teachers can shape
their interactions with the students (e.g., providing them with explicit information
about the upcoming test) and provide materials pertaining to the current episode
(e.g. study handouts) or previous episodes (e.g., making available previous tests).
The model also can be used to describe teachers' construction (or selection) of the
test materials at the start of a study-test episode or during this episode. Finally, the
model describes teachers' evaluation of students' test performance.
Although depicted separately in the model, teachers' and students' task definition can be considered as part of the instructional-learning process associated with
the study-test episode. The term instructional-learning process expresses the joint
responsibility that teachers and students have for learning in classrooms (ElshoutMohr et al„ 1999). The responsibility for separate "learning functions" will mostly
be divided (Shuell, 1996; Vermunt & Verloop, 1999; Van Hout-Wolters, Simons, &
Volet, 2000). Although teachers can leave more or less latitude to students, teachers
will generally have the responsibility of defining the classroom task demands and
conditions. Similarly, they will be responsible for constructing or choosing the test
materials, and evaluating students' test answers. Despite teachers' important responsibilities in the study-test episode, the eventual tasks that students perform are defined by the goals and strategies that individual students adopt, construct or select
themselves.
From the model presented in Figure 1. we can derive the theme that was at the
focus of our investigation: the degree to which students have a clear perception of
task demands. Keeping our focus on task demands, at least three other themes can be
derived from the model: (a) student and contextual factors that determine students'
perception of task demands (b) teacher and contextual factors that determine teachers' intended task demands and their construction and use of test materials (c) student and contextual factors that influence the way students attune their study and test
taking strategies to perceived demands.
Concerning (a), future research could examine the degree to which the accuracy
of students' perception of task demands varies within or across study tasks, task
types and contexts. For instance, when longitudinal studies reveal that this accuracy
increases during a study-test episode, this could reflect that students gain more overview of the learning content and get to know better what is instructionally important
(cf. Alexander. Jetton, & Kulikowich, 1995). Similarly, when this accuracy increases within a course or study year, this could indicate that students get accustomed to their teachers (cf. Van Etten et al. 1997). Furthermore, the rank order
within a class regarding students' accuracy in perceiving task demands could be
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examined across tasks or even task types. The level of consistency of this rank order
indicates the degree to which a clear perception of task demands is a stable or nonstable attribute of students. Moreover, the consistency of students' accuracy in perceiving task demands could be examined in relation to study style, intelligence, personality traits or other dispositional student characteristics to reveal the degree to
which skills that relate to representing task demands are suceptible to change (cf.
Veenman & Beishuizen, submitted; Vermetten, Lodewijks & Vermunt, 2001).
Training studies by Butler (1998b, 1999) indicate that task representation skills can
be effectively instructed, at least to some degree.
Concerning (b), teachers could be compared with regard to three methods of
aligning their task demands with test demands: teaching to the test, testing what has
been taught and a combination of the two methods. Experimental studies could determine the effect of these three methods on the correspondence between task and
test demands. Furthermore, descriptive studies could explore the factors that determine teachers' choices and effective application regarding these methods.
Concerning (c), research could examine the ways in which students' attuning to
task demands is dependent on the clarity or certainty that students have about task
demands, the time pressure that students experience, their motivation, and the various skills they have available for executing task-appropriate and selective study
strategies (cf. Reynolds, 1992). Furthermore, research could examine the interplay
between personal study goals and demands that are imposed by others. For instance,
when studying a text, students may both emphasize both information that they deem
interesting or that they do not understand yet and at the same time take into account
which information is relevant to the upcoming test (cf. Alexander & Jetton, 1996).
However, internal and external study goals may also conflict with each other. For
instance, students' attention for interesting but irrelevant text units ("seductive details") may decrease their attention for structurally important information (Garner,
Gillingham. & White, 1989; Harp & Mayer, 1998; Schraw, 1998). The trade-off between personal and task goals may also be the other way around. For instance, a
qualitative study by Entwistle & Entwistle (1991) showed how reproductive examinations distorted students' efforts to achieve personal understanding of the learning
materials. Future studies could extend this kind of research and, for instance, examine under which conditions trade-off effects take place among students' attention for
task- and personal relevant information (cf. Alexander et al., 1994; Jetton & Alexander,
1997; Schellings, Van Hout-Wolters & Vermunt, 1996a, 1996b).
4

SUGGESTIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE

Although tests are most often associated with studying in academic situations, performance tasks in these settings may also refer to, for instance, writing a paper or
giving a presentation. Furthermore, outside academic contexts individuals study in
preparation for performance tasks and events as well. For instance, "job seekers
study the firms of prospective employers in preparation for interviews. Lawyers study
rulings in prior cases to prepare written or oral arguments. Advertising agents study
market surveys to prepare publicity campaigns. Consumers study product review peri-
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odicals in preparation for major purchases. Prospective tourists study tour guides to
enhance their travel experiences" (Thomas & Rohwer, 1993b, p. 241).
In all these situations, studying is directed towards performance goals and criteria, which may influence the kind of contents and processing activities the learner
emphasizes. Moreover, in many situations, goals, criteria and conditions are imposed by others than the learner. This type of situation requires that learners attune
to task demands and conditions, and additionally attune to goals that they have set
for themselves. Education could prepare students for these kinds of attuning by encouraging students to develop the necessary skills. One of these skills is students'
representation of task demands and conditions.
Students' ability to develop a clear perception of task demands and conditions is
both an educational goal in itself and a condition for effective and efficient learning
in classrooms. Teachers could provide students with sufficient, clear and valid task
information. Furthermore, teachers could ensure that students make use of the information provided, by encouraging them to use and develop skills of attuning
studying to task demands. Finally, teachers could encourage students to use and develop skills of attuning to personal study goals as well (cf. Pressley et al„ 1997;
Ramsden, 1992; Simpson & Nist. 1997, 2000).
4.1 Providing students with task information
Teachers may directly tell students about the demands of the study task or the test.
"Giving [students] information about what will be on the test is not the same as giving them the very items of information they will be required to produce on this test"
(Thomas, 1988, p. 270). Giving away the test questions would lead students only to
prepare for these questions and would therefore "short circuit" their studying (Thomas, 1988, p. 270). More sensible provision of test-related task information is shown
in a case study by Simpson and Nist (1997). The teacher told his students, for instance: "An essay is to measure conceptual and organizational skills. I allow 5 points
for the introduction. 5 points for the conclusion, and 10 points for the essay... Since I
give you some direction and specifics, I expect a lot in your answers - I expect precision" (p. 370, 372). A direct way of conveying content demands, for instance, is
teachers' instruction to leave certain text parts aside when studying or read these
parts only for global understanding. Next to direct oral provision of test-related task
information, teachers may model the strategies that students should perform (e.g.,
different ways of note-taking, summarizing) and the way these strategies can be
shaped to study demands. Consequently, teachers could give feedback to students
when applying such strategies. Furthermore, teachers may give students opportunities to interview them about task demands. Finally, information about task demands
can be explicitly provided by study handouts. When these handouts are detailed
enough and include sample questions, they can serve an important modeling function as well.
In addition to direct methods, teachers may more indirectly give notice to their
students about what is instructionally important. First, during the lecture, they can
place "important" information on the board, slow down for emphasis and spend
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most time on information that has instructional relevance. Second, they can provide
students with practice questions or make available test questions and corresponding
answers and evaluations of previous study-test episodes. Third, teachers can point
students to the kind of information and processing activities that are emphasized by
the textbook author (e.g.. directions to pay attention to summaries or definition
stated in italics; study the model answers of the textbook practice questions). Fourth,
teachers can encourage students to discuss task demands with peers. As is indicated
by university students that took part in the interview study of Van Etten et al.
(1997), studying with fellow students, one runs less risk of under- or over-studying
than when studying alone (p. 205). In using several sources, teachers have to take
care that these sources are aligned, and point their students to possible inconsistencies. Moreover, teachers should regularly inform themselves whether their students'
perceptions still match with their own perceptions of the task. Finally, teachers
should take care that task and test demands are aligned. Among other reasons, this
seems necessary in order that students obtain positive feedback of attuning efforts.
4.2 Encouraging students to attune their studying to external and personal goals
4.2.1

Teaching attuning skills

Several instructional models have been proposed to teach students skills associated
with self-regulated learning (see Butler, 1998a). Among these models, the Strategic
Content Learning is of special relevance to us, because it assigns an important place
to students' attuning to both task demands and personal goals (Butler, 1998b. 1999).
According to the SCL model, self-regulated learning processes are guided and encouraged, instead of directly modeled. Furthermore, students are to develop personalized strategies while working on meaningful school tasks and discussing these
tasks with others, the teachers and peers. The discussion with others enables students
to make explicit perceptions of task and personal learning goals, strategies to pursue
these goals and beliefs underlying goals and strategies. Important objectives of the
SCL model are that students' perceptions and strategies gradually become more focused on task requirements or personal goals, that students become aware when this
is not the case and solve inconsistencies by adapting strategies, adjusting goals or
seeking additional task information. Although implementation of this model^by Butler especially involved global task goals (e.g., keeping up with regular reading assignments), the SCL model seems to be a promising point of departure for teachina
students to define and attune to more specific goals of classroom tasks.
4.2.2

Changing task conditions

As we discussed previously, in particular study contexts, students may not be inclined to attune studying to task demands, because task conditions do not encourage
them to do so. Consequently, students miss opportunities to develop attuning skills.
To encourage students to attune studying to task demands, task information^should
be sufficient, valid and clear. In addition, more fundamental changes in the conditions of study tasks could be carried through. Such fundamental changes could also
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stimulate students' attuning to personal goals. We discuss three kinds of changes: (a)
changes that encourage students to use selective attention strategies, (b) changes that
encourage students to use task-appropriate processing strategies, and (c) changes
that give students more latitude in defining study goals and therefore encourage students' attuning to both external and personal goals.
To stimulate selective processing of information, the number of pages that have
to be studied within a certain period could be increased. Furthermore, students could
be instructed to select information from different sources (e.g.. newspaper articles,
various textbooks, internet; cf. Guthrie & Cox, 2001). Finally, selective processing
may be encouraged by reducing the number of text study aids. "Texts that abbreviate,
consolidate, and signal (e.g., highlighting) important points should prompt minimal
levels of autonomous selective processing on the parts of the students" (Thomas &
Rohwer, 1993b, p. 15; see also Rijlaarsdam & Couzijn, 1996; Van Hout-Wolters.
1986). These measures could be crucial in order to prepare students for a society that
demands its members to select from an increasing amount of available information (ct.
Alexander & Jetton, 2000).
To encourage students to use specific processing strategies that are of special
value for some study goals, but not for other study goals, tests could clearly emphasize one level of cognitive demands, instead of various levels. For instance, history
teachers could give a test that requires students to analyze historical sources with the
textbook and other sources available as a support for background knowledge. When
this test is presented as an authentic history problem solving task, it can be considered as a form of performance assessment (cf. Greene, 1994; Ruiz-Primo & Shavelson, 1996; Wineburg, 1997). On a different occasion, the same teacher could assess
students' global understanding of texts by asking them to reproduce the main points
from memory. In yet another test, this teacher could exclusively require students to
reproduce relevant facts, dates and names of historical events. Separately testing
particular levels of demands, instead of combining them in a single test would take
more testing time. However, this need not to be a problem when teachers and students consider teaching and testing as integral parts of their instructional-learning
process (cf. Dochy & Moerkerke. 1997). If teachers sufficiently prepare their students for the changing demands of tests, these tests will stimulate students to adopt
study stratesies that are attuned to the specific processing requirements. Experience
in this kind of attuning will lead to students who flexibly adapt their studying to optimize their learning performance.
In traditional study-test situations, the responsibility for defining tasks lies very
much in the hands of the teacher. However, we have pointed out that teachers refrain
from giving detailed task information, because they do not want to give away the
test questions. Moreover, even when they are willing to communicate test-related
task information, the demands that teachers have to convey may simply be too large
in number or too subtle to pass on to their students. As acknowledged by Ramsden
(1992), "numerous decisions about its [the task] requirements have to be faced"
(p. 160). Ramsden advocates the use of study tasks that decenter teachers' authority.
That is, the teacher should transfer some of the responsibility of defining goals to the
student. Such transfer of control could decrease the number of task demands that
teachers need to communicate. Moreover, when more latitude is given to students in
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defining study goals, they will be encouraged to attune studying to personal goals.
This is likely to enhance their motivation for studying (cf. Guthrie & Cox, 2001;
Wade & Moje, 2000). Finally, when students are given more freedom in defining
their personal goals, they may be more willing to accept and internalize classroom
goals (cf. Hodgson, 1997; Schraw, Flowerday, & Lehman, 2001).
Decentering teachers' authority in defining study goals may prepare students better for studying outside schools. "The continual presence of courses that place decisions regarding the content and purposes of studying in the hand of the instructor,
may prepare adults inadequately for assuming the responsibility for learning in the
later grades and post-school life" (Thomas & Rohwer, 1993, p. 268). Like Ramsden,
Thomas and Rohwer advocate the "provision of authentic self-directed learning responsibilities and tasks" (p. 268).
To enable students to develop the necessary task definition skills, the transfer of
responsibilities in defining study goals should take place gradually. Moreover,
teachers could scaffold students' task definition processes and gradually decrease
their instructional support (cf. Brown & Palinscar, 1989). Eventually, students should
be able to independently attune studying to task demands and personal goals in fully
authentic study tasks (cf. Guthrie & Cox, 2001; Simpson & Nist, 2000; Wade &
Moje. 2000).
The goal to equip students with skills that they can apply independently in authentic study tasks conforms to current educational developments in the Netherlands
(Bolhuis & Voeten, 2001) as well as in other countries (Van Hout-Wolters, Simons,
& Volet, 2000; Newmann, Marks, & Gamoran, 1996). The stress on independent
learning could lead to the belief that task demands become less important to academic learning. We consider this a misconception. Also in classes that emphasize
students' independence, task demands remain crucial, because they are inherent to
classroom learning (cf. Doyle, 1983, p. 187: Doyle, 1992, p. 105). The important
role of task demands should be acknowledged and shaped in a way that enhances
effective, efficient and pleasant studying as well as the development of skills that
enable students to attune to relevant learning goals.
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SAMENVATTING

TAAKEISEN EN PROEFWERKVERWACHTINGEN
Theorie en onderzoek over het
voorbereiden door leerlingen op proefwerken

1

INTRODUCTIE

"Krijgen we dat op het proefwerk?" Deze veelgehoorde vraag geeft aan dat leerlingen van tevoren zoveel mogelijk over het proefwerk te weten willen komen. En ze
hebben gelijk. Naarmate hen scherper voor ogen staat wat op het proefwerk gevraagd wordt, kunnen leerlingen zich beter op het proefwerk voorbereiden. Docenten zijn echter terughoudend met het geven van expliciete informatie over het
proefwerk omdat zij willen voorkomen dat zij de proefwerkvragen prijsgeven. De
eisen die docenten aan de studietaak stellen omvatten namelijk meer dan de proefwerkvragen alleen.
In dit proefschrift wordt onderzocht of leerlingen die zich voorbereiden op een
proefwerk een duidelijk beeld van de taakeisen hebben. Het onderzoek bestaat uit
vier studies, die elk een verschillend perspectief bieden op de verzamelde gegevens
en die in deze samenvatting aan de hand van vijf vragen besproken zullen worden.
Voorafgaand aan deze bespreking wordt een overzicht gegeven van voorgaand onderzoek. Tot slot biedt de samenvatting een algemene evaluatie van ons eigen en het
voorgaand onderzoek en worden aanbevelingen gedaan voor toekomstig onderzoek
en de onderwijspraktijk.
2

THEORIE

In huidige leertheorieën wordt veel belang gehecht aan een persoonlijke en zelfstandige manier van leren. Daarnaast wordt in deze theorieën echter ook benadrukt dat
het leren gericht moet zijn op de taakeisen die de omgeving stelt: Door leerstrategieën flexibel af te stemmen op de specifieke eisen van een leertaak kunnen leerlingen efficiënter en effectiever leren. Leerlingen die vaak afstemmen op taakeisen
verwerven bovendien op de lange termijn strategische vaardigheden die zij in
uiteenlopende situaties binnen en buiten de school kunnen inzetten.
In dit proefschrift richten we ons in de eerste plaats op leerlingen die zich voorbereiden op een proefwerk. Taakeisen zijn in deze onderwijssituatie nauw verweven
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met de proefwerkvragen die leerlingen kunnen verwachten. Er moet hierbij een onderscheid worden gemaakt tussen inhoudseisen en verwerkingseisen. Inhoudseisen
worden gedefinieerd als de informatie die in de les benadrukt wordt en waar leerlingen in principe proefwerkvragen over kunnen verwachten. Wanneer leerlingen hun
proefwerkvoorbereiding afstemmen op inhoudseisen betekent dit dat zij extra aandacht aan de 'taakrelevante' informatie besteden; zij bestuderen de leerstof op selectieve wijze. Verwerkingseisen worden gedefinieerd als de verschillende typen
(proefwerk)vragen die leerlingen moeten kunnen beantwoorden. Wanneer leerlingen
hun proefwerkvoorbereiding afstemmen op verwerkingseisen betekent dit dat zij
anticiperen op de typen proefwerkvragen en de manier waarop zij informatie moeten
verwerken om deze vraagtypen te beantwoorden. Wanneer informatie letterlijk moet
worden gereproduceerd zullen leerlingen bij hun voorbereiding bijvoorbeeld de leerstof veelvuldig herhalen of ezelsbruggetjes toepassen. Moeten zij informatie met
inzicht toepassen, dan zullen leerlingen bijvoorbeeld schema's maken of zichzelf
waarom-vragen stellen.
Voor zowel inhouds- als verwerkingseisen geldt dat leerlingen hun leerstrategieen af moeten stemmen op de specifieke eisen die hun docent stelt. In onderwijssituaties zijn docenten immers verantwoordelijk voor het vaststellen en het toetsen van de
taakeisen. Ondanks de invloed van onderwijsbeleid (van de overheid, de school of
de vaksectie) of leermaterialen, hebben docenten aanzienlijke vrijheid in het benadrukken van onderdelen van de leerstof of typen van verwerking. Leerlingen baseren
hun proefwerkverwachtingen echter niet alleen op de expliciete informatie die hun
docent geeft over het proefwerk, maar ook op meer impliciete informatie, zoals de
onderwerpen die veel aandacht krijgen in de les of het soort vragen dat in eerdere
proefwerken is gesteld. Door het gebruik van meer impliciete taakinformatie is het
bijvoorbeeld mogelijk dat leerlingen van tevoren weten dat het proefwerk overwegend reproductieve vragen bevat ondanks dat de docent in de les heeft gezegd dat
het hem vooral om inzicht gaat. In dat geval compenseren leerlingen voor verschillen tussen de door de docent beoogde taakeisen en de daadwerkelijke proefwerkeisen.
3

EERDER ONDERZOEK NAAR HET AFSTEMMEN OP TAAKEISEN

Uit een groot aantal experimentele studies blijkt dat leerlingen in staat zijn hun leerstrategieën in zekere mate af te stemmen op inhoudseisen en verwerkingseisen die
vooraf of tijdens de studietaak kenbaar zijn gemaakt. Onderzoeken met een beschrijvend karakter wijzen echter uit dat de resultaten van experimentele studies,
vaak uitgevoerd in laboratoriumsettings, niet zondermeer gelden voor reële klassensituaties. In het merendeel van de descriptieve klassenstudies werd leerlingen in interviews of vragenlijsten gevraagd op welke manier zij leren. Afgaand op deze zelfrapportages blijken leerlingen vaak op non-selectieve wijze te leren: zij besteden
evenveel aandacht aan belangrijke en onbelangrijke onderdelen van de leerstof.
Verder blijkt dat leerlingen vooral reproductieve leerstrategieën hanteren zoals het
herhaaldelijk lezen van de stof. Zelfs wanneer het proefwerk voornamelijk uit
inzichtsvragen bestaat, gebruikt slechts een minderheid van de leerlingen hogere
orde strategieën, zoals het maken van schema's. Een mogelijke verklaring voor deze
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strategieën, zoals het maken van schema's. Een mogelijke verklaring voor deze bevindingen is dat leerlingen geen duidelijke of accurate verwachtingen van het
proefwerk hebben.
Een aantal descriptieve studies waarin proefwerkverwachtingen is onderzocht,
bevestigt deze verklaring in elk geval ten dele. De proefwerkverwachtingen van
leerlingen stemden slechts in beperkte mate overeen met de taakeisen die hun docent
beoogde. In sommige van de onderzochte klassen hadden leerlingen desondanks
accurate verwachtingen over het proefwerk. Zij compenseerden op de een of andere
manier voor tegenstrijdigheden tussen de taakeisen van de docent en de proefwerkeisen. De descriptieve studies naar proefwerkverwachtingen wijzen uit dat er discrepanties kunnen zijn tussen proefwerkverwachtingen van leerlingen, de taakeisen van
de docent en het proefwerk dat uiteindelijk wordt gegeven. Deze studies geven echter geen antwoord op de vraag in welke mate discrepanties optreden. Dit hangt samen met drie beperkingen van de descriptieve onderzoeken. Ten eerste beschreven
de meeste studies resultaten voor gehele klassen in plaats van individuele leerlingen.
Ten tweede zijn er relatief weinig studies in reële klassensituaties waarin proefwerkverwachtingen zijn onderzocht. Ten derde betrof het kleine aantal studies naar
proefwerkverwachtingen slechts een beperkt aantal klassen, wat het lastig maakt om
onderzoeksbevindingen te generaliseren. In het onderzoek van deze dissertatie is
getracht aan deze drie beperkingen tegemoet te komen.
4

ONDERZOEKSVRAGEN

Centraal in ons onderzoek staat de vraag in welke mate leerlingen die zich voorbereiden op een proefwerk een duidelijk beeld van de taakeisen hebben. Om deze
vraag te beantwoorden is een vergelijking gemaakt tussen de proefwerkverwachtingen van leerlingen, de taakeisen die de docent beoogt en de feitelijke proefwerkeisen. Daarnaast is gekeken naar verschillen tussen docenten in de eisen die zij stellen.
Grote verschillen tussen docenten onderstrepen de noodzaak voor leerlingen om af
te stemmen op hun eigen docent. Ten slotte hebben we onderzocht of een duidelijker
beeld van de taakeisen leerlingen in staat stelt effectiever te leren en zodoende een
hoger cijfer te halen. In totaal zijn er vijf deelvragen onderzocht in relatie tot de
hoofdvraag. Bij elke vraag geldt dat een onderscheid gemaakt kan worden tussen
inhoudseisen en verwerkingseisen.
1) In welke mate verschillen docenten, die een zelfgemaakt proefwerk over dezelfde leerstof geven, in de taakeisen die zij beogen voor hun leerlingen?
2) In welke mate corresponderen de taakeisen die individuele docenten beogen met
het feitelijke proefwerk dat zij geven?
3) In welke mate corresponderen de proefwerkverwachtingen die individuele leerlingen hebben met de taakeisen die hun docent beoogt?
4) In welke mate corresponderen de proefwerkverwachtingen die individuele leerlingen hebben met het feitelijke proefwerk dat hun docent geeft?
5) Halen leerlingen waarvan de proefwerkverwachtingen nauwer overeenstemmen
met de taakeisen die hun docent beoogt, een hoger proefwerkcijfer?
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5

METHODE

Deelnemers aan ons onderzoek waren 22 geschiedenisdocenten en 451 leerlingen
van deze docenten uit vwo 5. De docenten gaven in de tweede helft van het schooljaar een proefwerk over het hoofdstuk 'de Verenigde Staten van Amerika na 1945'
uit Sprekend Verleden, een veelgebruikt geschiedenisleerboek. Het leerboek bood
geen standaardproefwerken; de proefwerken die de docenten gaven waren door henzelf of door collega's gemaakt.
De onderzoeksgegevens werden steeds maximaal twee dagen voor het proefwerk
binnen een lesuur verzameld. Om vast te stellen welk beeld de deelnemers van de
inhoudseisen en verwerkingseisen hadden, werden leerlingen en hun docent gevraagd onafhankelijk van elkaar twee beoordelingstaken uit te voeren. Met betrekking tot de inhoudseisen beoordeelden leerlingen en hun docent de relatieve belangrijkheid van 26 secties uit het hoofdstuk, van elk 3 a 4 alinea's tekst. Met hun belangrijkheidsoordelen gaven leerlingen en hun docent aan hoeveel aandacht sectieonderwerpen hadden gekregen in de klas en hoe groot de kans was dat deze onderwerpen op het proefwerk zouden worden gevraagd. Met betrekking tot de verwerkingseisen beoordeelden leerlingen en hun docent de mate waarin vier vraagtypen
verwacht konden worden op het proefwerk: feitelijke vragen, parafraseervragen,
doordenkvragen en vaardigheidsvragen. Bij feitelijke vragen moeten leerlingen feitelijke informatie uit de leerstof letterlijk kunnen reproduceren. Parafraseervragen
vereisen dat de leerling de leerstof in eigen woorden kan navertellen. Bij doordenkvragen gaat het om verbanden leggen of conclusies trekken op basis van de leerstof.
Vaardigheidsvragen vragen een leerling een methode toe te passen (bijvoorbeeld het
volgen van bepaalde stappen om historische bronnen te interpreteren). Voorafgaand
aan de beoordelingstaak werden de vier vraagtypen kort toegelicht en maakten leerlingen en hun docent een testje om het begrip van de categorieën vast te stellen.
Voor zowel het beoordelen van de belangrijkheid van secties als de 'belangrijkheid'
van vraagtypen gebruikten de deelnemers een vierpuntsschaal.
Om de verwerkingseisen van het proefwerk vast te stellen werd aan de docent
nog een derde taak voorgelegd. Voor deze taak waren docenten vooraf gevraagd hun
proefwerk mee te nemen en ook het antwoordmodel met het maximale puntenaantal
per vraag. Na het uitvoeren van de twee beoordelingstaken haalden de docenten hun
proefwerk te voorschijn en classificeerden zij elk van de proefwerkvragen volgens
een van de vier vraagtypen.
Aan de hand van de proefwerkvraagpunten konden we in een later stadium de
mate vaststellen waarin de vier vraagtypen in het proefwerk voorkwamen, een indicatie voor de verwerkingseisen van het proefwerk. Voor het vaststellen van de inhoudseisen van het proefwerk vergeleken we de onderwerpen die op het proefwerk
voorkwamen met het hoofdstuk en gingen we na of sectieonderwerpen op het
proefwerk voorkwamen. Als tweede indicatie van de inhoudseisen stelden we vast
welk gewicht sectieonderwerpen innamen op het proefwerk. Hiervoor gingen we uit
van het puntenaantal dat kon worden verdiend met vragen over een onderwerp.
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De verkregen data zijn grotendeels geanalyseerd met multilevel-technieken. Deze
technieken maken het mogelijk op nauwkeurige wijze de gemiddelde docent en leerling te beschrijven en ook de verschillen tussen docenten, klassen en leerlingen.
6

RESULTATEN

De resultaten van ons onderzoek worden beschreven aan de hand van de vijf onderzoeksvragen, waarbij telkens een onderscheid wordt gemaakt tussen inhoudseisen
(de belangrijkheid van de 26 secties) en verwerkingseisen (de belangrijkheid van de
4 vraagtypen). Deze beschrijvingen worden steeds gevolgd door een algemene conclusie.
/. In welke mate verschillen docenten, die een zelfgemaakt proefwerk over dezelfde
leerstof geven, in de taakeisen die zij beogen voor hun leerlingen ?
Inhoudseisen. Elk van de docenten maakte onderscheid tussen meer en minder belangrijke secties. Ook wanneer de oordelen over docenten worden gemiddeld, blijkt
dat sommige secties belangrijker werden gevonden dan andere secties. Voor sommige secties bestond meer overeenstemming tussen docenten dan voor andere secties. Voor elk van de secties waren er echter een aanzienlijke verschillen tussen docenten in hun belangrijkheidsoordelen.
Verwerkingseisen. Hoewel volgens de meeste docenten de leerlingen op elk van de
vier vraagtypen moesten rekenen, gaven zij aan dat leerlingen meer vragen van het
ene dan van het andere type konden verwachten. Gemiddeld over de docenten werden doordenkvragen het belangrijkst gevonden en feitelijke vragen het minst belangrijk. Niettemin bestond voor elk van de vraagtypen een aanzienlijke variatie tussen
docenten.
Conclusie. Docenten verschillen sterk in de taakeisen die zij beogen. Voor leerlingen lijkt dit te betekenen dat ze niet louter kunnen afgaan op het leerboek, maar dat
zij hun leerstrategieën moeten afstemmen op de taakeisen die hun eigen docent stelt.
Deze afstemming is echter alleen zinvol wanneer deze taakeisen overeenstemmen
met het proefwerk.
2. In welke mate corresponderen de taakeisen die individuele docenten beogen met
het feitelijke proefwerk dat zij geven?
Inhoudseisen. Docenten toetsten van de secties die zij belangrijk vonden minder dan
de helft. De proefwerken bevatten desondanks secties die docenten onbelangrijk
vonden. De betreffende vragen hadden echter een relatief klein gewicht in het
proefwerk. Bij het interpreteren van dit algemene beeld moet rekening worden gehouden met het feit dat de proefwerken sterk verschilden in het aantal secties dat zij
dekten. Los daarvan verschilden proefwerken in het aantal onbelangrijke secties dat
zij besloegen.
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Verwerkingseisen. Hoewel de proefwerken van docenten verschilden in de mate
waarin de vier vraagtypen voorkwamen, bevatten de meeste proefwerken alle vier de
vraagtypen. Overeenkomstig met de belangrijkheidsoordelen van de docenten hadden doordenkvragen gemiddeld genomen een relatief groot gewicht in het proefwerk. Dit gold echter ook voor feitenvragen. hetgeen in tegenspraak is met de belangrijkheidsoordelen. Op individueel niveau bestond er slechts een zwakke overeenstemming tussen de oordelen van een docent en het aandeel dat de vraagtypen
daadwerkelijk hadden in zijn proefwerk.
Conclusie. De bevindingen onderstrepen dat het belangrijk is een onderscheid te
maken tussen de beoogde taakeisen van de docent en de proefwerkeisen. Voor inhoudseisen zijn de proefwerkvragen niet zozeer tegenstrijdig met de beoogde eisen,
maar gaat het om een kleine selectie van deze eisen. Voor verwerkingseisen zijn de
proefwerken wel in grote mate tegenstrijdig met de beoogde eisen. Dit roept de
vraag op of de door docenten beoogde verwerkingseisen wel kunnen worden opgevat als de daadwerkelijke eisen die aan de studietaak worden gesteld. Om deze vraag
te beantwoorden dienen we ook de proefwerkverwachtingen van leerlingen in beschouwing te nemen.
3. In welke mate corresponderen de proefwerkverwachtingen die individuele leerlingen hebben met de taakeisen die hun docent beoogt?
Inhoudseisen. Elk van de leerlingen maakte onderscheid tussen belangrijke en minder belangrijke secties. De belangrijkheidsoordelen die de gemiddelde leerling aan
de verschillende secties gaf leek veel op die van de gemiddelde docent. Op individueel niveau was de overeenstemming tussen de deelnemers echter vrij beperkt. Hoewel leerlingen uit eenzelfde klas duidelijk meer onderlinge overeenstemming hadden dan leerlingen uit verschillende klassen, waren er binnen eenzelfde klas nog
grote verschillen tussen leerlingen. Gemiddeld genomen hadden individuele leerlingen dan ook een lage overeenstemming met hun eigen docent. In sommige klassen
was deze gemiddelde overeenstemming hoger dan in andere klassen.
Verwerkingseisen. De gemiddelde leerling gaf aan dat hij rekening hield met alle
vier de vraagtypen, maar verwachtte dat doordenkvragen het grootste aandeel zouden hebben in het proefwerk. Vergeleken met de belangrijkheidsoordelen van de
gemiddelde docent was het enige verschil dat de gemiddelde leerling relatief veel
gewicht toekende aan parafraseervragen. Hoewel kon worden aangetoond dat oordelen van leerlingen uit de dezelfde klas meer op elkaar leken dan oordelen van leerlingen uit verschillende klassen, waren er binnen dezelfde klas aanzienlijke verschillen tussen leerlingen. Oordelen van individuele leerlingen vertoonden gemiddeld
genomen dan ook een zwakke correspondentie met de oordelen van de eigen docent.
Er kon niet worden aangetoond dat deze correspondentie varieerde tussen klassen.
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Conclusie. Individuele leerlingen hebben gemiddeld genomen geen duidelijk beeld
van de inhoudseisen en verwerkingseisen die hun docent beoogt. Voor verwerkingseisen is dit niet verwonderlijk, omdat de beoogde eisen van de docent tegenstrijdig zjjn met het proefwerk. Voor inhoudseisen geldt dat leerlingen uit sommige
klassen een duidelijker beeld van de eisen van de docent hebben dan leerlingen uit
andere klassen. Ook binnen eenzelfde klas hebben sommige leerlingen een duidelijker beeld van de inhoudseisen van de docent dan andere leerlingen. Deze laatste
conclusie wordt ondersteund door de bevinding dat leerlingen die meer spreiding in
hun belangrijkheidsoordelen vertoonden, een grotere overeenstemming met hun
docent hadden. Dit suggereert dat leerlingen met hogere cijfers zekerder zijn van de
inhoudseisen en daardoor scherpere oordelen durven te geven.
4. In welke mate corresponderen de proefwerkverwachüngen die individuele leerlingen hebben met het feitelijke proefwerk dat hun docent geeft?
Inhoudseisen. De belangrijkheidsoordelen van leerlingen stemden overeen met de
onderwerpen die op het proefwerk werden gevraagd, maar deze overeenstemming
was lager dan de overeenstemming die docenten hadden met hun proefwerk. Desondanks beoordeelden leerlingen de secties die door hun docent belangrijk werden
gevonden minder vaak als belangrijk wanneer deze secties niet op het proefwerk
voorkwamen dan wanneer deze secties wel voorkwamen. Andersom beoordeelden
zij secties die hun docent als onbelangrijk beoordeelde vaker als belangrijk wanneer
deze secties wel op het proefwerk voorkwamen.
Verwerkingseisen. De verwachting van de meeste leerlingen dat het proefwerk alle
vier de vraagtypen zou bevatten was juist. De verwachting over het relatieve gewicht van de vraagtypen strookte echter niet met het proefwerk. Terwijl leerlingen
gemiddeld genomen het relatieve belang van parafraseervragen overschatten, onderschatten zij het belang van feitelijke vragen. Voor de individuele leerling kon geen
verband worden aangetoond tussen zijn belangrijkheidsoordelen en het proefwerk
dat zijn docent gaf.
Conclusie. Voor inhoudseisen weten leerlingen voor een deel van de onderwerpen
dat zij niet getoetst wordt ondanks dat de docent ze belangrijk vindt. Andersom weten zij dat een deel van de onderwerpen getoetst wordt ondanks dat de docent ze
onbelangrijk vindt. Leerlingen compenseren kennelijk voor de verschillen tussen de
beoogde inhoudseisen van de docent en de proefwerkeisen. Mogelijk gaan leerlingen af op de accenten in het leerboek of typische informatie die in vorige proefwerken is gevraagd. Het compensatie-effect biedt slechts in beperkte mate een verklaring voor de discrepanties tussen leerling- en docentoordelen. In het algemeen bevestigen de vergelijkingen tussen leerlingoordelen en het proefwerk dat leerlingen
geen duidelijk beeld hebben van de taakeisen.
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5. Halen leerlingen waarvan de proefwerkverwachtingen nauwer overeenstemmen
met de taakeisen die hun docent beoogt, een hoger proefwerkcijfer?
Inhoudseisen. Leerlingen met een hoger cijfer vertoonden vaker een relatief grote
overeenstemming met hun docent in belangrijkheidsoordelen dan leerlingen met een
lager cijfer.
Verwerkingseisen. Gegeven het grote aantal discrepanties tussen de proefwerkverwachtingen van leerlingen, de door de docent beoogde verwerkingseisen en de
proefwerkeisen is het niet duidelijk welke verwerkingseisen daadwerkelijk aan de
studietaak werden gesteld. Om deze reden kon de vijfde vraag niet op zinvolle wijze
worden onderzocht.
Conclusie. Leerlingen met een hoger cijfer hebben over het algemeen een duidelijker beeld van de inhoudseisen dan leerlingen met een lager cijfer. Gegeven onze
onderzoeksopzet konden we niet nagaan of een duidelijker beeld van de inhoudseisen heeft bijgedragen aan een hoger proefwerkcijfer. We hadden daartoe ook het
leerproces moeten onderzoeken. Het is mogelijk dat leerlingen met een hoger cijfer
die een relatief duidelijk beeld van de taakeisen hadden, evenveel aandacht aan belangrijke als onbelangrijke secties hebben besteed. Een duidelijker beeld van de inhoudseisen zou in dat geval een bijproduct zijn geweest en niet hebben bijgedragen
aan de superieure leerprestatie (leerlingen die goed leerden konden ook goed taakeisen vaststellen). Niettemin kan worden gesteld dat een causaal verband tussen proefwerkverwachtingen (de correspondentie leerling-docent) en proefwerkcijfers
waarschijnlijker is voor leerlingen met een hoog cijfer dan voor leerlingen met een
laag cijfer.
7

DISCUSSIE

Volgens huidige leertheorieën is het belangrijk dat leerlingen hun leerstrategieën
afstemmen op taakeisen. Ons onderzoek suggereert echter dat leerlingen gemiddeld
genomen geen duidelijk beeld van de taakeisen hebben. Onze conclusies gelden in
eerste instantie voor specifieke kenmerken van de onderzochte populatie (vwo 5
geschiedenisklassen). het soort taak (bestuderen van een leerboekhoofdstuk), de
context (een onderwijsepisode die wordt afgesloten met een proefwerk) en twee
soorten taakeisen (de relatieve belangrijkheid van tekstsecties en typen proefwerkvragen). De conclusies komen echter overeen met eerder onderzoek waaruit blijkt
dat er aanzienlijke discrepanties kunnen optreden tussen proefwerkverwachtingen
van leerlingen, de taakeisen die docenten beogen en de uiteindelijke proefwerkvragen. Bovendien zijn onze bevindingen consistent met onderzoek waarin geen relatie
kon worden aangetoond tussen de leerstrategieën die leerlingen zeiden te hanteren
en de proefwerkeisen die daadwerkelijk werden gesteld.
Het afstemmen op taakeisen is afhankelijk van complexe interacties tussen leerling- en omgevingsfactoren. Gebrekkige vaardigheden kunnen er voor zorgen dat
leerlingen niet of niet effectief afstemmen. Zo kunnen leerlingen die niet in staat zijn
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om hoofd- en bijzaken in een les vast te stellen om deze reden proberen de stof volledig te leren, ook al is deze daar te omvangrijk voor. Het (effectief) afstemmen kan
de leerlingen ook onaantrekkelijk, moeilijk of onmogelijk worden gemaakt, bijvoorbeeld wanneer de docent onvoldoende duidelijkheid biedt over de taakeisen. In ons
onderzoek lijken inhoudseisen in sommige klassen duidelijker te zijn geweest dan in
andere klassen, maar zelfs in het eerste geval kan de informatie over inhoudseisen
voor leerlingen onvoldoende zijn geweest om er hun leerstrategieën op te baseren.
Uit eerder experimenteel onderzoek blijkt dat leerlingen er vrij zeker van moeten
zijn dat informatie onbelangrijk is, voordat zij er toe overgaan om minder aandacht
aan deze informatie te besteden.
Wat betreft de verwerkingseisen gingen leerlingen in ons onderzoek in veel gevallen er terecht vanuit dat alle vier de vraagtypen op het proefwerk zouden voorkomen, maar waren zij niet in staat om het relatieve belang van deze vraagtypen op
het proefwerk in te schatten. Wanneer zij dit wel hadden gekund is het echter de
vraag of deze kennis behulpzaam was geweest. Uit eerder onderzoek blijkt dat leerlingen doorgaans reproductieve leerstrategieën gebruiken, zoals het herhaaldelijk
lezen van de stof, ook wanneer het proefwerk meer dan alleen het reproduceren van
informatie vraagt. Mogelijk zijn leerlingen in staat om met reproductieve leerstrategieën redelijke cijfers te halen en is het denkwerk van inzichtsvragen op het proefwerk zelden zo diep dat een voorbereiding met hogere orde leerstrategieën is vereist.
Ons eigen en het voorgaand onderzoek geven aanleiding om te vermoeden dat
reguliere 'studie-proefwerk'-situaties leerlingen niet aanmoedigen om hun leerstrategieën af te stemmen op de relatieve belangrijkheid van inhoudseisen en verwerkingseisen. Dit betekent geenszins dat afstemmen op deze eisen onbelangrijk is.
Experimenteel onderzoek wijst uit dat afstemmen op inhoudseisen en verwerkingseisen op cruciale wijze kan bijdragen aan de effectiviteit en efficiëntie van het leerproces. Verder laten beschrijvende studies zien dat leerlingen hun leerstrategieën
wel degelijk aanpassen aan de leeromgeving. Toekomstig onderzoek moet uitwijzen
op welk soort taakeisen of andere taakkenmerken leerlingen afstemmen en onder
welke voorwaarden dit gebeurt.
Nieuwe studies kunnen ons inzicht vergroten in de wijze waarop het afstemmen
op taakeisen door leerlingen kan worden bevorderd. Op basis van de theorie over
taakeisen kunnen nu echter al een viertal suggesties worden gedaan. Ten eerste kunnen docenten meer en op duidelijkere wijze informatie verschaffen aan leerlingen
over wat hen wel en niet op het proefwerk te wachten staat. Hierbij kunnen docenten
leerlingen attenderen op eventuele tegenstrijdigheden tussen bronnen van taakinformatie, bijvoorbeeld door de verschillen aan te geven tussen het komende proefwerk
en de voorgaande proefwerken. Ten tweede kunnen docenten leerlingen onderwijzen
hoe zij taakeisen kunnen vaststellen en hun leerstrategieën hierop kunnen afstemmen. Zo kan de docent leerlingen laten zien hoe het maken van aantekeningen verschilt bij lessen die gericht zijn op het verwerven van nieuwe informatie en lessen
die gericht zijn op een dieper inzicht in de stof. Ten derde kunnen docenten streven
naar een betere afstemming tussen de door hen beoogde taakeisen en de proefwerkeisen. Dit voorkomt dat leerlingen die afstemmen op taakeisen van de docent op het
verkeerde been worden gezet. Ten vierde kunnen docenten de taakcondities en
proefwerken zodanig aanpassen dat leerlingen gedwongen worden om af te stem-
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men. Wanneer proefwerken bijvoorbeeld uitsluitend vragen bevatten die een diep
inzicht in de leerstof vereisen, zullen leerlingen eerder geneigd zijn hogere orde strategieën te gebruiken zoals het maken van schema's of het doelbewust relateren van
de leerstof aan voorkennis. Verder kan het selectief bestuderen van belangrijke informatie worden aangemoedigd door het geven van langere en minder voorgestructureerde studieteksten die leerlingen in relatief korte tijd moeten bestuderen, bijvoorbeeld aan de hand van een vraagstelling.
Deze laatste aanbeveling kan een terugtredende rol van docenten (en het leerboek) impliceren als het gaat om het vaststellen van belangrijke informatie in studieteksten. Wanneer docenten de verantwoordelijkheid voor het vaststellen van taakeisen deels overdragen aan de leerlingen, hoeven zij minder informatie uit te wisselen
over taakeisen. Deze taakaanpassing lijkt niet alleen bevorderlijk voor het afstemmen op taakeisen, maar moedigt de leerling ook aan om zelf leerdoelen te stellen.
Daarmee bereiden leerlingen zich ten slotte ook beter voor op het uitvoeren van buitenschoolse (leer)taken, die vaak vereisen dat strategieën op zelfstandige wijze worden afgestemd, op zowel persoonlijke als externe doelen.
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STELLINGEN
Bij Task demands and test expectations: Theory and empirical research on students'
preparation for a teacher-made test van Hein Broekkamp
1) Om de praktijkrelevantie van de onderwijskunde te vergroten is het niet alleen
nodig om empirisch onderzoek uit te voeren in reële onderwijssituaties, maar
moeten ook theorieën over deze situaties worden ontwikkeld.
2) Hoe verder het beeld dat leerlingen van een taak hebben uiteenloopt, hoe minder men kan spreken van een klassikale taak.
3) Volgens veel onderwijskundigen stemmen leerlingen hun leerstrategie af op het
proefwerk. Als zij dit al doen, doen zij dit op basis van hun verwachting over
het proefwerk.
4) Wanneer de leraar geheimzinnig doet over wat mogelijk op het proefwerk gevraagd wordt, zullen leerlingen geneigd zijn aan onbelangrijke informatie evenveel aandacht te besteden als aan belangrijke informatie.
5)

Ondanks alle onderwijsvernieuwingen, kunnen vwo-leerlingen nog steeds volstaan met een reproductieve manier van leren.

6) Dat leerlingen denken dat zij proefwerkvragen goed kunnen voorspellen is tot
op zekere hoogte een functionele illusie: het versterkt hun gevoel van controle
over de complexe onderwijssituatie waaraan zij zijn overgeleverd en verhoogt
zo hun motivatie.
7)

Bushokjes dringen ons wekelijks het tijdsbeeld op.

8) Hoe groter het museum, des te vluchtiger de kunstbeschouwing.
9) Een winner is een beginner die op een te laag niveau speelt.
10) Geen aangenamere fietsroute dan de Prinsengracht op momenten dat het autoverkeer er vast staat.

